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ABSTRACT

Observations of ,the. career decision-making (CDM) behaviors of
college students were inaltyzed to investigate how variations in the
CDM process .may be ,associated with age, sex, and "sex-typed"..:iralues. .

The study was 'primarily descriptive:father than an. experimental
:= testing' of hypothesed. too` advantage of the unique "window ", .

provided by records of students' InteractfOn with the .coMputor-bai3ed
System of Interactive Guidance. and ,Information (*IGO to _look ;into.
Che.Pracess, of CDM. Virst; the effe4s.,Of .hige, and sex on a wide
range of. CDM variables were examined. ', f..Then;. for groUps.clasiified
'ad having vdlues "tyPiFal" or hatypleal" 'each' sex, analyses-4were

. made ofikikff,erencesand similarities' in:e4cb-petkayiurs, as prefer-.. ,-
ences fot major fields of interest and-kinds oc&wationaschosen.

Ef fg4S 'of initial status on CDM variables -were soinetimed , found.
when age and sex effects were absent.. :Age,dgferences wete-rela-
lively infrequent'an?I small. Whiles sex differences 'found tended to

.confirm the stereotype of thestriving,
ntirturatit, passive female, -the two "typical" sub-gfotufis accourited.:,fl .

-4, for many of ihese differences._ Furthermore; - ,'differenc'e's potkeetr,
'the- "typical" and "atypical"'eub-gtouPs se.x often paral-

_- lel ,those between the seines,'
-2., - (

'A major ,'conelfits'ion-'-id that similarities 'between ,,age- and sex,
"groups in the CDM proCesd outweigh difiefences and judtify 'Sex- ,

.blind" guidance. Students frOM, ewery agen8ex -groffp found the
''strUctute and process embodied SIGI relevant cong&-Lial.

Thud, ample precedent idseen for .pectPle of either sex who want
escape frOni sex-,-ioie;stieleatypes and 'seek- career satisfactions,

fri tertid.of values that may reffect .any conceivable g-tadation of-sex identification.'
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This researyh was designed td
.

capitalize on unique sets of ob-
servations of th4 Gareer.Decision-Making process (CDM).already-ibeing..
collected in the course of a clearly defined'interven,tion. The in-
tervention is the computer-based System of Interactive Guidance and
Information (PIGI)., developed to help students in or about to enter
college make informed and rational career decisions7-and also to in-
crease their freedom of choice, develop their understanding of the
elements involved in choice, and improve their.competencies in the
CDM prodess. The intervention is specified, in part,- by thy stp
tureand conpentiof SIGI--the model of CDM it employp, the scrip ,

the data,basespothe format of disp1sys.on a cathode-ray.tube., t e
respoinse mode on the keyboard, and so on. These resources are c-
.ces bled to all users. THe intervention is further specified by the
distinctive way in which each user intsiracts with the struct1re and
refiources of the qystem. 'These distinctive interactions are auto-
matically recorded by the computer for research purposes and are
printed,lin compressed form. Through this "window" on the CDM pro-9
cess, we can *serve indivpual variations in CDM behavior(w1thin,
the common framework of the system). An interpreted record 9f one
student's interactiOns, with SIGI appears in the next chapter, show-
ing the kinds of data'availple. ,

..T.
.

.
. ,

In seeking to understand 'factors which influence the 'EDM prod-,
cess" '(NIEr 1976), an early questiortis how such variations in' the,
CDM process as we can observe are associated with age, sex,.and sex-
typed values. Our sample of observations provides u with substan-
tial numbers of SIGI users in three'age categories: (,18 fnd under,.
10-24, and 25 and -over. It also includes sizeablesizeablenuummbbers of males \
Ind females. It furnishee unusually rich -data on the exploration of
values and on examined'values.

. .,

The fiindings in this repute, like the research, naturally fall ,
into two parts. Part 1 is primarfleconcerned h Uncoversng the
,effects of ageand sex on a wide variety of CDM var bles. 'These
variables, which are largely drived flrom observations student's
as they interact 'with SIGI, are described by age- a :early in
die report under the heading, "Career DecitionlMaking Variables."
Using ndings from the first part-of the study, t 2 discusses,
proce ures fOor classifying students into se3rtypi sand sex-atypical
groups. These groUpings are then used to help exp a :nd clarify
whatever.sex differences were found earlierand to help understand
why stude is plan for specific occu 1(ations. The question of interest
here is, A e the sex associated 4tfferences mainly a function.of dif-
ferences'in values profiles, which may to some extent reflect sex but
may alsoit d independently to determine/CDWprocesses?.

If,
0

0
,

. .
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,

If this proves to e the case. it should be a liberating finding.
It would demonstrate' that a guidance treatment can counter rather than
compound the effecte of sex stereo ng. We know from preVioUs re-,
se-arch that male'and female dblleg freshmen differ in theymeanjmpOr-
tince they attach to:some Nalues an also differ in their atruc uring,
of values (Norris and Ka.4, 1970). But' these findings are .based on *_,

a national sample of stud4nts who-had not been exposed'to-any one -

.specific kind of intervention. Their values.may be called (relativily)
"unexamined." But what about valuep Of'college'freshmen who have gon
through a systematic eiploratIon and examination/of values (in SIG
Will female and male diferfrices still be appar'nt not only in distri-
butions of weights assigned, to some values dimensions, but also in .the
structure of the valul,s domain? If'the treatment representedby SIGE,

.which is entirely undifferentiated as to sex,, discloses a full range
of values profiles for each sex such that there is ample overlap even
though means may be somewhat different* if thedistiOctive values pro-
file of an individual, Andepenaehtly of sex; influences the other-CDM
process variables; then it becOmes clear that giadancetnee dot concern,-
itself with such pseudo-issue as within-s\ ex vs. between-s -norms:14

, /

;But-this speculation, gets ahead'ofsthe game. The etuayfiede-
.

scriptivf rather than an experimental testing of hypthehes. 'It ob-
p

s
,

erveshehavior during the CDM process on such variables;ss Va104
prOfilea, information- seeking, predicting, planning,,and us, of de-
cisiOn rules in evaluating'occupationor Aoice. It conte* for
initial status of individti,lp as they embark on this formai, system-

,, atic CDM process. It cam age and sex groups in these4ehaviors
and describes similaritie and differences. In addition; lt ascer- .

tains whether sex - typical and kex-atypical values profiles can be de-
fined for'each,sex, Ad comparis groups sa identified on such variables
as ler field of interest, comprehensiveness of ihfermation-seeking,
,ty eas of occupations foT which plans. are made, and types of occupations
ultiipately preferred after the joint utility and probability, of enteK-
Ang everal occupations have been evaluated. r,

e

I
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.CHAPTER. II

IDENTIFICATION OF DATA FROM SIGI

Most of the data for this report come from the records of
responses that the computer may collect as students interact with
SIGI. One way to familiarize the reader with these data is-to
present an actual student record together with an explication of
it. Such a presentation already exists as a chapter in the re-
port

1
of the field test of SIGI, and it will be convenient simply.

to transfer that chapter to this report as Exhibit I.

The "tags" and labels that identify data in Exhibit I do not
always agree with those used in this report. Each tag or label,
however, is identified when it is introduced in later chapters.

The page, numbers at the bottoM of the page axe those for
.

'this report. The page numbers at the top are those of the origi-
nal chapter:

1
Warren Chapman, Martin R. Katz, Lila Norris, Laura Pears, SIGI:

Field Test and Evaluation of a Computer-Based System of Interactive
Guidance and Information. (Prince on, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, 1977).



EXHIBIT

CHAPTER II

ILLUSTRATION OF SIGI INTERACTION

The remainder of this report will of necessity assume an understanding

o the structure of SIGI. This structure is not easy to describe in words.

Although its general features are always the same, the structural details

vary according to the behavior of the individual user. The number of pos-

sible different, paths through SIGI is almost infinite.

One way to describe SIGI is to look over the shoulder of a student

experiencing it. We can do this by examining one of the records compiled

by the computer from a random sample of SIGI users. The record we have
r.

chosen charts the responses of a woman at one of the-community colleges

participating in the field test. Since every student uses the system in

a unique way, the model student should not be regarded as "typical." We

chose her becatise her record illustrates a number of the most imptoft4t,

features of-the system.

Stude4, Printout
/--

The printout of the student's interaction has been Cut up and reproduced

as Figure 1, pages 1-6, at the end of this chapter. The leftmost column of

he printout contains the descriptive tags ("INTR4," "END2," etc.) that

identify the place in the program where a response occurred. The second

column lists the response number, value weight, specification level, or

whlitever,that constituted the response. The remaining columns clarify or

give meaning to that response. Generally the tags and labels have no mean-

ing"except to the SIGI research staff. They will be explained in the

1;i
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description that follows.

Let us now sA do*n at the terminal and go through SIGI with'her.

Figure 1, Page,1i

DATE. This is the date bf the student's first session.

INTIN. This is the time (12:01 p.m.) when the student signed on and

entered the introductory (INT) section of SIGI.

STATUS. The variable STATUS keeps track of where the student is in

SIGI. SIGI was designed to meet two needs related to career decision-

making. First, it attempts to meet the need for a, rational and orderly

method of decision-making. Second, it meets the need for an information

system that will supply the various kinds of data that a rational decision
1

requires. The first need should be satisfied before the second because

the student must have some systematic way to bangle information' before

acquiring it. In order to teach a rational method, SIGI leads the begin-

ner, or NO9kCE, through the subsystems in an order that constitztes an

algorithm for decision-making. What this order is will become apparent as

''4',-

we follow this student s interaction. The student's STATUS )counter is
i 1

incremented every time she finishes a subsystem so that, if she then signs

off, the coml5ut.er can start her at the right place when she returns.

When the student finishes the last subsystem, Strategy, her status reaches

7. At this point she, will presumably have mastered the method and will be

competent to use SIGI mainly as an informatior; system. She the4 becomes

an INITIATE with the privilege of roaming through SIGI at will.

INTRO. Many displays are in a multiple-choice format. The display

asking about the student's enrollment status his four categories of re-

-7-
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a

Oonses. This student's respon 3, indicates that she has already under-'

taken some college work. The computer will store this response and- will/.

'look at it whenever it must select a display that is worded one way for;

a returning student and a different way for a student who'haS not yet s".

enrolled.

INTR5. This-is the student's age category.

INTR6. Data.on age and sex are used only for research studies. No

displays in SIGI are differentiated on the basis of age or sex; males and

females get exactly the. same treatment.

PRT1. Students may get hardcopy printouts of various SIGI displays
>

for study off iine The printer is wired to the terminal and simply Copies.

what the student is looking at. In this case, the display summarizes the

student's responses to INTR7-10, which constitute an introduction to the

. .

decision-making model embraced by SIGI.

INTR7-INTR10. After INTR6, the student responds to displays ask-

ing about the four major aspects of decisions about occupations: Does she

know which values are important to her? Does sherknow which occupations.

are likely to satisfy her values? Can she successfully predidt her grades,.

in the courses she will be taking as she prepares herself fot an occupation?

Dees she know which courses and other steps to take in the preparation?

The model student's answers are in the middle range between confidence and

doubt. PRT1 (above) shows that the student wanted a record of. her responses
r

41 to these questions.

r' INTR11'. The introduction concludes with a tiny "computer-assisted

instruction" (CAI) sequence consisting of a single display with feedback.

The student is asked to identify a logical- first step in,a decision-

making process. She got(the right answer:: She should examine her values

-8-
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0 that she will know what satisfactions and rewards .to look for in an

occupation. This sequence leads her directly into the subsystemwhere the

examination occurs.

The Values System (VALIN-VAL10)

VALI This is.the clock time of her entry into the Values.' system.

VAL2. In the Values system the student weights the importance, to

her, of each of ten Occupational values. The weights are on a scale of

0 (no importance) to 8 (highest importance). Another tiny CAI sequence

'introduces the weighting process. The record shows that the student

understood the explanation, forShe made the correct response to the

test, question:

VAL3-VAL6. The order in which things appear in the student record iA

different from the order in which they happen at the terminal. The

chronological order is VAL5 (with VAL3 appearing just before notation of

the weight:as1igned to Interest Field), END2, END5, INCON3 (each of which

may appear more than once), VAL4, and VAT. In this discussion they will

bertreated in that order rather than, in the order in which.theyare listed

tbe record.

This is the record of U. weights the student assigned to

-*'. 44.°
c.41. when she consider, , one at a time. The value is defined

terms and the student considers the importance (to her) of

that value through her occupation. Income.is defined as having

more than'enough to live on. Interest Field is the importance of working

_in a particular field of interest; before weighting that value, the stu-

dent selects the,field of paramount interest to her: Scientific,Techno-,-
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logical, Administrative,' Personal Contact; Verbal, and Aesthetic. (The

tag VAL3 shows that this student selected the Scientific field.) Early

Entry is the importance of. entering an occupation withOut long delay for

training and education; it is a kind of reverse education value--the greater

the weight, the less-tolerance for prolonged education.- When she finished

weighting the values one at a time, she saw them brought together in the

form of a histogram and was given the opportunity to adjust the weights.

VAL5 records the weights at the conclusion of this process. For this

student, Income and Security, weighted 5, were the most important values.

It is curious that the sum of all her weights came toon1y 31. For most

students the sum is much higher, about 50. Apparently none of the SIGI

values was of pressing importance t) this student.

END2 -ENDS (first occurrence). With the preliminary weighting com-
.

pleted, the student engages in a playful,,nonthreatening Values Game. To

,begin the game the student had to choose between two imaginary "jobs," one

as 'Tenurist; featuring a maximum amount of Security'(the last item:,

VALUE GAME JOB ACCEPTED, in END2) and the other as a Veiociter, featuring

.Early Entry (the first item in END2). She chose Tenurist. She was then

faced with another dilemma: 'Her job as Tenurist lacked opportunities

Leadership. Did she want to quit and try another job? She decided that

would stick with the Security that Tenurists enjoy. But when she was

tempted by the offer of a job 'as Buckster, featuring a good income (first

item in ENDS), she decided to take it. Thus the information tagged in

END2 and ENDS is the choices she,made in a series of bipolar confrontations

in. one game. Sometimes the confrontation involves the news that the job

is deficient in opportunity to satisfy a value: At other times the di-

lemma is in the form of a temptation to switch to a job offering unusual

-10-
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opportunities to satisfy a rival value. The order in which th values

appear is unrelated to the weights the student assigned in he previous

interaction. To the extent possible, the order'is 'random.

END2 -ENDS (second occurrence). In her second game, she stuck to her

job as Butkster in the face of bad news or temptations with respect to

Prestige, Independence, Helping Others, Variety, Interest Field, and Leisure

(END2). She quit, however,' pn learning that her job lacked oppdrtunities

for Leadership (END5).

INCON3 4first occurrence). ThecomPutercompares the weights pre-

vi.ously assigned (as recorded in VAL5) to the "Winners" and 'llosers"'in

the Values Game. This student had weighted,High Income at 5 and Leader-

strip atonly 2. Nevertheless, she had rejected a job featuring the pre-

ferred value becauseA.t was deficient in the less cherished value. This

inconsistency is noted hi' INCON3. (The student would also be inconsistent

if she stuck with a job.featuring a*value she 'had weighted less than the

rival value;, This student did not fall into tha

and n, ' t2 messages appear, in he :cdrd.)

INCON3 (third' occurrence). The student ,t play enough games

to allow for the appearance of all ten values at least once. After that,"

she can play as many games as she finds useful or entertaining. This stu-

dent elected to play a third game. This time the luck of the draw once

7'

again presented her with the opportunity to be a Buckster (last item In

"END2), and she c ose that occupation over onT featuring Prestige (first

Item in END2). She also preferred High Income to Independence, Leadership,

and Leisure, but not to Interest Field ENDS). Her choice of Interest

Field over High Income was inconsistent with her value weightings, and she

got a message to this effect (INCON3).

A's

.1

messages delivered to the student,
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in the END2, E , and INCON displays are mere report of outcomes.

analysis or,sta istical inference is attempted on the basis of such a

brief game. The purpose of the game is to stimulate reflection about

"'ties, not to cale them.

\

VAL4: Bef re' proceeding to the final adjustment of her value weights;

the \student is offered the opportunity to change the field of 'interest

(cientific) t at she selected earlier in VAL3. She accepted the offer,

but the end decided to stick with her earlier choice.

VAL6. T1-1 'student must now readjust her value weights, but this time

with jlhe restr ctiom that they sum to 4ö points. Thisrestriction-forcet

°,thestud6rit to consider the relative, as opposed to the absolute,

)
tance of each value--i.e., to establish priorities4 For most students, its

also underlines the sad' fact that decision-making nearly always involves

trade-offs. Sr this student T)wever, the restriction i thing of /

a dividend, for she can incre..,,c her total weights by nine points. VAL6

records the adjusted weights. Interest Field, which [had been tied with

High Income, became her top value, Security was relegated to second place,

and the range extended from 7 to 1 instead of 5 to l These results seem

consistent with the outcomes of the Values Games. Since the restriction

to 40 points did not force trade-offs on this student, one may speculate

that the difference between pre-iand postgame weights was due almost wholly

to the impact of the Values Came.

VAL7-VAL10 (Figure 1, page 2). Intersection in the Values system con-

cludes with a CAI sequence that reinforces t e concept of weighting one's

values and leads into the next system, Locat . The student recognized

(VAL7) that one reason for Weighting values w s to direct the search for

occupational information. She also understooi (VALE) the concept, the ,

ma.
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greater the value w 11,Ehe mo
111
e important the value. She recognized'

(VAL9) that if'a person gave a high weight to Secuiity,'he would probably

prefer a secure job (Autonomist; an tmaginaiy job) to a job gesturing some
7, °

other value. Ald in VALI°, She saw that the s'eco'nd step in a rational
.6"

decision- making process should be to,identify a set of occupations that

ate likely to satisfy. her more important values. Such an identification

is the function of Locate. At this point she could'.chpose between signing
A

off or going,- directly to Locate. She chose to go to' Locate.

The Locate System (LOCIN-LOC9)

LOCIN (Figure 1, page 2). The student took 58 minutes to reach the

Locate system. She went more slowly than most students.
t 4

LOC3 (Figure 1, page 2). In Locate, the stude,n( selects a set of

five of the ten values and then specifies a minimum of return that she would

accept from an occupation on each-value. (For Interest Field, the speci-'

fication is for one of7the six fields of interest.) This student chose

five top-weighted values (first column) and specif:t.d.'4the levels and

interest field named in the' right column. The numbers tVat precede' the

specification label are the numerical equivalent of the specificatiOb---

five levels for High Income, six fields for Interest Fie/d, and four levels

for each of the other eight values.

LOCO (Figure 1, page 2), These three columns list the occupation's,

with their identification numbers, that were retrieved with'the values/

specifications named in LOC3. All of the occupations in SIGI have been

rated on the opportunity they provide to satisfy each of the ten values:

The rating scale is the same as that used to designate the level of speci-'

-13-
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ficatio . Consequently, thade., meaning of LOC4'Iis that.all the 14sted 4cu-

are rated'ai 3-or shove )n Income (14, their medi vier:3r
-

exqeea .$11,000 pei year), lie,to Somi eietent \in th:Scientific interest
, , , . ',-v7'. : /

,11
.

. . q, o
,

fielct offer an or above AVerage opportunity to help others, and. . i .. 4,,:,
, ,

4...

so-on. If no qcupation had "beea'rletrieved, e studeht would have
I

L .

5-
._.

.

been, forced to lobsen 'specifications. If more than 0 had been etrieved,

.,
.

....-

'she . would have 'gad to 'make them more strft.,..
1.,. . .

PRT2f4Figure 1, "page 2).' The student decided to get a r.nr.out of

LOC3 and L0C, which are'.cambined.'into a single display with the value,/ '4-
.

.

specif,ications on the keft'and the occupatios.ietlieNred with them on:,

the tight. I

L005 (Figure lz page 2). As a novice, the student is exposed to an

explanation of how SIGI retrieves occupations. Its purpose is to reinforce

the concept that occupations retrievein Locate have spteal significance

in terms of the student's own values. Tile-explanation ends by asking the

student whether any of the occupations that had been retrieved for her re-

quire& more education than she was contemplating. For this student'-the

answer was yes. The dipplay tagged L005 told her to use Early Entry

one of her search values and to set its specification ae the level of'edu-
r

lb;

cation she would accept. For exampleby. specifying that the retrieved
, 4k

occupations should require no more than two or=three yearg of educational

preparation, she would eliminate from the list all clupatiohs that re-

quired a bSthelor's or advanced degree for entry.

L0C6-L0C8 (Figure'lz page 2). The student is now offered four options:

(a) to learn why a particular occOation was not retrieved; (b) to change

the specification on one or more of the values originally selected"; (c)

to assemble a different set of valueS fOr the,purposes of retriel)al; or

47-

-14-
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p

'I. .

\ 't

,(dl to get out of Locate. The student,chose the V.rst option (LOC6) And

... V i
<, ". . .

aaked why Physician a Assistant (LOC7) had not been retrieved. is it
, .

' c

-4 _happened, he occupati habeed retrieved. She then asked why Registered
Nt ) -..-

Nurse had faile to alif,ear aod'leSrned (L0C8) that that occupation failed

..7i:
to meet%her speciation_for Incomea

r

PRT4 (Figure 1, page 2). The student asked for a printout of the in-
,I, v !

forta About Registe Ili Nurse. The friforiation. as to fit/not ft 1.6
,

!cc ,,,

: ,p,w

prese d'in thp ame di ay as the values/sPecification. so that she wiPl.
.

>knoui which sp ication was ebo high when stile studies the printout off.line.

4'. LOC6 (Figure 1, page ,2). This time the student, decided to change a

.silecification for one of her original set of values-.

)LOC3 (Figure 1, page 2). She re ecr,the ESecifiehtion for High

InCome from 3 to 2--from a minimum a $11,000 to a miniplum of $8,000.

-

rThe other specifications were unchanget4 The student's behavior seems

to be related to the,disclosure that Ostered NUrse failed tr meet her
. , .

earlier specification.

LOC4 page 2). A. second set of occupations is retrieved:

It of course contains all the occupations in the first set, since they
. ,

exceed-the low0ed'speCification for Inc me, and four new occupations:

193 Registered-Nurse, 221 Biology Teacher, 227 ematics Teacher, and

229 Physical Science Teacher.

PRT2-LO (Figure 1, page 2). The student got a printout oithe re-

vised list and, apparently satisfied now that Registered Nurse had been

made to aprear\ ele ted to move out of Localte,.

- ,
LOC9- *i5fire 1, page 2). Locate concludes with another tiny CAI

sequence that is de4igned to introduce thez,novice to the next subsystem

4
of SIGI and the next logical step in a rational decision-making process.

,

42F
e

V '

-15-
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That stgp is to inform herself about the o cupations uncovered in Locate.

,The,ComPare subsysteL which is the occupa idnal information system,

'pkovidegAhe opporidity tk do that.

7
.

Compare System (C0iii5iN-ENDFIL)

,

.,^ .

. COMPIN (Figure 1, page 2/...., The student could have signed off after
ti

'\
completing Locate, to begin in fOtripare when shy/teturned; or she could go

to Compare immediately,: She chose the latter,cours0s. She ,silent. -20 minutes
A!,

in Locate and had now been on SIGI fier one hour and 18 minutes'.

SAVE (Figure 1, page 2). Compare gets its name from he',faEt that

''the student is informed about three' occupations at a time so that she can

compare them with one another. lAVE is a reminder list of the occupations

that are pr sumably of paramount interest, to her. At this point the list

containt 11 the 4tcupations that were retrieved in her two passes through

LoCate. The student doe/not 'have to ,elect' from this 14st; she may

s'. .

elect any occupation in SIGI for ,use in Compare.

OCC2 (Figure 1, page 2). These are the three occupations, she chose

for cuery. They were all" on the SAVE list.

O

COMP4-PRT5 (several occurrences, Figure 1, pages 2 & 3). The ques-

.tions available to the student are shOwn in Figure 2. She may designate

up to'five questions At a and the answers will then he displayed ip

sequence in the format shown in Figure 3. Each C044 tag means that a

question was asked (the number in the second column is the number of the

question as shown in Figure ;),.and the third column indlicates the nature

AP *
of the question. The tait,s_p5 m s that tthe student asked for a printout

of the answer.: Thus this student asked questions 1, 2, A, 8, 10, 11, 12,

-J
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13, 16, .c1.27 with respect to,Registered Nurs, PhysiCian's'Assistant.,'
0

and Publ Health Specialist. Among the questions arse, -two that concern

her top-we hted valuesi number 11, High Income, Interdst Field:

t.

' SAVE, OCC2, COMP4 (Figure 1, page".3). Whenthe student's preselected

e

questions, up to fivejn,ilumber, have been answered, she is-given'the
. .

1 -

opportunity of selecting more questiOns, assembling a new set of occu-
./

4 I-'
pations to.ask about, or moving on it' SIGI. This student exercised the

).e.
.first dption the first-time it was presented. to her; as-shownhythe,fact

',that sheAsked ten questions
_/

about, her 'first set. Next she assembled, a

y
new se.t consisting of Registered Nursev Flight Attendant, and' Advertising

Copywriter.) Note that the latter two Ureretot among file SAVE occupations

when she entered Compare. The computer added them to the list, and they

appeared when she assembled her third set ofoccupations (see the third

occurrence of the tag SAVE). The student asked five questions (and demanded

no printouts) about her second group of occupations. She than assembled

a third set of occupations, Registered Nurse, Purchasing Agent, and

SecretarY,, and asked fout44uestions about them. Since Registered Nurse

was a member of each set, one may infer that this was her first-choice

occupation at this time And tha she was comparing it with potential rivals.

TRY1-TRY5 ,(Figure e 1). The student now elected to move out

of Locate. As a novice, she wa exposed to a short- review of the de-

cision-making process taught by SIGI. The five teps that constitute..

the process, along with two "distractors," were displayed in scrambled

order. The student was asked to identify t first step, then the second,

and so on. This student identified the fir t three steps correctly (TRY1-

TRY3), but it took her two attempts to get he correct answers for the

fourth and fifth steps, which involve predic \tion and planning. The next



akot'r'two, /systems she would en ter concern those activities.

LOGOUT (Figure 1,40ge 3). The student decided, to sign off and

to heg*n with the Prediction subsystem when she returned. She had been

at, the terminal nearly two hours."

Prediction System (PREDIN- PRT6).

The purpose of the Prediction systemals to help the student assess

her abilities with regard to the academic preparation for entry into

various occupations.. The assessment takes the form of'aivrobabitity table.

allowing what her chances are of getting a final iradi of A to 1, C, or
0.'

below C in a course that Bent-se somacurricu or "major" of interest.

edictions of this sort depend on institutional stud3I to determine the

degree of4orrelation'atween some predictor variable(p) 'and the final

, y
grade. If these studies have not been completed, the computer simply

omits the Prediction system and all references to it. In that case, the

novice Would go from Compare'to Planning.

INTIN-PREDIN (Figure 1,_pegg 4). The student returned at 10:58 the

day after the preceding interaction: Her status had climbed to 4, and

the computer consequently sent her to the Prediction system. The computer

once again asked about her enrollment status, for it could have changed

between sessions. The rest of theintrodu"tory interaction is omitted

for returning students, and she entered t e Prediction system one minute

v
after she signed on.

eb,

kANK-ENGH ( Figure 1, page 4). The computet collects data about the

btudent'a previo s performance. RANK asks the student to report her

rack in her high school graduating class (top fifth, second fifth, etc.).

MATH and ENG are her average high school mathematics and English grades.

-18-



MGM is the an er to the question, "Do you need, help with Ene.1ish?"

Her responses a e stored for use as potential predictorfariables. If
,,

the studen:s-c 1 e hadt mandatory testing program, the computet would

1#
ariso ask for test scores, which would likewise become potential pre-'

dictor variable

PRED2 fir t occurrence Fi ure a e 4 . The student picked from

the list of pre ictable rograms the one that was of interest to her."

Nursing, in thi= case. or each. program the college has designated a key

course. (The ke course for Nursing is named in the eight-hand column

as BY 110, General Biology.) A key course is defined as one that comes

early in the pro ram, that more or less represents the kind of aptitudes

and activities r quired for success in the program, that is taken by Most

of the students i the program, and that tends to separate those who will

succeed in the pr gram from those wha will not. The prediction Will be

made for the key course, not the program that it represents. What to the

-

prediction based oil

PRED4 (first o currence, Figure'l, page 4). The computer presents

the htudent with five pieces of information about the criterion'andaaks

her Co respond with self-estimates of her competency. The first Piece

is Grade Factor 1, interest in the subject matter of the course. The

student sees a description of the subject matter (prepared by the ciollege)

and rates her-interest in it as above average, average, or below average.

This student rated herself as 1, or above average, on this facior- Grade

Fac,tor 2, the second item, asks her to rateherself on the degree of her

commitment to the program that the key course represents; in this case,

she'rated herself as above average on her commitment to Nursin4. IteMs

3 and 4 require a little more explanation. -When the validitiy studies

-19-
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for the aypliem were begun, teachers of each key course selected two '

factordOtade Factors 3 and 4-- from a menu of 29potential factors,

that our research had showb were linked to good grades in the minds of

faculty. The factors cover such competencies and attitudes as abilfty

to think logically, knowledge of.basic English skills, finger /hand dex-

terity, keeping up with homework, and safOn. (The complete list appears
. , .

.

..'* ,

on Form B of Appendix A, the Predict System Manual and Forms.) .Far
. .

10/
,

'BY 110, Factor 3 is knowledge of,English fundamentals, and Factor 4 is

regular-attendance. The student rated herself as average on the former and

'above average.on the latter,

PRE05(rist occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The fifth piece of in-
.

formation about.the criterion is a histogram showing the distribution of

..1
grades of former udedts in the class. Text of the display interprets

\:

the histogram for the student. She now sees a display (Figure 4) contain- )

inirall of her relevant inputs -- previous performance, self-ratings on the

grade factors, and distribution of course grades._ She then estimates her

own grade in the course: d'hiS student estimated her grade.as B.

PREb6 (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 41. Predictions
*

re computed \

4
from regression equations stored in the computer. The equations were

derived from validity studies that we conducted when the local Prediction
ie

system was being developed. If the coll

(

ge has a mandatory tenting pro-

gram, two regression equations are stor d for each key course, one con7

taining test acores among the predictor variables and the other excluding

Possible predictor-variables include biographical data (sex is neverthem.

used, and age was used once by one college,, for one course) , the record

of previous performance (rank, English grades, and mathematics .rades),

test scores if any), self-ratings on the four grade factors, and esti-
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mated gradn., No more than three variables are usedfor any key course, and

no predict4rn is rendered if the combination of variablei produces a Mul-

tiple R of (less than .40. The prediction for this student was that she

has 65 chances in 100 of getting an A or B in Biology 110, 25 chances of

getting exactly C, and 10 chances of getting a grade of W (withdraw - -her

college does not assign grades below C).

PRED10 tRignre.1,'page 4). The prediction chart does not explicitly

telLthe Studpnt what her chances are of passing the course. Therefore

. she is asked to indicate'what her chances are getting a C or better.
v

T1 iftudent correctly added 65 and 25 and saw. that the answer was 90.
0

PRT6 (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). 'She asked for a printout.

. -

PRED11. The student may now ask for another prediction, may ask a

question about predictions, or may move pn. She chose to ask a question'

and presented with the menu reproduced as Figure 5. The concept ot,

probability is not'easy for students to grasp, and the opportunity to

,ask questions is SIGI's attempt to cope with that problem. This student

wanted to know whether to interpret her prediction favorably or unfayor7-

ably.

PRED36-PRED29 (Figure 1, page 4). The question is answered in an

interactive sequence of some eighteen displays. The record of an archer's

score in target practice provides an analogy for using records of past

academic, performance to predict future academic performance. The 'sequence

ends with-a few displays explaining that "goodness",and "badness" depend.

partly on the expectations or ,hopes of the student and partly on the

requirements for achieving the student's goal. This student apparently

followed the sequence with considerable care, for she made only two incor-

r ct responses during the' nteraction (PRED40 and PRED23).



.
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PRED2-PRED6 (second occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The student sought

a second predictibn, this time for Business Administration (key course,

BA 211, Accounting).. She rated herself as average on the four grade

..factors (Grade Factors-3 and-4 were good reading- ability and ability to

work independently), and estimated her finalgrade as B. .The'new pre-

diction was added to her chart and both were displayed simultaneously.

In. BA 211 she :had 40 chances of A or B, 30 chances of C, and 30 chances

1PRED2-PRED6 (third occurrence, Figure 1 page.4). The student fol-

lowed the same procedure to get a prediction.for the Physician's Assistant

program (key course, BY 251, Anatomy and Phsyiology).-.She rated herself

as above average on all four grade factors (Grade Factors 3 andc4 were in

this instance superior memorization and good reading ability), and esti7
4

mated her grade,as B. The probability figures, displayed on the same
fi

chart as the previous two, were 55 chanCes of A or of.C, and 10

of W.

PRED2-PRT6° -(fourth occurrence, Figure 1, page 5). The student asked

for a fourth prediction, this time for Registered Nursing (this Is a two-

year program and is not.the-same as the Nursing program 'that Was the

'subject of her first inquiry). The key course for Registered Nursing

is the same as the key course for Physician's Assistant, which had already

been predicted.. Therefore. the prediction was simply repeated. There

were now four predictions displayed--all that the student was interested

in. She asked for a printout. She then moved on to the Planning.system

without sighing-off.

-22-
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-28- .

The purpose of.the Planning system is to supply information about
.,

what,the stuilen ld do, after graduation from high school, in '17der ,

toprePare herself for entry into an occupation. Such information will

helpber decide whether the occupation is feasible for her in terms of

'what she is willing and able to put into.preparation for it. Can she

meet the demands on her resources of time, energy, money,,and ability?

Another purpose of the system is to provide tie student with an-agenda

for entry into an occupation once she has selected it.

The Planhing system gives; first, general information about the steps,

beyond high school, that lead to entry into the occupation, including,

requirement (if any) for certification and licensing. Second, it gives

li
specific information about the program of study that, the student should

/

take at her college, the prerequisites for, admission into that program,
.

and the names of institutions to which the student can transfer in order

to complete her preparatiqn. The local college prepares the displays

;

contai'i g the second class of information; the displays are added to the

college's SIGI disks at ETS and the disks are mailed to the college. If
N

the college has not completed the local displays, the interaction in the

Planning system stops at 'the end of the generalized displays. The college

that the model student attended had a complete Planning system with local

information.

YLNIN (Figure A, page 5). The student Went. directly to the Planning

system from the Prediction'system without signing off. Shehad spent 29.

minutes in the Prediction system.
tr

SAVE (first occurrence, .Figure 1, page 5). SAVE now consists of the

-23-
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1% occupations retrieved in Locate, to which were added the four new

occupations that the.student requested in Compare: Advertising Copywriter,

Flight. Attendant, Purc gent, and Secretary..

PLNZ {first occurrence, Figure 1, page 5). The student chose Secre-

: tary for her first tour through Planning.

PLN11-(Fgure 1, Pap 5). The ,.student waysked if she was willing

to tolerate the amount f time that preparation for her occupation would

equire. For the purposes of the Planning system, the occupations. in SIGI
.

e classified into six, categories: PROF (graduate study required.4or pre7
1.

,al GRAD (graduate study recommended)', BACH (a bachelor's degree

" required), JUD:'(a.bacheioy's degree recommended), WiCH ,(two mutda1ly
M \

'exclusive paths to entry, one requiring a bachelor's degree and the other

. not), and TERM (less than a baChelor's degree required for entry). Sec-

retary is classified TERM, and hence the student's response signified

.
,

that she was willing to accept up ,to three years of education as a condition

...1

for becoming a secretary. Had she been unwilling to accept so long a span
lil .

. of time, she would be allowed to abandon Secretary,tochoose an alternative
)

occupation, to inquire about General Studies, or to exit from Planning.

PLN15. (Ftgure 1, _page 5).' Now the student wall asked if she thought

herself capableof passing the required coursework. The display that

'asks about her abilities includes the.answer to question 7 from Compare,

"Examples of College Courses?" On the basisof this Information our model

student signified that she had the ability to complete ai, secretarial pro-

gram successfully.

PLN3 first occurrence Figure a e 5 . The student is invited to

ewards and risks of aiming at ansee pair of displays that disciss t
. ,

occ pation that is academically hard to get into as" opposed to finding an

-24-
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easier alternative.'This student decided to ignore those displays, pre-'

waswnmabl, because she was confident that there as little risk, for herein.

.litteMpting the secretarial pfogram..

..LN23 first. occurrences i ure 1 page 5 . The Istndent's decision

t:to abandon Secretary genqated a sequence, showing her, first, a gener41

-I

A)lan for achieving her goal (Figure 6); second, the hip school prerequi,--

,Sites for adiaission into the secretarial program at her college (Figuti 7);

I

and, third, the program it if (Figure 8). If achieveMent of her occu-

p;ionpl goal had required ansfer to another initution--say, from a

communitmi-college to a four -year college or from a.four-year college to
I

graduate school - -a fourth'display would list the most practicable inati-

111, 'iutionsC At the end of the.sequence the student is asked'whether, having.

seen the requirements fOr preparation, she now wishes to pursue:the occu-

patian. This student replied no.

PLN21 (Figure 4.24ge 5). Was the decision to abandon the o)cduption

due to the amouv'of education it required? If the student answers yes,

SIGI will propose a method of/ideating alternative occ io3ts similar in'

A

their values structure to the that was rejected74?ut less demanding in

education. The design of SIGI allows oecupatlons to be clustered in a cox

. dance with innumerable combinations of value satisfactions. By using

Early Entry as a search variable in Locate, a student may specify'any

level of.education that she will tolerate in\preparing for an occupation.

the model student, however,'did not reject Secretary because it demanded

too'much education.

SAVE-PLN2"(second occurrence . Figure .,a :e,5 The student chose

' another occupation for inspection, Registered Nurse.'

PLN12 (Figure li_pa_g$ 5). Registered Nurse is classified WICH, since

I



nukuilly exclusive two- and four-yea paths to entry exi t. She chose'
,

,

the four-year path.

PLN1?-PLN23 7isure f, page 5). The student signified that she was-.

willing to spend.opur years in prefmration, Was able to cope with the"kinds

ctcourses she~ would take, was desirous of inspecting the displays that/

-discuss the rewards and risks of alpiring to a difficult goal, and de-
.-

cj.ded. to proceed farther with the occupation. As a result, she saw

the local college sequence of prerequisites-, program, and (in this case)

transfer colleges. Then she was asked once more whether she wanted to

pursue the occupation. This time she answered yes.

PLN41PLN25.-(Figure,l, page.5). Her acceptance of nursing row gener-

ated anew Sequence designed to help her become enrolled. PLN24 asked

/ .

her whether she had completed the prerecOisites for enrollment (she had),

and PLN25 asked whether she,wanted.to see information about financial aid.

Her yes rerponse led to five displays outlining the major sources of stud-

dent, assistance available at her college, as well as ;taming the places

where she could get detailed information 'Other disp ays showed her how

to estimate whether or not she wo

I

id lose academic credits by transferring

P
into the nursing program, and they provided information about how to

enroll,

PLN 19 *(igure page 5) . The student had seen the four-year path
.

to entry into het occupation. SIGI now asked her If she would like to see

the two-year kath. She declined and moved into the Strategy section.

Strategy System (STRT R25) 4

The purpose of the tirategy system is to propose a method for making
,

decisions in the face of complexity and to lead the student step by step
, --

. f
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w. . .

the process. By the tiore the stud'ent
,

has reached Strategy, she.%

, has encounteed many different kinds of information, more of each kind

than she isikely to remember. How should she incorporate what she now,

knows bout her values into what she has learned about the 23 occupations

V, 41 s
compoetin er attention in SAVE? What roles should prediction and:

planning iniormation play?' Is hard - earned information about her options

tebe neglected simply because the student does_not see how to fit it into

her decision?

STR3-STR10 (Figure 1, page 5). Strategy begins with an assessment of

the rewards'one may expect from a decision provided that it is realized.

4n order to illustrate the process, the computer follows-members of the
Li

Logic family as they hop new cars. They weight fou' automotive values and,

gathering information from magatines and pamphlets, rate three automobiles

on their potential to satisfy each of the values. Finally, they multiply

the weight they assigned to a value by the an automobile's rating on that

value, add the four products thus obtained for 'each car, and compare\the

f

sums (called Desirability Sums in SIGI). A Desirability Sum may be -repre-

isented by the followin
4

formula, where W numerical. weight assigned

to a value, R = the raking of an option (e.g., a car, an occupation) on

its capacity to satisfy the value, and N = the number of values that the

decision takes into account:

Desirability Sum = WiRi
1=1

1 A Desirability Sum is,the wedding of what the student-wants, as repre-

sented bTthe value weights, with what reality offers,,represented

the rating's on the values. As it turns out, one,car is "best" for one member

-27--
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of the family, a second car for another, and the 'third car for the third

Logic.

The process of obtaining Desirability Sums is developed in a sequence

'7of CAI-like displays demanding reasoned responses from the student. .The,

.modiel student got all'these right except the last (STR10). She failed to

see that the reason why a different car was;Thest" for each member of. the

family was.that each Logic had a differentirtructUre of values.

§TR117VAt.6 -(Figure 1,, page 5). The strategy that the Logics used to

eatuate care will now be applied to occupations. Since value weights

are obviomigljr important in computing DesirabilitySums, the student is

invIted to revieq them. The model student aArpted the invitation. VAL5 '

shows .t.leights'es she left them upon her depatture from, the Values.sys-
-..

tem. V46 sh ws the adjustments she made on this occasion: She deducted

°i.
I

on Oint frolle.the weight of High Income and added into Interest Field.

2;- :. ,

(The student choSe the Scientific interest field on her previous.trip
,

Tr r

through the,igalmes system. She was invited to
.

change the fieid.before.

she rewelated her values, but she declined. The printout.would have
. 1

' recorded any interaction involving the selection of a new field.)

SAVE-STR14 (Figure' 1, page 6). The student next selected three occu-

rtions,that she was considering: Registered urse, Physician's Assistant,

and PurchaSing Agent' (STk14). .The first two had been')etrieved.in the

0

Locate process,NrdYurchasing Agent had been selected for: brief examine-
1-,Op

ition ir)Compare. 4the Student could have selected any occupation in SIGI.)
4-

Stie was then asked which of the three she considered to be her top choice;

she chose Physician's ASsistant (STR12).

Now the Desirability Sums were worked'out. Figure 9 shows the'cul-

'Ili:nation of that procesS.The computer first displayed the.form for the

-28-
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toble containing the names

the value weights. Next,

appeared (3, 3, and 4) and

-34-

e-

a.the odc4ations, the list of values, and

the ratings of the three occupations on-Income

the student was invitd.to see the informihion

thet-would explain the basis for the ratings or to go on to the ratings on

Prestige. Had she asked to see the basist(she did. not do so for any of

the values), the screen-would haVe been erased and the student would; in

li.

feet, be transported back to the Compere eletem., There she4Wouid see

if
the answer to question number 11)"Average locomen.; the income figfr

-IV

? would ow why the'ratings of the three occupations differed with respect
i.-

1

to this value. This privilege ofaccesding ve bal. information that ex-
/

plains the numerical ratings is available for'each value, and the

.

Student

. could alternate between Strategy and Corgis e ten times if' she happened to
7-

be curious,abont-the ratilip, of every value.
#

Whet7the ratings have alleppeared, the computer

ability Sums. The eomputat on-takes 'place before the

the swift appearance of th thirty poducts fpllowed

Mutes a small moment of drama to the'SIGI experience.

calculates the Desir-

student!s eyes, and

by the sums contri-,

This phase of, Strategy concludes with a brief discussion of theekt- 4r

come with respect to her top-choice occupation: Physician's Assistant,

with a Desirability Sum of LB,' woul4 be a Wisfactory choice- ong these
".ii .f

,

occupations if the sole criterion for;seleCtion were desirebilit .: (StulL

,

dents are told to disregard differences of less than 10 points.)

STR16-STR26(figure 1, page 6). The emphasis now shifts to the risks

side of the decision eql.lation. The interaction leads the student to four'.

simple concepts: ,(a) The student should reject an op ion that is impos-

sihle to attain; :(b) the student should reject

worthless reward; (c) the best option, if it exists, combines the largest

on that ffers a



.reward with the least ri and (d), If none of these combinations is"'
present-iag.ptudent must accept greater risks .if she,Alopes to,maximile

reward or accept xeduced rewards h9pes.to minimize risk,. or settle.
somewhere ii.hetween. Again, *hg, teaching mode is CAI: The model student

got three wrong,: answers inthTs'aequence. ShelimAd-she would choode a

(hypothetical) occupation, with ajarge DesirabillItY Sui, even though it

would be LimptAssible to attain.(STR16). She failed to observe, of

thraii-(hypothetical) Occupations a It 0 t offered aombination of maxi-

mum reward' and minimum risk (STR2
/

and, givenahother get toe three
-,- .

. \.,

1-4-- , u 4.1

hypothetical
4(

occupations, she failed to notice that none'Of them sanlis-
, 1 .-C

,fie4 the largest rewar /leant risk"fermula, Perhala.she was pressed for
A

o

time a d was hurrying: A.I

A 40

ow the student, estimated own risks wit, regard t:o the three
'1f,t'li":-

oCupationg she had selected earlier. -She told the computer what she

thought the Chances were °(chances in 100) that she would suCcessfully'com-

. plete all the steps required fOr entry into the first occupation, then the

second, and, finally, the third. displays advised her in l r estimation,

telling her to consider the numberof atePsinvolved and the difficulty

of each step. The occupational overview (Figure 6), which the student

';

(
11 might haVe seen earlier in she Ping system,, provided inforMation about

the preparation task. The student could examine. ..this display as often as

she" wished until she signified that she %tea' ready' (STR26) to malgef R.state-.

.

ment spout her chances.

23 Fi ure 1 a e 6 . The student reported her chances of suc-

cess ully entering the Nursing, Physician's Assistant, and Purchasing

Agent occupations as 88, 75, and 50, respiictively. Altroogh these esti-,

mates might seem somewhat optimistic conai,klering the job market at the

-30-
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"time, they tare nevertheless useful in decision-making The student's
. .

evident interest in the health professions suggests that she may already
4,

.

have apme investment of study or

4-

.- physician's Assistant whick,ehe

r

experience in Registered Nursing ana

night Jose if she swat ed t6 purchasing,

Agent. Furthermore, Physician's AbsiktSht is a fairly new. occupation; .

,
.

.

;
1 .

t ere bre far fewer programs for Lhat aCcupation the4for.Registere
. .

urse, competition4Or admission is:fierce, and candidates with pr vieus

experience are faVird-over rank novices. In short, the student probably

Succeeded in rank ordering tnese ocCupations on*the basis of het chanCeS,

getting 'intlithem. There is, of course,/no way to determine the amount

of error in her estimates.
,

,
J

STR24,(Figilre 1; page
I

6). The etudeilewas askeci

hef-top choice of these three'occoPations,in light of

to designate agaiA

'what she knew w-About

their rewards and risks. She switched ,PhysiCian's Assistant to

Registered NUrse.. This was a Logical choice, since the two occupations

were essentially equal in desirability) blt Registered Nurse vquld be

easIer to get into. Her choice generated. a display saying that tht chaice

was logical because Registered Nurse had the .highest (or within ten

points of the highest) Desirability Sum and also the best chances for suc-

cessful entry. Had she designated another occupation, the wording of

o

the display would have been Ulfferent.

_ . .4

PRT12 (Figure, 1, page
,

6). The'student'asked for .a printout of the

display containing her Desirability Sums, es/Amsted chances, and die-
_
i

cussion.

d*
1 e

STR25 (Figure kt page 6). The system contains advice on how to use

f
the Predfction system for help in estimating risks. The advice is optiolf-

al, and the student declined'to.see it.
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Activity as an Initiate

-37-

EXIN-EX2 (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 6). The student was now

. promoted:to initiate. In this status,she became free to move at will

among the subsystems in SIGI, and her path within any system would be

such shorter than it was whe4n she went through the system as'a novice.

Displays that were previously mandatory would now be optional, and the

"CAI" that reinforced the concepts underlying the Values, Locate, and

Compare systems would"be skipped. The vehicle for moving from system to

syatem js the menu shown in Figure 10. The model student decided to

return to the Values system once more and elected optione.

VAL5-EXIN (Figure 1, page 6). The initiate returning to the Values

c....... .aystem does not go through the whole system. Instead, she its given the

opportunity to play the Values Game again .(this studendeclAned) and

-then to adjust the weights she assigned earlier. VAL5 lists the "weights

,,as she found them and VALE as she Left them. Since the Weights in the

two listings are the same, the student was apparently satisfied that

she had finally got them as refined as she could. -Then she was returned

to the menu (EXIN).

,EX2 (secondAliccurrentej_ Figure 1, page 6).. This time the student

decided to sign off,

SO2 (Figure 1, pay 6). The display the student asked to see con-

tained information about applyi4g.the SIGI decision- making model to occu-

pations that are not The display encourages the student to use

her valkies as a guide for, Judging the occupational informatjon in non-

SIGI souices, particularly the Occupational Outlook Handbook. She is

also advised to ask her counselor for help.

2-



LOGOUT-ENDFIL (Figure'l, page 6). The student had been at the ter

one hour and 32 minutes'during this sesSion,and three hours and 22'

minutes total. The computer would store her value weights; the list of

record of her,previousoccupations in SAVE; RANK, MATH, ENG, and ENCH (the

performance from the Pfediction system); and her status,.which was now 7.

If she should return to SIGI at any time, she would go through a brief

sign on and then to the menu.

-33-
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Ok2:11.13)
15:51

DATE/ 1.4- Dec -75
INT' 1201 , .

STATUS G NOVICE..

U4-Jan-77

IN.TR A ! COMPLETED 1 CR MORE SEMESTERS.
IN TRS 2 19-21
IICTRA 2 FEMALE.
PATI . PRINT' SIGI OVERVIEW.'
INTR7 2 GENERAL IDEA OF VNAT I VAN T.
INTRO '3 NOT SURE . THEY FIT 'NV VALUE S.
IN IRS 2 ' PREDICT 'GRADES IN. SOME .PROGR ANSA
IN FR10 2 GENERAL' IDEA Iwo.' Is BEST.
INIP11 1 E AMINE 'MR VALUES.
VAL IN '1211S ' ' : x'
VAL2 ' 1_ MAIN FIELD OF INTEREST-coR At cT
. vim 1 scuuT ulici..
LNo2 19 EARLY ENTR t;

7 LEADERSHIP.
S, SECURITY.

° ENDS :INCOME.
S SECURITY.

EMD2 2 PRESTIGE,
' .

3 INOtPE,NDENCE.
4 HELPING CT HERS.
6 V

, REST 'FIELDIN
ETV.

a 1
.

9 i LEISURE. . '-

1 \iIN tOME .
tliCS 7 L E I ERSH tP.

1 ' INSOME0
IhCON3 7 L EIDER SNIP.

1 INCOME.
!ND? 2 PRESTIGE.

3 INDEPENDENCE..
... 7 L E AUER SH IP.

4 9 LEISURE.
1 INCOME'.

ENDS- B. INTEREST FIELD.
,.-.

1 INCOME.
..

IN CON! 8 INTEREST , T. TEL°.
,,e t INCOME.

VAL5 !, S INCOME.
4 PRESTIGE.'
1 INOEPE NIZENCE.
4 HELPING DINERS.
5 SECURITY.
3 VARIETY.
2 LE ABER Sh IP.
4 INTEREST. FIELD.
1 LE ISUREp
2 EARLY ENTRY.

VAL A 1 SCIENTIFIC.
VALE, 7 INCOME.

---,,

4 PRESTIGE.
1 INDEPENDENCE.
S, HELPING. OTHERS.
S SECURITY.
3 VA R IET T

ENROLL MEN T
AA..
SEX.

.

VALUES STATUS.
OCCUPATION STATUS.
PREDICT IAA ST ATU.4.,
PLANNING STATUS.
FISTST STEP.

CAI IMPORTANT .VALUES.
FIRST TIME INTEREST FIELD.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE CARL. JOB
VALUE GAME JOB
VALUE GAME JOB
VALUE GAME JOB
VALID. J014

VALUE GA E JOB
VALUE GA JOB
*ALL* GAME J06
VALUE :GAME JOB
VALUE. GAME JOB
VALUE GAME JOB

ACCEPTE 9.
ACCEPTED.
REJECTeD
REJECTED.
REJECTED.
REJESTIO.
REJECTED.
REJECTED.
REJECTED.
ACCEPTED.
ACCEPTED.

VAL4E GAME JOB REJECTED.
JOB.4ALUE RATED LOWER.
JOB VALUE IS INCONSISTENT
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JCb REJECTED.
'VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOb ACCEPTED.
VALUE CANE JOB ACCEPTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.'
JOB 'VALUE RATED LOWER.
JOB VALUE I S INCONSISTENT.

Figure 1, Page 1. Printout of a student record. ,t-



3 LEADERSHIP.
INTEREST TILL°.

3 LEISURE.
2 EARLY ENTPY.

VAL7 3 OCCUPATION INFO. SE /RCN - CORRECT.'BATA 2 INDEPENDENCE - CORRECT..
VAL,' 3 AUTONOMIST-CORRECT.
VALID 2 SATISFY YCUR VALUES-CORRECT.
LOON 12159
LOC3 1 INCOME.

6 INTEREST FIELD.
4 HELPING OTHERS.
5 SECURITY. .

k -PRESTIGE.'
127. CIVIL ENGINEER.

FORESTER.
199 PHYSICIAN.
180 PHARMACIST.
20t SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST.

CAI hHY ANON VALUES.
CAI IMPONTANT VACUES.
COI JOB VALUE FIT. -

CAI SECONO STEP.

MORE THAN :11,000.
1 SCIENTIFIC. '"--"N
2 AVERAGE AMOUNT.
3 MORE 1.11AN AVERAGE AAGUNT.
2 AVERAGE AMOUNT.

129 DENTIST
145 HONE ECONOMIST
161 METEOROLOGIST
1681PSYCHOLOGIST.
21F VETERINARIAN.

132 DIETITIAN
149 INOUSTRIAL ENGINEER
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIA
199 SOIL COASERVATIONISI
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTAN.rva. PRINT OCCUPATION MEET SPECS.'

LOCO! 1 TOO NUCH EDUCATION REQUIRED. LIMIT OF EDUCATION.Letd 1 WHY. OCCUPATION FAILS. 'T
WHERE NEXT IN LOCATE.LOOT 263 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

LICE 1 WHY OCCUPATION FAILS.
WHERE NEXT IN LOCATE.LCC7 193 NURSE) REGISIEREO.LOI 1 . SPECIFICATIONS 00 NOT FIT.
TEST OCCUPATION FOR FIT.0 SPECIFICATIONS FIT.
TEST OCCUPATION FOR FIT. s0 SPECIFICATICNS FIT. \\ TEST' OCCUPATION FOR FIT.o

C
SPECIFICATIONS FIT.
SPECIFICrIONS FIT. . TEST

11,ECUPATIC4 FOR FIT.
/ 41,TEST 'CCIEUPATION FOR FIT.PkTA - PRINT OCCUPATION FIT - h6 Fl T.

\WHERE
LOCI, 2 CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS

NEXT IN LOCATE.ICC3 1 INCOME.
2 MORE THAN sa,00q.S INTEREST FIELO. 1' SCIENTIFIC.4 HELPIN4 'OTHERS.
2 AVERAGE AMOUNT..SECURITY..
S MORE THAWAVERAGE ANOUNT.2 PRESTIGE.
2 AVERAGE, AMOUNT.LGC6 127 CIVIL ENGINEER. 129 DENTIST

132 DIETITlib143 FORESTER 145 HOME ECONOMIST 149 INOUSTROIL ENGINEER159 PHYSIC JAM
161 METEOROLOGIST 177 PUBLIC HtALIH SPECIAL180 PHARMACIST. 188 PSYCHOLOGIST. 193 AURSE,,REGISTERED.199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST. 205 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST. 217 VETERINARIAN.221

243
TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

227 TEACHER, NATHEPATICS..
./

229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIIPAT? PRINT OCCUPALIOM MEET SPECS.
LACE 0 4 HOVE,OUT OF LOCATE. WHERE NEXT IN LOCATE.LOC9 2. GET MORE INFORMATION-CORRECT.

CAI NEXT DECISION STEP.COOPIA 13119
SAVE 127 CIVIL ENGINEER. 129 OW ST

132 OIETITIAN143 FORESTER '145 HON ECONGHIST, 149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER159 PHYSICIAN 161 MET OROLDGIST
177 PUBLIC HEALTH STIECIAL:140 PHARMACIST.

181I'PSYCHOLOGIST. 193 NURSE, kEGISTEREO.199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST. 205 SPEECH PATHCLDGIST/AUOIOLOGIST.
11.7 vETARINANIAN.221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY. 227 TEACHER, MATIIMATICs.
229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCII243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

GCC2 .193 KUM, REGISTERED. 243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT. 177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALsTST.COM4 1 DEFINITION OF OCCUPATION?
PRTS PRINT QUESTION & ANSWER FRAME.

11ipure 1, psi* 2



U0 PP 4 2

PkTS
PATS 4
PAT 3. "°. '"*4.

COPPA. 8
10

PICM
°PTA 11

: (.4PP A 12

4/0/1

GCC2
. COMP'

SAVE

,

DIU 193 NURSE, REGISTERED.
CON24 1 DEFINITION OF OCCUPATION?

11 AVERAGE INCOME-HIGH INCOME?
13 SPECIAL PROBLEMS?
26 JIB SECURITY?

SATISFACTIONS AND REWARDS.
6 OCCUPATION WHICH SATISFY VALUES.
1 CET LOTS OF INFORMATION.
7 PPEPARE FOR OIFERENT DLLS.
2 ESTIMATE CHANCES OF SUCCESS.
5 STATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY.
7 PREPARE FOR DIFERENT OCCS.

*do

DESCRIPkION OF'WORVACTIVITIES?
PRINT QUESTION I ANSWER FRAME.
WHERE TO GET NOR! INFORMATION?
PRINT QUESTION A ANSWER FRAME..
PtRSONAL OUALIFICATIONSi
BEGINNING SALARY?
PRINT CUESTION 01 ANSWER FRAME.
AVERAGE INCOME-HIGH INCOME?
PRINT CUESTION 4 ANSWER FRAME.
TOP SALARY POSSIBILITIES?

13 HOW SALARIES VARY?
16 WHAT FIELDS OF INTEREST?
27 ADVANCEMENT'?
127 CIVIL
141 FORESTER
159 PHYSICIAN )f

180 PHARMACIST.
19 SOU. CONSERVATIONIST.
221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.
103 NURSE, REGISTEREQ.
1 DEFINITION OF OIIRUPA.TION?
11 AVERAGE INCOME-HIGH INCOME?
23 FRI GE BENEFITS?
7 RELA ED COLLEGE COO?SES?
5 UCA ION REQUIRED-EARLY ENTRY?
102 VER [SING COPYWRITER.
132 IET IAN
TAS ECONOMIST
161 MET ROLOGIST
188 PSYC oLucirT.
205 SPEECH PATHGLOGIST/ALDIOLOGIST.
227 TEACHER, MATHEMATICS.

Ti: Y1

TR Yi

JAY3
TRY4

Tk

LO OUT 13251,
EA IL

4

129 UENTIST
145 HOME ECCNOMIST
161 METEPOLtigIST
188 PSYCROLOVIST.
205 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST.
227 TEACHER,'MATNEMATiC4.

142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT

127 LIVkL ENGINEER..
142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT
149 INOUSTRIAL ENGINEER
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITST.
193 NURSE, REGISTERED.
217 VETERINARIAN.
229 TEACHER, PHY;ACAL 3LIENLE.

175 PURCHASING AGENT.

CAI CG ht .kE 1ST STEP.
CAI COMPAkt 2N3 STEP.
dAI COMPARE 3R0 STEP.
CAI CCMPARE 4TH STEP.
CAI CCMPARE 4TH STEP.
CAI CCMPARE 5TH STEP.
CAI COMPARE 5T41,STEP.

igute t, page 3

132 UIETITIAN
149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
177 PUBLC HEALTH SPECIALITaT.
193 NURSE, NEtIETERED.
217 VETERINARIAN.
229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL FCIENCE.

102 ADVERTISING CGPYMBITEm.

129 DENTIST
143 FORESTER
159 PHYSICIAN
180 PHARMACIST.
199 SOIL CONSERVATIuNIST.
221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAA'S ASSISTANT.

201 SECRETARY.
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15:52 04-Jan-77.

05-Dec-75
10:58

4 PREDICTION.
3 COMPLETED I OR MORE Si HE ST

10:50 ENROLLMEhT

kANK 1 TOP F IFTH RANK IN CLASS
hA TM 2 MOSTLY BIS. HIGH S,CHCOL MATH RADEENG 1 MOSTLY A'S. HIGH SCH0aL ENGLISH I.KADEi Per rl 2 NO. NEEO" HELP WITH ENGLISH?PREDi 174 NURSING: wY 11.0, GENERAL BIOLOGYPRFO4 1 ABOVE AVERAGE. 1 FACTOR 01 - INTEREST

.4)11 E AVERAGE FACTOR 12 COMMITPIENT2 AYE GE. FACTOR 113.
1 Y AVERAGE FACT IA:PhEDI 2 R. BEEF E TIKATED SIADEPRELt 65 CHANCE GF A OR b. CHANCES Pi 100 FON Ah wA-625 CHANCE CF C. CHANCES I 100 A C"10 CHANCE BELOW r: CHANCES IN 1I0 FOR BELD CP ElY1C 1 CORRECT UNDERSTAND C OR BETTER.PKTF PRINT PREDICTION TABLE

PRE011 4 CH'AMCES 60CD OR BAD. ," QUESTIONS IN PREkI CT ION.Fril.Dj't 1 CORRECT NUMBER = 1 CAI HOW MANY BULL",SETES.FRI037 7 41T-CORRECT. CAI HOW MANY HIT, TA GET.PRE0e 2 NO-COR kE CT CAI KNOW NEXT OUTCOMEPREOL0 2 M ISO-WRONG. CAI HOW BLUED 'DU BE TP E Dal 2 IN(5S-CORREtT CAI BULL'S EYE OR MISS MGREPRED42' 2 N -CORRECT CAI EXPECT 10 BULL'S LYE bPREL)43 1 YE S-C OR RE CT. 'CAI COUNT ARCHERY OUTt0MtbPRE64c Z 4.4B-C OR HE CT ' CAI COUNT FUTURE OUT CLMEL.,
P.11044A 2 PROBABILITY- CORRECT. CAI PROBABILITY STATEMENT.PI:004E 1 CORRECT NUMBER 10. CAI CHANCES BULL: EVEP.RF047 60 CORRECT NUMBER CAI CHANCES FOR MITPkEDi."! 1 YES-AGNG CAI IS PREE 6030 OR BAD?PRE024 2 NO- CORRECT. CAI AGREE GOOD C ANCES OF HIT.PRFOZ! 2 NC- CORRECT. CAI FA INTHEART S'AID G4.00PRE026 1 YES-CORRECT CAI RED8LOOD SA ID GOODPRE021 1 YES-CORRECT CAI ARCHER SATO 0000.PRED26 2. BAD-WR RE CT CA I .CHANCES IF TINA REWARD-PRE U25 1 G1100-TOR RECT CAI CHANCES IF Bit. REWARD.PRF112 118 BUSINESS AOKI'S ISTR AT IDN: BA 211, ALCCUNTINL
PREUA 2 _AVERAGE. FACTOR .01 - INTERLT

2 AVERAGE. FACTOR 12 - COMO TIENT
2 AVER,AGE FACTOR IL
2 AVERAGE FACTOR RA.Poir)!: 2 8. SELF E ST IRATECP GRAOEPia at 40 CHOKE (F*A OR B. CHANCES IN 100 FOR AN A-B30 CHANCE CF C. CHANCES IN 100 FOR A C30 CHANCE BELOW C. CHANCES IN 100 FOR BLLGy C.PNE02 182 PHYSICIAN'S A ANT: BY 251, ANATOMY A PHYSIOLCGY

PRF DA 1 ABOVE AVERAC FACTOR 1 - INTEREST.
1 ARDVE AVERA FACTOR al - COMMITMENT..
1 ABOVE AVER,: FACTOR 03.
2. AVERAGE. FACTOR 04.

PnEet 2 R. SELF ESTIMATED GRADE.PR606 sr C HICA CE 0F A OR B. CHANCES IN 100 FUR AN A--8.3$ CHANCE OF C CHANCES IN 100 FOR A *C
Piglfre .1 , page 4
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PkrOZ.
PkT6
PLOP'
SAYE

10 CHANCE BELOW C.
195 :REGISFERED NURSING:

PRINT 'PREDICTION TABLE.
11,27
101.A0VERTISIOW COPYWRITER
132 OfflITIAN .

145 HOME ECONOMIST
161 PETEORCLOGIST
160 PHARMACIST.
199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST.
21/ VETERINARIAN..
00 TEACIMR,,OHYSICAL SCIENCE.
201 SE.CREIARY-

PA.M13 1 YES, l'Aft WILLING.
PLN15 1 yES, I HAVE THE ABILITY.

2 PLAN FbR THIS OCCUPATION.
POWS' .2 11011

PIASR 2 "MOA EDUCATION NO PROBLEM.
SAO 102 ADVERTISING COPYWRITER.

132 $ETITIAN
145 NE ECONOMIST
161 PFTEOROLOGIST
160 PHARMACIST.
190 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST.
Zli VETERINARIAN.

TACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCt.
PLA2 174 NORSE, REGIsTERED.
PLWI2 2 TARE THE 4 YEAR PROGRAM.
PLN10 1 YES, SPEND THE TINE.
PL411 1 YES, I HAM THE ABItITY.
PLN3 1 SEE.40ISPLAYa'.
PLNA 1 PLAN FUk THIS OCCUPATION.
PLRO 1

yES.
PLNZA 1 yES.
PLN2S 1 YES, SEE THE INFORMATION.
0009. 2 HO, CONtINUE.
LW? 111(2
aTk3
sTR4
ORS
sTH6
sIR7
045
slit?

:TRIO
STR11
VAL4

VAL&

1 VALUES ARE INPCRTANT-CORRECT.
. 40k CAR FITS VALUES-CORRECT

1 RATES MORE ON PERFORM.-CORRECT.
1 VEIGHT.rINES RATING-CORRRECT

SON PROOUTS FOR CAR CORRECT-C
2 ND-CORNETT.
1 YES-CORRECT.
1 DIFFERENT RATINt;S-WRONG.
1 SEEVALuf WEIGHTS.

INCOME.
4 PRESTIGE.
1 INDEPENDENCE.
S HELPINS (THERS.
S SECURITY.
1 VARIETY.

LEADERSHIP.
INTEREST FIELO.
LEISURE.
WILY ENTRY.

4 INCOME.
4 PRESTIGE.
1 INDEPENDENCE.
S, HELPING CHER-S.

i ROD' 5

CHANCES IN 100 FOR "BELOW C.
BY 251. ANATOMY A PHYSIOLOGY

.0
127 CIVIL ENGINEER.
142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT
149 INOU.TRIAL ENGINEER .

175 PURCHASING AGENT.
188 PSYCHOLOGIST.
201 SECRETARY.
G21 TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

OCCUPATION TO BE PLANNED FOR.
WILLING-TERMINAL OCC? r.
ABILITY-TERMINAL OCC.
WANT TO SEE RISK DISPLAYS?
FOLLOG ThIS PROGRAM OF STUDY?
TOO MUCH EOUCATION.

1-27 CIVIL ENGINEER.
142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT
149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
1,75 PURCHASING AGENT.
188 PSYCHOLOGIST*
201 SECRETARY.
01 TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'SASSISTANT.

uCCUPATILN TO BE PLANNED FOR.

WILLING - BACHELOR OCC?
ABILITY:-BACHELOR GCC.
WANT -TD SEE RI.SA -DISPLAY?
WHAT ISIIYGUR CHOICE?
FOLLOW ThIS PRO-4KAM OF STUDY?
COMPLETE PREREOUISOES.
FINANCIAL 310 INFORMATION?
SEE THE 2 YEAR PROGRAM?

CAI BEGIN DECISION MAKING.
CAI WHAT :MOULD YOU GO NEXT?
CAI PERFORMANCE oh PRICE?
CAI VALUE X RATING OR, 1 VALUE?
CAI FINISH IRE THOUGHT.
CAI IS THRUST BEST FOk ALL'S
CAI FIT VALUES OF A 3R0 PERSON?
CAI WHY' SUMS DIFFER.
DO YOU WANT TO REV.IE WEIGHTS?

47

A
129 DENTIST
143 FORESTEK
159 PHYSICIAN
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITsT.
193 NUR, REGISTERED.
205 aPECCH.PATMOLOGIST/AUOIOLOGIST*
227 TEACHER,,,MAIRENATICO.

129 JEACTIST
143.iCRESTER
159 PHYSICIAN
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITST.
193 NURSE, tEG'ISTEREO.
205 SPEkCH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST.
227 TEACHER, MATHEMATICS.



5 SECURITY.
3 VARIETY.
3 LFALIERSMIP.
8 MEREST FIELD.
3 . LEISURE.
.2 ERLY ENTRY.

L.VC. 102 ADVERTISINC COPYWRITER.
132 DIETITIA.*
liS hOmE ECUROMIST.
61 PETEORCLUGIST
180 PHARMACIST.'
199 !OIL CONSERVATIONIST.
217 VFTENIMPPLIAN.
229 TEACHER. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

STR12 243 PHY4ICIANIS ASSISTANT.
STR14 193 NURSE, FIEGISTERED.

243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.
171 PURCHASIM AGENT. .,

1 YES.-WRDN1:
SIRli 2 *Si-CORRECT.
-STRIP '1 1 A°TICIAN 168 - CORRECT.
STRiS 1 ARTICIAN 1 CHANCE-CORRECT.
STR2E 2 NO- WRONG.
STR21 /-CORPFCT.
STR22 1 YES-WRGNC.
sTP2611 1 YFis

1 YFbr
1 YES.

STR23 193 NURSE. kECISTERED.
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.
175 PURCRASINC AGENT.'

STR?i 193 NURSE, REGISTERED.
PRT17 DINT FI1ST CHOICE OCCUPATION.

E-STR25 2 RP, SKIP THIS INFORMATION.
ERIN 12:26
EX? 2 VALUES.
YALTA 12:27
VAL5 6 INCOME.

4 PRESTIGE'.
1 INDEPENDENCE.
5 HELPING OTHERS.
5 -SECURITY.
3 VARIETY.
3 LEADERSHIP..
8 INTEREST FIELD.
3 LEISURE.

tZ EARLY ENTRY.
VAL6 1 INCOME.

4 DRESTIGE.
1 INDEPENDENCE
S HELPING DINERS.
5 -SECURITY.
3 VARIETY.
3 LEADERSHIP.

MEREST FIELD.
3 LEISURE.
Z EARLY ENTRY.

E3T4 '12129
LX? 1 SIGN OFF.
SOZ 1 YES, SEE THE DISPLAY.

;LOGOUT 12:30
jACIDPIL

t

127 CIVIL ENGINEER.
142 FLIGHT ATTENUANT
149 INDUSTRIAL EirGINEEi
175 PURCHASING AGENT.
188 PSYCdOLOGIST '

201 SECRETARY,
221 JEACHER BIOLOGY..
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

UCCUPAilLN-FIRST CHOICE.
OLCUPATILN WEIGHTED VALUES.

118 DCOUPATIoN VEIGHTtD VALUES.
.80 OCCUPATION WEIGHTED VALUES.

CAI GO FLR IMPOS,IBLe OCL.
CAl XHOGSE LEAST DESIRABLE ACC.
CAI OCCUPATION-3REATEST REWARD.
CAI OCCUPATION-MOST RISK.

, CAI BEST NEWARD.AND LEAST RISK.
CAI WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
CAI RULE £2 liGRX.
HEADY TO ESTIMATE?
READY TO ESTIMATE?
READY TO ESTIMATE?
EST. CHANCES FOR ENTERING OCC.
EST. CHANCES FOR ENTERING °CC.
EST. CHANCES FOR LNTERING acc.
NOW I COULD SELECT THIS GCC.

88
- 7 f

SO

WHAT PREDICTIONS TO ASK FUR.

'WHAT TO U NEXT?

GHAT TO OG NEXT?
DISPLAY OF OCCS. NOT IN 5161. '

Figure 1. page 6
A n

129 LIENTIST
14S FORESTER
159 PHYSICIAN
177/PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITaTe
19 NURSE, REGISTERED.
205 SPEECH PATH40614T/AUDIuLOCIST.
227 TEACHER, KAYAEMATISS.,
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DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION
(1) Definition of occupation?

-

\(

(2) Description of work activities?
(3) Level of skill in interacting
(4) with data; people, ,things?
4) Where tct ket more information?

PERSONAL SATISFACTIONS'
(14) Help others: Chances to.ht*p?
(15) Leadership: Chances to lead?

40(16) .Interest Field:" Which field?,
(1 Prestige level?

-Special problems?

EDUCATION, TRAINING, OTHER REQUIREMENTS
(5) garly Entry: Education required?

CONDITIONS OF WORK
(19) Physical surroundings?

(6) Specific occupational training? (20) Leisure: hours, vacation?
(7) Examples of o4lege courses? (2 ) Independence on the job?

(8) Personal qualifications? (22) Variety? . ,

(9) Other requirement's? -(23) Fringe benefits ?,

INCOME (National figures) OPPORTUNITIES AND OUTLOOK
(10) Beginning salary? (24) National employment. outlook?
(11) Average income? (Shows the mid- (25) Where are the jobs (U.S.)?

point of salaries nationwide) (26) Security in the occupation?
,(12) Top salary possibilities? (27) Advancement?
,(13) How'salariea vary? (28) How many women?

You can pick 5 questions at a time. Press the number of our first question.
The number you select will be repeated here so that you can check it;
If you make a mistake, press RUBOUT and start over. When finished, press NEXT.

FigUre 2. Questions tile, student can ask in Compare.

i
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DEFINITION OF OCCUPATION?

175 Purchasing Agent .

Purchases materials, supplies, services, and equipment for a company.

193 Nurse, Registered

A professional nurse (RN) administers nursing care to patients following a doctor's
instructions. May supervise licensed practical nurses, aides and.orderlies. May
work in a hospital, nursing home, on private ditty, or.as a public health, school Orr
industrial]. nurse.

243 Physician's Assistant

Assumes many tasks once performed only by the physician. Works under supervision o
licensed physician to extend medical services. May specialize in surgery, pediatrics
fatally or internal medicine, ecf.

For a copy of this information, press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

1

Figure 3. An answer to a question in Compare.



NURSING: BY X10, General Biology

tt
PAST WRFORMANCE: Class r First fifth Engliah\grade: A

Math gr B , Need help with English: No

* (1) (2) (3)).
..GRADE FACTORS:. Above average. Airerag. Below avers

Interest in subject area X
-( .

Commitment to program X
Third factor X

'Fourth factor

PE CENT OTPREV,IOUS S4UDENTS RECEIVING VARIOUS GRADES:
L

s Grade Percent o students receiving. grade

GROUP (I) .A+, A, A-
GROUP (2) B+,-B, B-
GROUP (3) C+, C, C-

.

GROUP (4) W/Below C

******** * (22%)
****** ****** (28%)

************** (30%)

********* (20%)

Which GROUP (1-4) do you thick your grade, bein? Press that number.

Figure Display that the student uses as the basis for estimating her grade.

5 1



Program: Key Course

Nursing: BY 110, General Biology

Chances in 100 for a Grade'of:

: A to B : C : W/Below C,

65 : 25 :

:

10,

Press }he number (1-5) of the q*estion you want to ask.

(1) What does "Chances in 100",pean?
(2) Wharare mykchances of pasqi.ng this course?.

(3) How can I predict what grade I will get In this course?

(4) How can I tell whether my chances are' good or bad?

(5) SIGI and I disagiee the predictions. Is SIGI.right or am I right? .

Figure Question& the student may ask about predictions.

0
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201' SECRETAR .

You do not have to go to college .,to become a secretary. Better jobs are easier to get,
however, if you have received, the Assodiate degree. For best preparation, you should:

1.. Enroll in the secretarial studies program at f community/Llege.

2. Try to get a summer dipart-time job in an office so that you gain
experience in typing, stenography, and ,office practice.

3 Make sure you futft e.ll require ents for the Associate degrej
,

/
For a, copy press PRINT; otherwisepress NEXT.

40, j

Figure 6. Planning system display summarizing a path to -entry into, an occupation.

I



201 SECRETARY

High School Prerequisites for This Pfogram

4, There are no prerequisites' for admission to this programat Santa Fe Community College.
It would be helpful to the student:if he/she had completed courses in typing, short"
hand, office machines, Epglish and sPeech before entering the program, but such courses
are not absolutely necessary.

If these are prerkquisit
be aiI6Wed to taWsome
lower level.courseS fir

_.---,

1. Get back on schedule by making up work in *iunmizr school.,
2. Take longer to graduate. -;-`)/-__:._-,!

3. Get back on schedule by taking extra courses-dultng a semester.

f

t,

fbr this Program and you have not completed them, you may not
the courses in your program of study.' You will have to take
and this will put you behind schedule. You tan:

I
Each case is different. SEE YOUR COLLEGE COUNSELOR OR COLLEGE ADVISER.

You will want a' copy of this info/lotion. Press PRINT.

I .

r

t

Figure 7. Planning system display "showing prerequisites for admission into a program
at the students college. 4



201 SECRETARY

A suggested Secretarial program includes:

6 som. hrs. Communic./Humanities

6 sem. hrs. Math/Science

MS 190 Business Math
Math /Science Elective'

Completion of the following-courses:

6 sem. hrs. Social/Behavioral Sci.

ES 110 Basic Economics
Soctal/Behavioral Science Elect.

.,/

BA 101 Intro. to-Business BA 220 Adv. TypeWriting
BA 102 Basic Business Writing OR BA 230 Dictation & Transcription.II
EH' 111 Lat, in Communication Skills BA 111 Intro. to Data Processing OR
BA 120 Elementary Typewriting BA 240 Prin. of Management
BA 121 Intermediate'Typewriting. 0,41, RA' 225 Prof. Typewriting

"N., BA 130 EleMentary Shorthand I BA 232 Machine Transcription
BA 131' Elementary.Shorthand II... BA 231 Secretaiial Procedures
BA 132 Dictation & Transcription r BA 270 Business' Law
BA 140 Office Machines
BA 10 Basic Accolinting I

*

FOr a copy press PRINT.

,. Figure 8. Planning'sySteM dispDa showing .tiM9cOnrses'Adommended by the
student's college as paration for an occupation.lt

. 55
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VALUE ' WT. OCCUJPATION

RN - PhyAst

(1) High Intone 6 3 '18 3 18

(2) Prestige 4 3' 12. 3 12

(3) Independence 1 2 2
12

I

(4) Help Others 5 4' 20 4 20

(5) Security 5 3 15 3 - 1,5 .

(6) Variety 3 3 9 3 9

3 3 9
e

3.(7) Leadership 9
.

(8) Interest Field 8 3 24 3 24

(9) Leisure 3
s,

3 9 1 ' -3

443(10) Early Entry 2 --; '3 6 3 6

'PurAgt

4

2

3

1

2

2

2

1

2

values

24

8

3

.5

10

'' 6

6

8

6

4

it

SUM = 124
'10,0

Your weight for Income (6) x the rating of RN On IncoMe:(3) = 18,etc.
.

.

Th: sum of the products appears at the bottom of each column.
.

The occupation with the highest sum is probably the one that would fii your

-80

,

best. The highest possible sum is 168; the lowest is 40.
.

. ,
In general, a differerice of 10 points or more, between SUMWAS significant:.

You will want a copy of this chart. Press PRINT.

Figure 9. besirability Sums computed in Strategy.
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What dO .you want to do next?

1) Sign off.

(2) Go to VALUES and examine your Values again.
. I

(3) Go-to LOCATE and.look-for occdpationhat fit your Values.
;1-

.. .

(4) Go to COMPARE yak

,
k questions about oCcupetions.

.

r . %C

(5) 00 to PREDICTION and get probabilities of success ik key course#
for various programs of'study. .

(6) Go to PLANNING and plan how to prepare for various occupations'.

(7) 'Go to STRATEGY and sel which, occupations fit your Values best
and also learn imethod of choosing an occupation.

Figure 10. Menu (called "EXIT") that allows the initiate to move,
at,will among the SIGI subsystems.

- 5 7
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GRAFTER III

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

-Writings about career delielopment.and -guidance often:reifer
.\tp 'the prOcess of career decision-making; but a proceas\is)Very
difficult to observe."' It is not surprising, therefore, that at7.

.? tempts to describe the career decision-making ,procepa morp\fre-
quently focus on the content of decisions. Thus, caredt-telated
choices or preferences are commonly related to antecedent Or con-
current characteristics of;peYsons. ProjectJALENT.represents
this kind of research on a massive and comprehensive scale (e.g.,
Flanagan, Tiedemaii, and othelt, 1973). But the content of de7
cisions and the characteristi s of decision - rakers are not the

:same as the process ofCareer decisiort-makint, nor are they ade-
quate for inferring process. Nowhere do such studies provide a
description of the actual behavior of persons engaged iir deciding
abdut careers; they miss the dynamics of'the.decision process.

Differences in the Characteristics of Decision-Makers

'to Decision-makers iMeffer in so minty ways that they can be
litudied on almost anyharacteristic.that strikes the researcher
as relevant. For convenience this review groups tht studies into
four glasses: differences with respect to(a).sex, (b) socio-
econonlic status, (c).'face7ethnicity, and (d) career expectations.
There is, of course, much'overlap. Studies of sex differences -=---Nt

are far more numerous than studies in the other areas, partly ;

because Sex differences seem easy to get at sled partly because
the "women's movement" has focused attention on the subject.

Sex differences. The conventional wisdom with regard to sex
differences frthax women fie more "social," thanmen, and that
men score higher in such "hard" areas as money and power. Often,
however, there is such ambiguity in terminology (especially with
respect to values) that a reviewer is uncertain.as to what diT7,-
.ferences the researcher was.seeking of whether two researchers'
who use the same word meant the same thing. For example, Rokeach



I

Courageous, Helpful, Honest, Independent, Intellectual, Obedient",
Polite, ReePonsible, and Self-Controlled.

One mgy ask w ether the differences found_by Rokeach are,
,

\
comparable to thos found by Allport, Vernon, and.Linzey (1970),
who reported that in most studies women score4higher than men on
social, aesthetic, and religioue scales and lower-on theOretical,
economic, and political scales.

.

An opinion survey more directly concerned with career de-
cisioa-making was conducted by the Yankelovich group (1972) on a
population of College students. Included was a comparison of
responses of men and women to questions about "factors important
to career choice." More women than men thought that Make a con-
tribution and Challenge of the job would exert..a strong influence
on their career choice. The sexes were tied on the influence of
self-e*pression. And more men than women would be influenced by('
Job security, Chance to get ahead, Money, and Prestige.

College freshmen who had been a part of a national sample
oftigh school juniors were followed up by a questionnaire which
included weighting of values (Norris and Katz, wo). While the
usual sex,plifEerences appeared, men giving highei weight to in-
dome and 'restage and women to helping others, the more striking
differences werconsistent with intended major fiel4regardless.
'of sex. In addition, this study included factor anal es that
indicated a somewhat different- factor structure of values for

4 each sex. .

Some studies have been concerned with only a single value-
or with special values. For example, Barnett (1975) found dif-
ferences in attitude toward'prestige. A stronger relationship
existed between occuPtional preference and prestige for'm

/
n than

fortwoman.- The finding held up for all age 'groups from 9 o 17:
% Fox (1970, after a review of the literature pertaining to sex

. .>
differences and willingness up pursue education in mathematics,
suggested "that autonomy and independence aressociated with
both career interest and mathematical iampetelice"'(gyp. 7). Males
ainost invariably outperform females on tests of mathematica

tj
competence. Blum (1975) found no overall sex differences in a
group of college juniors and seniors in scores on an inven ry

designed to measure desire for security in job or occupation,
and concluded that security was apparently not a value \linked
with sex stereotypes. This conclusion seems at odds clith the
findings of the Yankelovich (1972) survey, referred to above,
whlclf reported that mere men than women would be influenced by
job security in their choice of career. ' -

`A-

In a pilot study of sex-role values hs,a factor in career
decision-making, Tittle, Chitayat, and Denker (1977) found dif-
ferences in the way males and females weighted a set of "marriage4!
values, a set of "parenthOod".values, and the ten SIGI occupa-
tional values. Subjects were98 eleventh-grade students. ,

- 0.

-50-
5:3
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FeMales tended to.weight, A close.reldtionshill, a little higher as
.s:marriage value than males weighted it; they also weighted JOE
higher as a parenthood'value, WhereaS males weighted Future
security. higher than females did (although-much lowst15771o2).
Aa.to occupational values,,females confermed to tie4u$4i1 pat-'
tern byveighting Helping-Others Jigher than did the Males.

1.
'

These studies all sampled a population at a single point in
time. Gribbons'andLohnes (1968) were able to follow a sample
over successive stages of the decisioh-making procesi:. In gen-.
etal,theyfound sex differences too slight to, warrant Separate
analysis by sex' in their small sample of stUdents (about 100)..
Recognizing the central importance of valuesithey did create
"value. hierarchies" for each age and sex by Tanking 12 values
according to the number of subjects mentioning each value. Ob-
viously, this procedure "involves the popularity of a value
category rather than the intensity yith which it is employed by
those who use it" (p. 83). This procedure differs from that of
SIGI not only in the values dimensions used but also in the
method of assessing them_(in SIGI, student,-weight each value to
indicate its importance and then reweightjt after closer'
Scrutiny). Gribbons and Lohnes reported some sexidiffetences
of the sort that fit the stereotypes: more males mentioned
salary and_prestige, more females personal contact and social
service, but substantial nUmbers of the "other" sex mentioned
these sex-stereotyped valuel, too.

Singer and Stefflre (1954), like Gribbons and Lohnes, used
frequency of cholceto study similarities andjoifferences be-
tween the job values of high school senior males and females,
Their Procedure iovolved a questionnaire asking students to rate
the "kind of job" that wouldbe chosen first, rather than the
open-ended interview procedure of Gribbons, and Lohnes: Their
findings, however,-resembled those of Gribbons andLohnes, des-
pite diefWences in values dimensions, techniques, time, and
am014S,..roke'males.ehobe.power, profit, and.independencel more

,females dose Interesting'exPeimLence and social service. Wagman
(1965) uage Ohesame.qUestionnaire as Singer and Stefflre in
study of college sophomores. Again, the stereotypes prevailed.

. Significantly more men chose profit and esteem, and more women
Chose social service.

Not all studies conclude that sex differences exist to any
important degree. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) found no signifi-
cant ifferences in the self -conf dente of'the two sexes and
cone uded that the belie'i that wo n are more "social" is un-
foun ed. And although they found ifferences in their, study,
Grib ons and Lohnes also concluded hat "the comparison of the,
fin hierarchies of the two agxes...ie dominated by thf simi-
le ities rather than the differences" .(p. 86).

Differences ue to socioeconomic status. Osipow (1973), '

in summarizing r earch related to class membership; ob6rvfd

-

x
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that both sex and social class identity influenced career develop-
ment by affecting attitudes towards careers and by limitedecono-S
mic reaotfrces that can be allocated to career,preparation. Osipth
concluded that research in minority group status by
mace, social class, ethnicity, educational-levels and eco omic
conditions.

Osipow might also have.mentio4 that research in the
,
area.,

isnot sharply focused.'. Thus Clark(i967) compared middle class:,
and lower-class boys.with respect career preferenceand found
'that the middle class subjects were likely to prefer professional;
careers, whereas the lower class members were more'likely,to A'
choose "government" jobs. Lunneborg and LUnneborg (1968) found
thatparents'- occupation, especially the father's, affected the
accuracy of predictions of "success" in certain co ge_cour s.

Mulvey(1963) concluded,that parents' aocioeco status:
not affect career patterns of women..

There also appear to be some interactions weensex and
socioeconomic status. Campbell and ParsOns (1 2),,comparing non-'
disadvantaged and disadvantageth.junior high .school- students on

. their responses to CriieeyocationallDeVelopment Inventory,
found not my that the nOndisadVantaged SCOW- igher, but also

-that disa ntaged males tended to choose occupat ons in the
.' technical area, whereas others'chose occupations related to ser-.

0 Avices. Entuisle and Greenberger (1972)
.

alsp,found interactions
in the attitudes of ninth-graders,towardi women's work roles.'
Middle class boys with high IQ were least llbera4,males were
more conservative than females; middle class males were less

'supportive of women's achievement than were either-women "Or lower
dlaskmales;-and blue collar adolescents were. the most liberal.
of all towards career achievement for women.

Tittle, Chitayat, and.Denker (1977) also *mild socioeconomics.

-

11** .%

;.%

differences. Students in the middle, group with regard to socio-
economic-status weighted the occupational value Interest Field
high4 than. did the loweetES members (no high M sub)dcts were
included in the sample), an4. the Middle group members also
weighted Friendship higher as a "Parenthood value and Challenge

,

higher as a "Marriage" value. , ..

1,
Race/ethnic differentes. Studies of race and ethnicity are

fewer than, those of socioeconomic status; and the results seem
equally tentative. The pilot study of Tittle, Chitayat, and
Denkek included an examination of racial differences in the way
,subjects weighted the, three sets of values related to career .

'choice. Blackg,tended to weight Security higher as a marriage
value than did Whites or Hispanics; Hispanics gave highest
weight to Companionship and lowest weight to Independence (frolic
parents), an ordering different from that of the Other two groups.
Hispanics also weighted Friendship higher as parenthood value
and Interest Field higher as an occuPational alue. All groups

. )



wei ted Future Security laW, but Whites weighted it lower than
did B1 ks or Hispanics.

Picou and Campbell (1975) compiled articles on career be-

.
havior of special groups. American Indians, Asian Americans,

- Mexican Americans, and women were included in the studies. The
authors concluded that membership in such a group seems to in-
fluence choice of career as well as opportuiities.

Career expectations. Not:surprising1T, differences are also
found in, the Way various gross look at career choice.: For ex-
ample, according to Strong and Campbell (1960), for men expreatud
interests are a major predictor of career choice; for women,
career choice is more often based on sex, not individual interests.
Pgathas (1968)"argued that some aspects of women's sex roles in-
fluence the kinds of occupations women enter and hence influence
their career de1sions.

/ In a project that examined career choice from a less theo-
.retical point of view, Harmon (i91)).studied 169 women 10 to 14
years after.entrance into college. 'All had high scores on the
social worker scale of the SVIB -W. The subjects were asked what,
their !Iusualoccupation",was and were_categorized es'careerior
noncaieet on the badis of their answers. The yomen classified

F

as.'career had attended college longer than won in the other
category, had worked longer. after leaving college, had married
later, had produced fewer children ('ho were born later in their.,_
mother's life); -or had remained unmarried in greater numbers:-
There was no dffference-in-the;high school Tanking of the two

,groups. Such differences in behavior with respect to careers
may be related to differences in values. Allport, Vernon, and
Linzey (1970) found that women with different value profiles
made different educationaf and occupational choices. For ex-
ample, women medical students differed from womenrgTaduate stu-',
dents in nursing and business and also from art students.

Differences in attitude toward career possibilities aP-
parently begin early. In a study previously cited,,LOoft (1971)
found that six-to-eight-year-old boys and girls responded dif-
ferently when asked what they wanted to be when they, grew up.
Much variability was evident in the response of the'boys, but
75% of the girls named only'two occupations, teacher and nurse.
Boys named occupations in 18 categories, girls in only 8. Tittle,
Chitayat, and Denker (1977), in their pilot study of career de-
cision-making, also concluded that stereotyping of occupations
by sex begins at an.eatly age. They believe that socioeconomic
and cultural status are also telesTnt to the study of career
choice, but that women's careers are relatively unpredictable
compared with men's. When subjects were asked what effect
children would have on their career plans, females were aware
that the effect would be large and would force decisions about
whether to stay home or to work, or whether to work'full time
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or part' time.. Males seemed to think the only effect would be
to make them steadier and morescssponsible. Angrist .(1969) makes
an obserliation that more or less summarizes all 'these findings:
For men, sex roles are seen in terms of occupations; foafwomen,
in terms of family.

. .4

One longitudinal study (Astin and Myint, 1971) followed
5,387 wpmenwho had been tested. in 1960 iri,Project TALENT. The

. searchers used measures of abilitiesj-ihterests, personality;
background, and high'school educational aspirations to assess
the subjects five years beyond high school. They found (a) that
scholastic aptitudes, especially ability in mathematics, were the
best predictors a career orientation toward-the sciences,
social serlaces, professions, and teaching; interests and per-
sonality masuFes were not good predictors; arid (b) possession of
a-BA degree or attendance at college or graduate school were im-

/portant predictors eor separating women who went into the sciences,
social services, and teaching occupations from women who were
htiusewives or who perf6rmed-offiCe work; having the AA degree,
being married, oNiproducing chilaren.carried negative weights as
predictors In these areas.

Estimation of ethnic and socioeconomic effects on career
choice is clouded by .the difficulties mentioned earlier. Gump
and Rivers (1975), however, found that twice as many black women
as white women wanted full time employment even though they were
wives and mothers.

Stereotyping
I

Implicit--and often explicit--in all these studies is the
great weight that role stereotyping carries in the decision-
making process, especially sex-role stereotypes. Stereotyping
clouds the vision of both the decision-maker and the researcher;
it screens from the former the full range of options,,and for the
latter.it means that in experimental studies the-social forces
leading to stereotypy are confounded with true group differences
(if they exist). For example, none of the cited studies con-

,

trolled for stereotyping--if, indeed, control is possible.

Stereotyping has another unfortunate consequence for re-
search studies in that the researcher may be the victim of his
own stereotypic prejudices. Sher'man (1976) had the following-
reaction to her review of the literature about the biological
factors that have been suggested to explain "cognitive differ-
ences" betwgen the sexes:

I

It would be difficult to find a research
area more characterized by shoddy work,,
overgeneralization, hasty conclusions,
and unsup rted speculations. This is
particul tly unfortunate limce biologi-
al fact rs in sex relate cognitive

M



differences' is a research area with
considerable social risk to the fe-
male group. It is also unfortunate
because the pOoF7quality of the re-
search introduces confusion and re-
tards the evolution of intelligenti
wellgrounded opinions on this sub--
ject. (p! 40)

Fennema (1976) hypothesized that the apparent difference be-
tWeen males and females in mathematics Ahility in the later
secondary school grades may be an artifact of inadequate research
procedures. Miles have'taken far more math courses by then, so
that' the two populations being tested are different on that'
dimension.

The tendency to stereotype occupations by sex Apparently be--
gins suite early. --(Maccohy and Jacklin,.1974; SChIossberg and
Goodm.ln; 1972; Looft, 1971). The main effect se ±!.. to het°
cause boys and girls to view their future roles th ugh different
eyes. For boys, the adu4 role is seen in terms'of occupations;
for girls, in terms of family (Angrist, 1969; 1972;' .

Lipman-Blumen and Tickamyer, 1975).'-' The -result is rigidity in
the'approach to occiipational choicdi Fox (1976) observed that
women base their career expectations on the women they see, but
there are no good role models for'them to imitate. Russo (1976)
went farther and stated that even though women's'Options may 6e
increased, owing to social changes, no real change will occur as
long as motherhood is the chief,aspect of sex typing and as lOng
as raising well-adjusted children is women's main goaj.

The Process ofCareer Decisi6n-Making
),,

1 7

The messagedOnveyed by these reports is singularly unre-
warding as-far a ':the-present study is concerned. The main mes-
sage appears00 p4hat ilone looks for difference6 between'
roups, one is itielyAo rind them. But for the most part these
differences to n our.t&bifferences in status, not process.

t is, e n say, for.example, that men and women differ in
r valu- (holeyer valUes'are construed- -there was much

va ability in the construct in thee'.Atudies) or in their at-
titudes toward careers, or in the actual occupations they enter. .

But there have been few attempts. to stuffy sldh variables in the
context of the decision-making process.

The sott.4y of, ribbons'and'Iohnes (1968) men ioned above did
Aittempt to relat "values hierarchies" to "occui; tional prefer-
ences," but t a study differed from-the preseAtundertaking in
sah important espects as the definitions of the values dimen-
sions, th ures used to measure vAAW: the ages of the
students, t e n ture of the "treatment" in va es clarification,
and the further-analysis of relationships betwe n values ancll
other variables in the career decision-making pr ess, Further-

,



more,. it is far from clear. that the subjects in that study were
.actively.engaged in career decision- making at the times the data
were coiected. A

Another project that attempts to examine process is the
pilot7etudy of Tittle, Chitayat, and Denker (1977), also referred
to earlier. The authors are concerned with sex roles, values,
and career decision-making. With respect to sex roles, they ac-
cept that the normative areas for females are the marriage re-
lationship, motherhood and_child-rearing, and homemaking; for meti
they are education and occupations. One of the main purposes of
their study is to identify sets of values that will serve the
domains of. marriage and parenting in the 'same way that occupa-
tional values serve the domain of occupations. Examples of mar-
riage values are companionship, parenthood, security; examples
of parenthood values are joy, challenge, and stability. The
goal of. the study is to develop a system of decision-making that
will lead to sex equality, to decision- making without regard to
gender, to the integratioh of work with other aspects of life
that influence the choice of career.

Th$,Tittle, Chitayat, and Denker study is, of course; pro-
vijionat. Nevertheless, it has prpduced some tentative results.

authors found many of the usual .sex differences, but also
many similarities. They observe,"Thus, the choices that
directly reflect he differences in sex roles for women and men

/'continue

to show despite this prelVmary,evidence
that many of th e values or needs related to marrilge; parent-
hood, and occupations may,Ke evaluated similarly 1:4)f the-two
sexese[p. 32].", Males weighted fUlltime career and Fulltime
1212 higher than females weighted them; femalts weighted Parttime
career and Parttime job higher than did males.

...et

Other studies of the process have used different approaches.
Jepsen (1975) tried to examine sex differeOces In developmental
trends in career decision-making by adminiktering questionnaires

g
to males and females in three Wisconsin high schools, first at

9 and then at grade 12'. A number of scales were derived
to represent classes of behaviot in the decisilon process, and .. ,

change scores were derived by subtracting grade 9 from grade 12
status. Two of six occupational .decision scores shoved greater.,
change for females than for males: the complexity of bases for '.

4 choice (derived from Gribbons and Lohnes' interview schedule)
and the extent of information-seeking activities. There appears
to have been no treatment after administering the first question-
naire and before'administering the second. Presumably, students
at all three schools were exposed to similar guidance programs,
but there is no information as to their content. At any rate,_
Jepsen attempted to measure concepts that may be deemed process
variables--if a process can be assumed to have'been going on.

Jepsen's attempt to identify and measure concepts is in keep-
.

ing with the review of career decision-making theories by Jepsen
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and Dilley (1974). Their armchair analysis found some consan-
guinity of concepts across various /ieories.

Lunneborg (1877) examined sex differences with regard to
decision-making styles (Planning, Intuitive, and Dependent) as
formulated by Miller and Tiedeman (1972)0 Three studies were
reported on sampl; of college and high school students to test
the hypothesis rat femalep would rely more heavily on the In-
tuitive style d males more heavily on the Planning in their
approach to career decisions. However, no sex differences were
found in style, in vocational self-concept crystalligatton, or
self-related vocational decisiveness. The Planning style was
associated with such nonsexual factors as vocational decisive-
ness, the "Choice" stage of occupational choice, and stronger
work values, particularly'Management, Security, and Prestige.

The Lunneborg study apparently agrees with the opinion of
Barrett and Tinsley (1977), who concluded that men .and women
colleges students were similar in their decisiOn-making behavior,
although no definitive statement waStpossible.

The impression left 6Y all these studies is that they shine
only a dim light on the career decision- making process. Evi-
dently, differences exist between groups, but one cannot tell
whether they are fundamental or a cultural byproduct. And d9
these differeices between groups operate by restricting the num7
ber of optiondithe groups see as available? Or dcothey actually,
affect the process whereby members of groups go about making
decisions? For example, do more women than men lean toward
"social" occupations and homemaking because they have been pre-
conditioned to believe that these are the available optionsT,OrA
do the women eqect these. occupations because they process in-'
formation in a distinctive manner? It is hard to tell from these.
studies;.the studies underline the importance of looking at the
process while it is going on rather than while it may be dormant-
or after it has been completed. -Thus,-one of the distinctive
features of the present study is that the subjects were not just
a cross-sectionof an age or grade group. They were all'a-ttively
and consciously engged in career decision-making at the time the
data were collected. They were involved in a voluntary commit-
ment to spend several hours of intensive thinking about. their
careers, including self-appraisal, identification and exploration
Of options, information-gathering, analysis, reasoning, and plank
ning. As participants in the/process of career decisio making,
these college students may well provide us with more in ght into
the dynamic relevande of certain variables to career-de isibns.
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CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURES

. _404Y

This research was conceived as a descriptive rather than an
'experimental study, and therefore there ie no formal statements
of hypotheses7 It is essentially an obse0fational study, using
the unique window on the CDM process provided by SIGI. The plan
wasto obtain various kinds of data from a random sample of
records of students' behavior in the CDM process, as represented
by their-interaction with SIGI. On the average, each record con-
tains information on approximately four hours of student inter-
action. An example of a student record and explication of it is
presented in Chapter II of this report. The data obtained from
the student recordsiwere apalyzed to examine age and sex dif-
ferences in the career decis'iOn-making prOcess. X.

. A
A description of the SIGI Variables taken directly from the

record (or derived from it) and summary statistics'for these
--yarleibiSW:.0e6,p04xided in Tables Bl-B50. Where possible, variable
names correPond to those given on the student record.

The variables are grouped into five main categories. The
categories correspond to major subsystems of SIGI and represent
cromr elements in the structure of career decision-making that
is piovided by 9tGI.

Career Decision-Making Variables

Assessment of prior knowledge. In the Introduction to
SIGI, there are four questions about the career decision-making
process. They include the following:

INTR7 AsseAment of knowledge'of values
INTR8 Assessment of knowledge of.occupati6ns
INTR9 Assessment of knowledge for predicting grades
INTR10 Assessment of knowledge of plans

f.Responses to these "initial status ,m questions are used as co-
variates in analyzing the data obtained from five categories.
These variables are described and%tabulated in Tables Bl-B4.

Category 1. Values clarification. The Values section of
SIC[ allows students to examine values'relevant,to C. Ulti-
mately, students assign weights to 10 values dithensiotis to indi-
cate the relative importance they attach to each-dimension.
Variables for ttiis category show the amount of interacVon stu-
dents have- -with the Values system (END 5), and the degree to
which their values are crystallized (RATIO, SDI, SDR, SKEWI,

1
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CORRV) . These variables are described
throw h B-11. The weights assigned o the
VAL6, described in Tables B-12 through B-3
picture of students' values.-

.

Category 2. Information- seeking. -Two Sect-tons of SIGI
allow students to seek and obtain occupational-Information. In
1.06%TE, they select five values and specify for -each one a minimum of
return that they would accept from'an occupa ion. In COMEARE;
they ask questiohs about three occupations- time.- The,
variables in this category describe the amo f e loration4114
students engage in (#LOC3) and the amount and kind P- information
sought about. occupations (COMP4, #CAT, and #OCC2) . These ,;

variables are described in Tabils B-32 through B -35.

/-77' -]

iftTSbles B-5
s1QI values (VALS,
give a further

Cory 3. Prediction. The Prediction section of"SIGI
enables students to obtain probability estimates of achieving
various grades` in key courses of programs that are preparatory
for entry to occupations they select. The variables in this
category indicate the number of programs for which predictions
werePtequested MED2), and the number of questions asked about
the concepts of probability and predicting grades (PRED11).
These variables are described in Tables B-36 and B-37.

Category 4. Planning. The Planning section enables students
to make step-by=step plans for entering occupations they select.
Variables in this, category describe the number of occupations for f._
which plans are made (NPLN2), and the consistency with which an-
occupation that is planned for ha's a6eatebrin other sections of
SIGI (CONSIS). These'Nriables are atwcribed,in *les B-38 and
V39.

...." k.
-

Category 5. Occupational choice'. The\z5riables in this
category come from the Strategy system, which brings students to,
grips with-decision rules for selecting occufitions on the joint
criteria of desirability and probability. The variables des-
cribe the amount. of interaction with till's system and the kind
of strategy students follow in selecting occupations (DES1,'DES2,
PROB1, PROB2, UTII$, UTIL2, S T ). These variables are described
in Tables B-40 through B-46. ,

Other variables. Other variables available from the SIGI
'record include: RANK, MATH, ENG, VAL3. These are described in
Tables B-47 through B-50.

sarvie

As part of a field test of SKI, individual records of
interactions were automatically collect d on a five percent'
random sample of -SIGT users at six to eggs in different regions
of the country, varying in size, set ing, nature of population,-



and so on. Five,of these colleges are two -y institutions

(Pasildena City Collea, in California, Mercer ounty Community
College in New Jersey, Eastfield College in Texas, Santa Fe
Community College in Florida, and Delta College in Michigan),
and one is a)four -year college (Illinois State-University).

o

,
.

A total sample of 433 complete individual records wa 'drawn
from the automatically Collected data set. In drawing r cords.
from the five percent random sample at a college, conside ation
was given to obtaining adequate (though not necessarily equal)

numbers of records in each age/sex group. The age and sex dis-
tribution of the sample and the number of records drawn from
each of the six colleges are presented in Tabile a, b below.

(a)

//

SAMPLE SIZES (a) by Age & Sex
(b) by School

SEX

Male Female

18 & under 46 94 140

AGE 19 to 24 60 77 137

25 & over 70 86 156

176 257 433
- -7

(b)
School N

Delta" 97

EaStfielir 60

Illinois 56

Mercer 70

Pasadena 64

Santa Fe 86

433
e

There is little reason to suspect that SIGI users differ
from the general college population in ways unrelated to car er
decision-making; no special screening- procedures were,used or

were special incentives provided. Therefore, our sample likely
to he a good representation of the population of college tudents
who are ready and willing to engage in career decision-maki
activities.
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TABLE B-1'

'AR? --'Aisessment of Knowl dge of Values

In the InttodUction-ta_SIg students are asked, Now well
do you kn0w what you-Want frot'an occupation?" There are four
possible responses, namely:

(1) I have thought about my Values, and.-I'know what I want
from an occupation.

I 7

(2) I have not analyzed these Values carefully, but I have-
a general idea of what I want.

Males

Females

(3) I have seldom thought about my Values, but I would
know what I want if I saw it.

(4) I have seldom thought about my Values, and I am in °

S.D.

X

S.D.

the dark about what I want.

AGE/SEX GROUP & STANDARD DEVIATIONSMEAN

18 & under

GE

19-24 25 & over

2.20 2.35 2.03

:85 1.00 .94

2.08 1.95 1.88
a

.86 .84 .71

2.12

.86

2.12

.85

1.90

4,
.82

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females
Response

(4) 28 15.9 18 7.0

(3) 14 8.0 18 7.0

(20 96 54.5 162 62.8

(1) 38 21.6 60 23.3
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.95

1.98
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TABLE B-2

R8 -- Assessment of Knowledge of Occupations

In the:Introduction system students 'are asked to show how
much information7they have about occupations. The four pOs,
sible responses are:

(i.) I can list at least three occupatidns that fit my
Values, and I know a lot about them.

a
(2) I know one or two occupations that might fit my

Values, and I know quite a lot about them.

Males

Females

(3) I know a lot about one or two occupations, but I
am not sure they fit my Values.

(4) I need a lot of information about occupations that
might fit my Values.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

18 & under 19-24 25 & over

X 3.13 3.12 3.03 3.09

S.D. 1.08 .97 1.05 1.03

X 3.12 3.15 3.31 3.19
I-

S.D. .95 .92 .84 .91

3.12 3.14 3.19

1.00 .94 .95

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

Response F % . F

(4), 85 48.3 127 49.t
(3) 38 21.6 63 24.4

(2) 36 20.5 60 23.3
(1) 17 9.7 8 3.1

-65-
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TABLE B-3

4 INTR9 Asseiament of Knowledge for Predicting Grades'

In the Introduction system students
can predict their grades in various programs
The four possible responses are:

are asked how well they
at their college.

A

Males

Females

(1) I think I co
program of s

(2) I think I coul
or two program

" I have only a
two programs.

1/4

(4) I can't predict m

d predict my grades accurately in any
dy I might take,

predict my grades accurately in one
, but not in all.

ieneraridea of my grades in.one or
1/4

S.D.

X

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROU

ArW

18 eunder

rades well in any program.

& STANDARD DEVIOIONS

AGE

19-24 25 & over
/

1 1.76 2.05 1.82

.81 .86 .83

1.96 1.92 2.06

.63 .83 .93

1.89

.76

1.98

.86

1.96

.89

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

Response F F

(4) 9 5.1 11 4.3
(3) 27 15.3 48 18.6
(2) 75 42.6 124 48.1
(1) 65 16.9 75 29.1

-66-
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1.89\

.85

1.98

.80
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TABLE B-4

NTR10 -- Assessment of KnoWledge.of Plans

In the Introduction system students are asked, "Which of the
following best describes the pr tate of your plans ?" The
three possible responses are:

(1) I know which program to enroll in, which courses to takes
and most of the other steps necessary to reach my occupa=
tional goal.

(2) I-have a general idea of which program would be best, but
./ I am not sure what other steps are necerry to reach my

occupational goal.

(3) I don't know which -Orogrem to take. .I3need help in planning
my education.

Is,

Males

Females

11511,,,zzz:

S.140.

AGE/SEX GROUT\MEANS & STANDARD D

s AGE

18 & under i9 24

TIONS

25 & over

2.151 248
L.

) 2.07

.72 .74 .76

2.23 2.09 2.26
C,

.69 .82 .78

2.21

.70

2.13

.79

/-\

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES &

2.17

.78

4
EMALES

F

Males Females

% F ,

\

(3) 62 35.2 105 -,40.7

75 42.6 100 38.8
(1) 39 22.2 53 20,6

W

-67-

2.13

.75

2.20

.76



Table B-5

ENDS -- Number of Value Games Played

In the Values system students play a -keries of value gates, each one
.

V .1t*
of which involves accepting or.rejecting an imaginaWlob featuring one

of the ten SIGI valUes.

ENDS is the total number of games played by a student.

S

E

X

Males

Females

X

S.D.

X

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

8.78 10.00 8.83

5.20 5.51 5.57

8.53 9.09 8.94

3.25 9.37 5.04

"\-18.61

4.00

9.49

7.93

8.89

5.28

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES,& FEMALE

Males

Score Interval F

--\

21+
19-20 1

,-- 17-1B 5

15-16 6

13-14 11

...

1-2 8

11-12 17

9-10 24

7-8 35

5-6 40
3-4 22

Females

/ F

9.22

5.49

8.84

6.22.

4.0 6 2.3 *

0.6 -../ 1 0:4
2.8 4 1.6
3.4 ' 4 1.6
6.3 9 3.5
9.7 32 12.5
13.6 40 15.6
19.9 65 25.3
22.7 58 22.6
12.5

....,
27 10.5

4.6 11 4.3

-68-
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Males

Femal

TABLE R-6

RA &Q -- Ratio of Inconsistent to Consistent Value Ratings

While playing the values games, students.maY make responses
which are inconsistent with the weights the} : assigned to values
prior to the game. An inconsistency occurs when the student,
during.the course of a game, rejects a value which he originally
weighted higher than. the one he accepted; or when the student'
accepts a value which he otiginally weighted lower.than the one
he rejected. The total number of inconsistencies made in all
the games a student plays is divided by the number of consistent
value judgments made, by that student.

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/EX GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
yj

AGE

19-24 25 & over

0.35. 0.33

0.35 0.31 0.31,

0.31 0.36 0.34

0.27 0.26 0.37

0.33 0.31

0.30 0.35

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES A FEMALES

Males emale$

0.34

Score Interval F % F

,)1

2.31 2.50 0 0.0 1 e,024
1.91 2.10 2 1.1 0 40.0
1.71 1.90 1 0.6 0 0.0

1,51 1.70 1 0.6 3 1.2

1.31 1.50 0 0.0 L 0.4

1.11 1.30 1 0.6 3 1.2

0.91 1.10 4 2.3 /1 3 1.2

0.71 0.90 5 2.8 12 4.7

0.51 0.70 17 9.7 41 16.0

0.31 0.50 36 20.5 55 '
21.4

0.11 0.30 74 42.0 92 35.8
0.00 0.10 35 19.9- 46 17.9

-69-
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0.32

0.34

0.31
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labie b-7

SDI -7d/ Standard Deviation of Initial Value Weights (VAL 5)

The stan rd deviation is an indepc of the variability of a set of measure-
,

ments. A small ttlue of SDI indicates that a student assigned similar weights,

(high, low, or moderate) to pall ten values (VAL 5 ).

Males

Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/EX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE)

18 & under 19-24 25-8, over

1.68) 1.71 1.81

0.47 0.48 0.51

,1.67 1.74 1.70

04%50 0.47 0.49

1.67

0/49

fl/

FREQUENCY DtTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES AND FEMALES

:

1.73

0.,48

1.75

0.50

Males Females'

-Score Interyal i F %
etk

\

r

3.00+ \ 1.N . 0.6
2.91 3.00 3 1.7

2.71 2:90- 2 1.1

2.51 2.70 2.8

2.31 2.50 6.3 lr

2.11 2.3 11.4
1.91--: 2, 22 12.5

1.7,1 1..90 26 14.8
1.51 1)70-- 29 16.5

1 f 1.50 24 13.6

1 11 -,1.30 15 / 8.5

\.91,- 1.10 10 5.7,

'2-71 :90 8 4.5

:151 .70 0 0.0
.31 .50 0 0.0.

1 7-----

_L70-

F

2 0,78

1 0.4
6 2.3

5 1.9

110 4.3
28 10.9
33 12.8

'41 16.0

'73

1.74

0.49

1.70

.49

17.1

10.9
13.6'

5'71

1.9

f.2

t.8
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Tab Ire B-8

I

SDR -- Stantard Devia.kon of RestricCed:qalue Weights (VAL6)

The standard deviation is an index of the' variability of a set of

,measurements. A, small value of S R indicates that a student'assiTd

,
similar weights; (high, low,4or moderate) to all ten. values (VAL6).

MaIes,

S

E

Xi,

Fetilas

S.D.

X

S.D.

e-
Scores'Interval F % 1

,,

F

3.-00 ,4.6 9 1:5
_-%

X

, 1.99 2.8 13 5.1
---2.51 7/ 2.70 5 2.8 11 4.3
2. 1 /* 2. -14 8,0 26 10.1
2 llf- 2.30. 12 6.8 22 8.6

27 15.34,9 - 2.10 37 14.4
1. 1 1.90 0 17.b '3' 36 14.0
1.51 1.70 15.3 '32 12,5
1.31 1.50 23 13.1 33 12.8
1.11 -.1m30 16 9.1 14 5.4
.91 -- 1 . . 7 4.0 9 3.5
71 .98% 2 1.1 11 4.3

.70--..._ 0 0.0 3 1.2
/

.31 .50 .0.±- ..r4 o.o 1 0.4
, ,-----'

v

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

I
18 & under

AGE

19-24 5 & over

1.76 '1.92' 1.86

7.48 :49 .56

1.85 So 1.96 .

-,..

1.81

,-

.57 .59 .56

1.85

:52

1.82

.55

1.94

:55

l.84

,

56

r

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males -leemales

-71-

1.87,

.58
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Lable B-9

SKEW -- Skewness of Unrestricted Value Weithrs (VAL 5)

,Skewness lis vmeasure of the symmetricalvesS of a distribution. If a

distribution is symmetrical its skewness is' q . If,on,the other hand,

a distributiOn is asymmetrical with a long' tiS1 on the right, it has a
,

positive skew; if the long tail is ofi4 the left, it has a neative skew.

.

(-'SKINT is the, Skeyness of the ten unrestricted value' weights (VAL 5).
#

A positive valne-indica of.low value weights; a negative value

tta'indtes a pile up ,;high value weights.

Males

E 7

X
emales

AGE/S GROUP MEANS4,& STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

18 under

./
25 & over

-1.....,,

-.39 -.37 -.36

'---- .49 40-----;-________._,54--- .58

-.20, -r10 -.25

.56 .55 .60

i

1,
,

-.26

..s .54

a

7.22

.56

-.30

FREQU Y DISTRIBUTIONS FOR FEMALES(

Males Females
Score Interval, $ F F

1.303 1.500
1.103 1.300
.903 1.100
-703. .900 4
.503 - .700
.303 .500

103 .-- .300
%..1'1097 -0' .100,..

-.297
.-.497

-.697 -.500
-.497 -.700 (

71. 1 -.900
=1.29' --1.100
-1.10'7 1T-1.300

-1.697 -71.500,
-1.897 --1.700

e.

-2.097 ,..,1400

-.37

1

0 0.0
1 0.6

1 0.6
1 . 1

5: 2:8
8 4.5

17 9.7

19 10.8
25 I.,14.2

36 2055
16 4.1
17 9.7
1 .6.8

4.5
5 2.8

-t4 0.6

2 1.1

1 0.6 3

5

6
e 20

30
36

47

19,

:11
9

1.

1.9
6.2
7.8

11.7

'18.3
7.4

10.9

4.3
3.5

1.

0.0

-72--
a.



SKEKR Sk essof Restricted Value Weights (VAL6).

Skewness is a measure of the' symmetricalness of a distibution. If a dis-

tribution is,symmetrical its sk&neds is ze(o. If, on the other hand, a &lb-
.

tribution is- asymmetrical with a long

-,--7,----
skew; _if t14 long tail is on th left,, it has a negative

41-
, .-

SKEWR-J tilskewness of the to res...:tri va lue', weights (VALE) :4' A posi-

---, tive value ndicates a pile up °flow:value, weighis; a negative vatie-indi'

. ,

tail'On the right, it hasa positive

skew. p

a pile up of high value weights,

Males

S

E

X Femalesl

1

S.D.

X

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 & under

AGE J

t

19-24 f 25 & over

lalk

,'-

=.09 -.10

:46-.6.1`.--- .49 .56'

.05
,

.08 .06

:45 -.., 48
P .58 .

.

/-
//:

1

.00 .00

.47 .49 .57

FREQUENCY DIS IBUTION8- FORMALES-& FEMALES

Males Females
Score Interval % F

1.201 1,0000 0 'F1 0.6 3

.801 1.3O00 5 2.8 14 '5%4

.401 .800 '" 26 14.8 /f^ 46 17.9

,.001 .400 29 16.5 59 23.0

-./99 .000 71 41.5 94 36.6
-.799 -.400 24 13.6 ( 28 10.9

-1.199 -v-.800 13 7.4 9 4'3%5

-1.599 -1.200 5 2.8 33 1.2

-1.999 -1.600 0 0.0

-73-
C. )'

-.10

:51 '

.06



Table B-11

CORRV -r corritlatIM Between Value Weighs

In the Values sYstem students assign weights 'to ten valued; rat without'

any restrictions placed onthe weightings (VAL5) and then again, after teVal-
. .

nes Game, subject to the restriction that the suneof the weights equal forty

CORRV is the correlation between these two seta of weights.

.1
E

X

Males

4ItGE/8EX GROUP MEANS & STANDARVDEVIATIGNS

S.D..

18 under

. 80

. 19

AGE

1,9-24

..,77

.23

4.

25 &-4;1 over.

.79

.17

4

Females .

S.D. . 45

81.

.15

.78

.18

-B0 \794 .78

. 16 .17

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES& FEMALES

Males .Females

Score Interval F % F .%

%TB'

.Z0

.80

.16

.975 - 1.000 13 7.4 14 15.4

.925 - .974 35 19.9 37 14.4

. 875 - '.924 '25 14.2 42 16.3

.825- .874 21 11.9 48 18.144

. 775 - .824 18 10.2 30 11.7.

.725 - .774 13 7.4 27 10.57V

.675 - .724 14 8.0
e

14' 5.1 . 4 .;

.625 - .674 8 4.5 15 5.1

-.575 - .624 6 3.4 6 2.3

. 525 = .574 N 4 2.3 5 1.9

' .475 - .524 5 2.8 5 -. Q1.9

.425,- .474 0 0.0 , 5 1.9

. 375-7' .424 4 2.3 3 1.2

.325 -' .374 I 0 0.0 J 1 0.4

..275 1 .324 '5 2.8 3 4 1.2

.225 - .274 1 , 0.6 ,0.1 0 0.0

. 175 - .224 1 0.611"ia 0 , 0:0

.125 - .174 , z 1.1 ,, a ox,

.025 -, .075 '0 0.0
0

f 0.4

-.025 - .024 1 O,6 1 0.4

-74r-

t1
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Table B-12

Vitd.,5 (Income) 7-:Initial Value WeIght,

In the'Values system students,assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no

impor.tance) to 8 Xof greatest importance) to tA?values. the figuies below
A.

are-for the value High Income.
'1 4

X
Malqs

S.D.

E

Females
S.D.

a

AGE/SEX GROUP' MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS -

18 & 'under

AGE

19-24 25 & over

6.17

1.26

k,

5.80

1.7%
ria

5.67

1.60

5.42

1.54

5.08 -
1.74

-----

5.40

1.50

1.47

5.39

1.60

5.52

1.55

`4,4 FREQUENGX,VSTRIBUTTONS FOR VALES & FEMALES

Females
't4r

, , Males

Scli Score

5:85

1.43

a

5.31

1.59

21 11,9 21 8.1
35 19.9 32 12.4

6 .65 3'6.9 72 27.9
v.

5 -22 12.5 63 24.4
4

AO
21 11.9 44 17.1
9- 5.,1 --11 4.3'

2 2 41 10 . 3.9
1 ; 1 016 2' 0.8
0 0 0:0 3 1.2

1



Table B-13 a

VAL5 (Prestriii) -- Initial Value Weight

In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no

importance) to 8 (of greatest impOrtance) to ten value's. The figures belos4.

are for the value. Prestige.

Males

S

E

sx
Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD.DEVIATIONS

18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 over
mir

5.11 4.85 4.87.

1.66 1.73 1.90,

.

4.88 4.43 n 4.81

1.79 *.69
4

2.01

4.89

1.75

4.61

1.72

4.84

1.96

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALE§& FEMALES

Scale- Score

Males Females

F i F
.

4

8 11 6.3 '!,21 8.2
7 21 11.9 :121

6 44 25.0 44

,8.2
17,1

.5.
28 15.9 50 19*5

4 39 22.2 58 22.6
3 17 9.7 34 13.2
2 AR 5.1 17 6.6-

1 ri.. 1.7 7 2.7
0 4 2.3 5 1.9

. -76-,

C1

4.93

1.79

4.68

1.85



Table 13-1'14

r

VAL5 '(Independence) -- Initial Value. Weight.

In th4 Values system atudenes assign weihts on a scale. from 0 (of no-
r

impopiance) to 8 (of.greatest -importance) to ten values. The figures tielow
-.. _

'ft.
are for' e value Independence. .

4

Maie6

S

E

Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP'MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

5.48 5.4-3
,

6.0

4.54 1.58 .J.36

. .
.

5.50 S3 5.43

1.67 .81 1.72

,1

5.69

1.51

5.34

1.74

5.49 5.21 5.71

1.63 1.736 1.60° if

FREQUENCY .DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

-77-- .46

*f.*f.

c 8 24 13.6 35 13.6
\

7 28 15A 35 14.6
6 SO 28.4 54 20.9

38 21.6 47 18.2
4 23 13.1 52 20.2
3 7 4.0 20 7.8
2 5 2.8 11 4.3
1 1 0.6 3 1.2
0 0 0.0 1 ,0.4

Of .
x

1.

5.49

1.63

5.21

1.736

5.71

1.60° if
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Table B-15

:VAL5. (Helping,' thers) ,Initial Value Weight

In the.Values system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no

impottance) to-&'(of greatest importance) to ten Lalues. The figures below

are for the value Helping Others.

S

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS ATANDARD DEVIATIONS,

18 .& under

es

X

Females
S.D.

AGE

19-24 25-& over

4.26

1.81'

4.67
.

2.1

4.96'
..-

2.13

-...

-5.59 5.77' 5.87

2..00 2.00 1.76

2.04

5.28

2.22

FREQUENCYDISTRIBUZIOS FOR

5.46

1:99

ES & FEMALES

Scale. Scorotto

Males Females

F

8 22 12.5 25.7

7 20 11.4 43N-4416.7

6 23 13.1 ,34 13.2

5 23 13.1 41 1'6.0

4 , 38 21.6 38 ,14..8

3 19 10.8 17 64
2 20 11.4 16 !k 5.2
1 I 5 2.8 1

0 1

-78-

4.68,

2.14

5.74111i.

1.92

f.



Table B-16

VAL5 (Security) -- Initial Value.Weight

In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no

importance) to 8 (of greatest importance) to ten values. The figures below

are for [he value Security.

Males

S

E

X

Females

'S.D.

S.D.

4

AGE/SEX GROUP' MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 & over

'.,:6.52

-

5.85 5.63

.

1.54-..° 1.55 1.87

6.13 6.32- 6.03
,

-. il;'e'llr

1.63 - 1.72 1.69

6.26

1.61..

6.12

1\66

5.85

FREQUENCY DISTRLpUTIOA$ FOR MALES & FEMALES
, ,

Females

5.94

7 g

6.16

1.68

Scale Score F

41
27

53

14,

..- 22

7

7.

0

23.3
15.3
30.1

9.7
l2.41b'

4.0
1.1
0.0

F

69

56

54

36

24

'l0

6

2

1

'%

26.7k'

20.9'
14.0
9.3
3.9

2'2.3

0.8
0.4

7

4- 6

5 11-

'-, 4"
3 0,

-** 2 ,,S1.."-1.

41 tO

*
r
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Table B-17

VALI (Variety) -- Initial Value Weight

In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of n

importance) to 8 (of greatest importance) to ten values. The figures belo

are for the value Variety.

S

E

X

Malts

Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

N-218 & under 25 over
.1

5.43 5.43 5.,74 1

. e

1.84 1.95' 1.70

5.80 5.48 5444

1.61 1.80 1.90

4.

5.68

1.70 1.87

5.58

1.82

,

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

L

5,56

1.83.

4

441.it

Scale Seal

Males Females

F

26

35

41
.

25

26

10

9

2

2

%

14.8
19.9
23.3

14.8
5.7
5.1
1.1
1.1

F

40 15.6
4/ 18.3
/58 22.6
47 18.3
31 12..1

15 5.8
15 5.8
4 1.6

6 0.0

8

7
4,6

5

2

1

0

04



Table B-18

,

VAE5, (Leadership) -- Initial Value'Weight

V

In ,the Values _system students assign weights on a scale from g(of no

importancg) to 8 (of greategt importance) to ten values. The figures. below

are for the value Leadership.

Males

X

Females:

-1\

I

\.1

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & ST WARD DEVIATIONS

AGE ,
Ak

18 & under 19-24 2 over

5.37
.. 4.68 5.00

1.49 '1.90 2-02

4.45 4.08. 4.49.
/

1.92 1.91 1.79
. A

4.4'9

1.87,

4.35.

1.88
411,

4.75 4.34 4.72 ye.
"(CS .

1.84 1.93. 1.91

-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ALES & FEMALES

Scale Score

Males Fema es

1

14

22'
42
35

26

'21

7

4

5

8.0
1.5
23.9
19.9
14.8
11.9

4.0
2.3

2.8

F

15
17

46

37

60
34

36
8

5

%

5.8

6.6
17.8
*14-3

23.3
13.2
14.0
3.1

1.9

a
7

6

5

4

3

2-

1

0

1

-81-
4



. Table B-19
S

VAL5 (Interest Field) -- .Initial Value Weight
.

.In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from O (of-no

importance) tct8 ,(of greattst importance) to ten values. The figures below

are for the value, Work in Mali:4 Field of Interest.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEV TIONS

Males

S

E

Females.

S.D.

S.D.

under

AGE

19-24 25 & over
i

"- 5.98 5.78 5.57

1.54 - 1.89 1.89,

,

6.32 6.24 6.02

1.60 1.86 1.58

6.21 -

1.59,

6.04

1.89

5.82

1..74

1.81

6.20

1.68

A

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS' FOR MALES & FEMALES

'Males

Scale Score ,
A
'F

Alt

ill(

Females

F

&

8 39 22.2 74 28?.7

7 24 13.6 56 21.7

6' 42 23.9 -49 '19.0

5 31 17.6 35 -13.6

4 20 11.4 24 9.3

3 10 5.7 13 5.0
2 7 4.0 5 1.9

t t
1 1 0.6 1 , 0 .2,

0 2 1.1' 1 6.4

3



Table B-20

VAL5 (Leisure) -- Initial Value Weight.

., In the Values_system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no '

I

impltance) to a (of greatest importance) to ten values. This, figures below* . /

are for the value Leisure.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS &TANDARD DEVIATI

Males
S.D.

S

E

X

Females
S.D.

1811 under

AGE

19-24 25 & overe.
4.54 - 4.78 4.11

1.48 1.58 1.77

4.27 N4.22. 4.42

1.70 1.66 1..81

4.36

1.63'

4.46

1.65

4.28

1.81

i FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES'S, BEMALES
,

o.

4.30

1,73

; Scale Score F

Males Females

% F

8 5 , 2.8 9 3.5

7. 10 5.7 18 7.0

6 34 19.3 3.3 12.8

5 40 22.7 '56 21.7

4 42 23.9 66,, 25.6

3 24 13.6 39 15.1

2 13 7.4 23 8.9

1 4 2.3 . 7 2.7

0 4 2.3 7 2.7

?") -83-

l_f



. ,1

the

importance)

e foe

Thble B-21'
4

y Entry) -- Initial Value Weight

4
Values system students assign weights on a sea e'from 0 (of

k4 _

to. 8 (of greatest,iMportance) to-ten valuta:. The4guresibefow

4alue Ea'rla Egt.r.y. .*

r .: ., ''V'

AE/SEX GROUF .6. STANDAiD DEVIATIONS

no "

X

Females

-

18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 & over

A
3.09 1. Op 3.51

2.12. ......7:' 2%16 2.23
-*I. 4''...4 /

,
.. .

3.67 4.69 4.43

2.01 2.20 2.35

3.48

2.07

3.65

2.26

4.02

At
-2:14

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES-

0

3.26

2.19

4,O5

2.21

_Scale Score

Males Females

F

8\ 7 4.0 24 9.3

7 8 '4.5 16.'47. 6.2

6 21 11.9 34 13.2

5 11 6.3 -,. 29 11.2

4 13 18.8 46 17.8

3 16 9.1 32 12.4

2 34 19.3 43 r6',7

1 32 18.2 26 10:1

0 14 8.0 8 3.1

-84-

a



VAL

Table 0-22

(Income) -- Restricted Value,Weight

.0

.In theltines system-students assigteights on a scale from 0 (of-no

impoeca e) to 8 Of greeEtt importance) to ten occupational values. After

assign,Lng these weights they are.rdquired to reweight the values subject

to the restriction that the sum of the weights equals 40.- The figures be-

low are for the value High IncoMe.

Males

S'

Females

S.D.

S.D.

-'L-AGE/SEXGROOP MEANS bg,STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over.
4

5.72 5.38 4.97

1.14 1.4 ,56 1.64

4%76 4.47' 4:87

1i5 1.67 1.63

5..07

1.36

4.86

1.69

4.92

1.64

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS fOR.MALES & FEMALES

Males Females
Scale Score

8 13 7.4 ,5 1.9
7 24 103.6 26 10.1
6 50 28.4 43 16.7

r\ 5 35 19.9 81 31.5

'4 A. 34 19.3 54 21.0
3

2
Jo.

tw

14

3

8.0
1.7 ,

25

15

9.7
.5.8

1 3 1.7 4 1.6
0 0 0.0 4 1.6

0

-85-

5.31

1.53

1.566-



Table B -23

VALO (Prestige) -- Restricted Value Weight'

In the Values systeth students assign-weights on 'a'scalt fromi0 (of no

<.T)

importan 8 (o greateet lalpoitACe) to ten occupational values.. Alter

assigning the e;Weights they are required to reweight the valUea subject.

to the, estriOtion/fhat the sum of the weights\equals 40. The.figures b

low are.for the value Prestige.

Ma1113

E

X

Females

a.

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

-1£3 & .under

AGE

19-24

r

25. & over'

3.43

1.36

3.45

1.35

k,3:31

1..04

,

3.34

1.61 '

2.88

1.52 c$

3.25

1.67

'4

3.37 3.13
p

3.28

1.54 1.47 1.67.

UENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES AND FEMALES'

Scale Score

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Males, ,Females
.FF %

1 0.6
0 0.0

16 9.1
17 9.7
'50 28.4
48 27.3
26 14.8
12 6.8

6 3.4

O

q

3.39

.1.48

3.17

1 0.4
5 1.9

16 6.2
30. 11.6
53 20.5
62 24.0
51 \19.$-

30 11.6
10 3.9



S t
S

9 ,
importance) to 8 (of greatest impintanCe) to_ ten ocCupVionaL,valuett., After,

; . .- .
... Is

-. --.
..-', aitsigning these weights they are 'reqUired, to reweight' the values subject

V.
.

to reettiction that the sum of the weights equals 4`0. . The figures be,...
,t

.

:.**, .. , .. . ,,, :r--;:low are for the value Independence. 'i,
-1.,

Table 8'124...

VAL 6 (Indepe4dence) -- Retricted'Value Weight
-

---: -- r

elit the Values sy-stem stutnta-assign xi ghts oh a 'sCale frolii' 0 (ot no
... , .- .

Itt

$

Males

S

E

;-.:N")
AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS, & '-STINDARD DEVIATIONS

.4,

3 0.

AGE

18 & 'under 1931t4 , 25 & over

,,

S.D. 1.22

emales > S.D.

,4.32

4.29

- 1.48

, 4:58

11:58

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES AND FEMALES

\ , ,Wes, Femqe
Scale Score F

7

%-

446,

F

(98

7 :14 8,.0 12

,6 33 18.8

5 31 17.6 45

4 51 29.0
3 28 15':9 ,4
2 9

3

5.1.-
abla.

27.

7

0 0.0 '0
2.)

-:,

v,

. A

-87- c
/- '

(' %

3.5
`4.7

12.5
17.5

4.8.3.

10.5' I
2.7 /
0.0



Table B-25

VAL6. (Helping. Others) -- Restricted Value Weight
,.0... .

. .
. .

In the.Values system students assign, weights c41 a scale from. 0...(of no
......_

$4 4

1, e .:.
. ....

importance) to 8 (of gr.-eat/est importance; tO.een oC6upatibnal After *
, ..

),
assigning these weights they are required to reweight the values subjectto

the reEitrictiOn'tthat the sum Of the 4eightsequals 40. ',.The figures below

A
-

are for the Valuesr-Helping Others..
-r" 4

Males

S

E

X
Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE /SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

18 &- under 19-24 )/ 25 & over

3.09 ''

1.80

3.43

2.16

,

:

:

. ,

. 3.81'

2.6

4.49

2.15

4.76

2.25 /

'

. -

4".-58

- 2.22

-%

4.03

2.14

4.18

2.30

4
4.24

2.20

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES AND FEMALES

3.49

2.06

4.06

2.21

Males Females

Scale Score F ' 7 F 7.

8 6 3.4 31 12%0

7 8 4.5 24 9.3
22 12.5 44 17.1

5 18 10.2 42 16.3
4 27 15.3 32 12.4

3 34 19,3 29 11.2

2 31 17.6 .34 13.2
1 17 9.7 14 5.4

0 13 7.4 8 3.1

-88-

4,



Table B-26

VALE (Security) -- Restricted Value'- .Weight

In the Values system, students assign weights on a scale.from a (of no

importance) to 8 (of greatest imp6rtance) to ten occupatiOnal values. After

assigning these weights they are required to reweight the values subject .to

the restriction that the sum Of the weights equals 40. .-:The figures below
00 4

are for the value Security.

Males

S

E

X

. Females

or,

s. D.

S.D.

gar

INGE/E.X GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS
J (

.18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 &%over

5.26, 5.08 4.41

1.33 1.54 1.62

....

4.69 5.03 4.52

1.59 1.73 v1.88

4.88

-1:53 1.65

4.47

1.77

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Scale Score
Males

1

Females
F

8

11

49
40
35

20

9

3

1

%

.4.5

6.3

22.7:

19.9
11.4
5.1

1.7

.6

F

18

26

-36
61

57

35

17

3

4

%

7.0

10.1
14.0
23.7
22.2
13.6
6.6
1.2
1.6

8

7

6

5

4

3.

2

1

0

4.86

1.56

4.74

`'1.74



VAL 6" (Variety)

,Table B-27

-- Restricted Value Weight

In the Val es system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no.

importance) to 8 :(of greatest importano) to ten occupational valUes. After

assigning thes weights they are required to reweight the values subject to

the restricti that the sum-a-the weights equals 40. The figures below

are for the v lue Variety,

Males

S

E

X

Females
SID.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 &

3.67 4.07 4.31

1.53 1.81 1.52

4.36 3.96 3.81

1.87 1.71 1.65

4.14

1.79

4.01

1.75

4.04

1.61

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

Scale Score F

6

5

4

1

0

31

21

38

35

17

4

6

4.06

1.65

4.06

1.77

%

(71.7

4.5
11.9
21.6

19.9
9.7
2.3

3.4

5 1.9

19 7.4

34 13.2
40 415.5
62 24.0'

50 19.4

32 12.4
3.1

8 3.1

-90-



Table B-28

VAL6 (Leadership> -- Restricted Value Weight

In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from 0 (of no

importance) to 8 (of gredtest importance) to ten occupational values. After

*
assigning these weight's they are required to reweight the values subject to

the restriction that the sum of the weightsquals 40. The figures below

aice for the,value Leadershipl'

S

E

X

Males
S.D.

Females'

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

3.87 3.18 3.59

1.31 1.69 1.77

2.93 2.79 3.13

1.66 1.66 1.54

3.23

1.62

2.96

1.68

3.33

'1.66

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

FemalesMales
Scale Score F %

8 0 0.0
7 4 2.3
6 16 9.1
5 30 17.0
4 44 25.0
3 37 21.0
2 24 13.6
1 11 6.3
0 10 5.7

3.52

1.64

2.95

1.63

F . %

1.2
2 0.8

16 6.2
14 5.4
58 22.6
53 20.6
68 26.5
28 10.9
15 5.8



Table B -29

VAL6 (Interest Field) -- Restricted Value Weight

In the Values system students assign weights on a scale from° (of no

importance) to 8 (of greatest importance) to ten occupational(values. After

assigning these weights they are required to reweight the values subject to

the restriction that the sum of the weights equals 40. The figures below

are for the Value, Work in Major Eield of Interest.

(

Males

S

E .

X

TC

S.D.

Females
S.D.

,

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 & under,

AGE

19-24 25 & over

5.29 5.18 5.04

1.48 1:83 1.84

5.69 5.88 5.26'

1.62 1.86 1.68

.,

5.56

1.59

5.58

1.88

5.16

\
1.76

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Scale Score
Males Females

F %

8 18 10.2 40 15.5
7 24 13.6 49 19.0

6 32 18.2 52 20.2

5 42 23.9 50 19.4
4 31 17.6 37 14.3

3 18 10.2 20 7.8

2 6 3.4 6 2.3

1 3 1.7 1 0.4
0 2 1.1 3 1.2

5.15 a

1.75

5.60.

1.73



Table B-30

VAL6 (Leisure) --'Restricted Value Weight

In the Values systeM students assign weights on a scalefrom0 (of no

importance) to 8 (of greateit importance) to ten occupational values. After

assigning these weights the are required to reWeig4 the values subject to

the restriction'thatthe sum-of 1 weights equals'40. The figures below

are for.the value Leisure.

Males

S.

E

X

Females

S.D.

s .15 '1'

AGE /SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE.

18 & under 19 -24 2 & over
o

3.67

1.34

3.75

1.67 .

.

3.20

1.70
,

3.38

10''' 1.41
.-\m -

kL____ '

3.34

1.53

3.43

41.67

4

3.48

1.39

3.52

1.60 1.68

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Scale Score

8

7

6

5

4

3

1

0

' Males
F %

1 0.6
6 3.4

13 7.

26 14.8
38 , 21.6

48 27.3
26. 14.8
12 6.8

6 3.4

-93-

1 ti

Females
F

3.51

1.62

3.38

1.53

2 0.8
5 1.9

16 6.2
28 10.9
70 27.2
66 25.7

41 16.0
23 8.9

6 2.3



Table B-31

(Early Entry) -- Restricted Value Weight

In the Values system students assign weights qn a scale from 0 (of no

importance) to 8 (of greatest importance) to ten occupational values. After

. assigning these weights they are required to reweight the values subject to

the restriction that the sum of the weights equals 40. The figures below

are for the value Early Entry.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-24

'Males

S

T-
X

Females

S.D.

S.D.

18 & under 25 & over

1.78
.

1.97 2.31

1.72 ) 1.72 1.88

2.04 2.60 2.92

1.52 2.01 1.88

1.96

1;59

2.33

1.92

2.65

1.90

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females
Scale Score F % F % !

8 1 0.6 3 1.2
7 1 0.6 2 0.8
6 9 5.1 12 4.7
5 6 3.4 21 8.1
4 19 10.8' 39 15.1
3 26 14.8 40 15.5
2 40 22.7 52 20.2
1 29 16.5 51 19.R
0 45 25.6 38 '14./

2.06

1.80

2.50

1.84



Table B-32'

#LOC3 -- Number, of Times Values Are Used.to Sift Occupations

In Locate, .students can retrieve lists of occupations by selecting

five values at a time and specifying a minimum level that they wi 1 accept

for each value. The values or specifications can be changed to pnerate,
ih

new lists of occupations.

#1,003 is the total number of values /specifications sets that a student

has used to screen occup.4tions in Locate.

S

E

X

Males

Females

S.D.

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEAN'S & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 &

1

under

AGE

19-24 2T & over
.

4.24

.4.70

4.32

4.47

.,

3.-92

4.54

2.96

2.19

3.57

3.47
t

3.60

3.81

3.38
'

3.90

3.29 3.96

3.76

4.16

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Females

F' %

Males

Score Interval

21+ 4 2.3
19-20 0 0.0
17-18 0 0.0
15-16 3 ;11.7

13-14 2 1.1
11-12 4 2.2
9-10 11 6.3-

7- 8 8 4.5
5- 6 20 11.3
3 - "4 37 22.0
1- 2 87 49.5

-95-

4.15

4.56

3.21

1 0.4
0 0.0,
2 .0.8

1

d2

_J0.4
0.8

5 2.0
3 1.2

16 6.2
28 10.9
63 24.5

136. 52.9
4



6 Table:B-33

'teMP4 -- Number of Questions Asked AboUrgrAcupationi

In Compare, students can ask up'to.28 questions about any set of three
(). 44.

occupations at atime. (The list of questions appears in Figure 2, Chapter II.
/

COMP4 is the total number of questions asked COMPARE.

3t.

Males
S.D.

E

X

Females

r

4

AGE /SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18 &

2
wider

AGE

19-24 25 & over

4.93

22.66

18.48

13.02

21.5d

20.50

6 .
16.05

%.(

17.88 ,

L

. 19.21

9.47 13.37 17.44

I. I

18.97

15410

18.11

'13.22

20.24

18.91

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Y.
Males Females

Score Interval
7

F % F

21-A

19-20
17-18
15-16

.13 -14

11-12

7- 8'
6

1- 2

b

57- 32.4 77

:'
.

14 7.9 17
5 2 -.9 11
23 -13.1 28
6 3.4 8

9-10 28 15.9 111 15.5

11 6.2

%
4 2.3 11

20 11:3 37

.4 '2.2 4

4 2.2 6

-96-

f ..1

I

21.37

19.12

17.66.

13.78

10

4.2

1.6
, 2.3



, Table B-34

#CAT --:NUmber of Different Catesorieylif Questions Askedii

In Compare students are presente th a' list of 28 questions, grouped

into six cate.gories,(see Figure 2, Chapter II) from which_t ean select to re-
.. ,

ceive information ab ut occupations of interest to them. ..!*

ro"'
#CAT is the nUmbe of different categories of qdesti s selected by

\k*a student. It has a ma um value of six.
-

AGE/SEX GROUPMEANS & STANDARD DEVIATION

AGE

Males

S

E.

X
Females

2{.

S.D.

1$ & *under 19 -24 25 &I', over"

,

5.
, ..

.04 ,

i

5.02

1.16- '.

Aw
5.13

r.-17

: '3
fie.82

1.361.

.

5.14

1.12
.

4.85

1.30

4.94

1.24

5.09

1.14

4.97

1.25

,FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

5.10

4.93

1.26

z1

.
.

Scale', Seore F
Males .,-

.3 Females '\

% F %

1

6 85 4g.3 107 41.5
-eat

5 50 28.4. 77 29.8
4 25 *14.2 41 15.9

3 . 9 5.1 26' ''6.2

2 .4 2.1 .' 9 . 3

1 d , 3 1.7 . 7 2.7
1

4

-97-



Table B-35

. .

#OCC2 -- fi'-_of Occupations About Which Informatiofigls Sought

9 -. 1/'

which (
I Com..ilre Atudents select occupations about, which tney can -ask up,toe

1

28 questions: 110GC2 is the number of.different occupations about which

questions are asked.

Males

Tema'As

1 ikGE/SEX GROUP.MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS,

X

S.D.

'18 & under

AGE

19-24 25 & over

7.08 6.37 6.70

5.42 3.43

.

,562

5.67 6.09 . 5.72

3.05 j.)82 3.85 c

/

6.14

. 4.04

6.21 6.16

3.66 4.75

'FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIWS FOR MALES% FEMALES

-

Score Interval

21+
19-20
17-18
15-16
13-14 '

11-12
'9-10

7- 8

5- 6
3- 4

1- Z.:

6.69

/4;93 \

5.81

ir 3.57

F

Males. Females

F(/'
--\.

%,
-7

5 2.8 0 0.0
2 1.2 4 1.6
3 1.7 2 0.8
6

'5

" 3.4
08

4 >1.6
1.6 ft

11 6.3 1 5.5
11 , 6:3 21 8L.1

18 10.2- --,22
30 11.1- 62 24.1
85 48.3 1 48.3
0 0.0 0.0

4

L98-

I



Table B-36-

PRED2 Numbei of Pre ct ns Requested

In Predictia44,)students May ask tO see a display showing-the prObabi-.

4
lities they will obtain a grade Of A or-,13, C, & beiow C.in a key course as-

.

soCiated with a curriculumat't eir college. 'Prior to reviewing this glis-7'

play, they go through a sequence of interactions in which they rate.

themselves on several factots regarded' as important for getting goOd grades.

They also estimate their final grade in Ole key course for that durriculum.

PRED2 is the number ofpredictioiis requested by'a student.

Males

X

Females
S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

18

C-

& under

AGE -.

19-24
c-

25 t ove

/

4.20
4.

3.52

-'\

2Ft1

3.96 2.92 2.37

- I
(;'

.

2r93 1,2.90 2.64

\ t., ,

.2.72 2.74 2.30
.-

34

3/. 2r

3.18

2.83

2.67

2.29

FRE0i4ENCY DISTAIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Score Interval

Males `Females

r

1 0.6

F.

1 0.421+
19-.2 145' I . A 0.0 0 0.0
17-4. 0 0.0 0 0.0
15-16

(1" 1 1 0.6 , .0 0.0
13-14 1 0.6 2 0.8
11-12 3 1.7 2 0.8
9-10 4' 2.2 5 2.0
.7- 8 12 6.8 9 3.5
5- 6 23 ,13.1 1,20 7.7
3- 4 39 22.2 62 24.1
1- 2 92 52.3 156 60.7

3.38

)' 3.06

r 2.82

2.60
.



Table B -37

PRED11 -- Number of Prediction Questions Asked

In Prediction; students can ask up to five geneVal questioneabout

prediction. (The list of questions is shown in Fig0e.5, dhkipter, II.)

PRED11 is, the total number of prediction quetitions asked by a

` .

Males. ,

S.D.

. S

E

X

Females

Tc

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

1-9-2418 & under & over

.74'

,

,94 .

, .45

:59

.

'.57
? .

-.77

.65

.82'

.64.

, 1.14

.52

.83

68

.86

.55

.94

.54

.80

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Fema es

F % FScore Interval

5 1 0.6 1 0.4
4 1 0.6 5 1.9
3 0 0:0 5 1.9
2 15 8.5 15 5.8
1 62 3.Y. 2 83 32.3
0 97 551 1 148 57.6

-1,00-

19

(

.57

.77,

.60

.93



Table B-38

NPLN2 -- Number of Occupations for Which Plans Were Sought

In. Planning, 'students select occupations for which they want to see

the educational
requirements, as well as other entry requirethents.

NPLN2 is the total number of occupations for which plans were sought.

Males

S

E

X

Females

S.D.

X.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD=DEWATIONS 141'4

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

2.76

2.13

2.27

1.95

2.09

1.58

2.18

S.D. 1.80

2

1.62

2.32

1.88.

2.03 2.08

1.33 1.60

2.37

1.93

2.12

1.77

I

2.06

1.45

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

Score Interval F % F %

10+
9

1

1

0.6

0.6

2

0

043,

0.0 ,...\

8 4 2.3 1 \Q. 4.

7 3 1.7 4 1.6

it 6 6 3.4 7 2.7

5 6 3.4 6 2.3

4 5 2.8 10 3.9

3 27 15.3 33 12.8

2 45 25.6 72 28.0

1 78 44.3 122 47.5



Table B-39

CONSIS - Consistency in Exploring an Occupation in SIGI

CONSIS is scored by adding one point for each of the following:

o Student retrieves the occupation in Locate.

o Student asks questions about the occupation in Compare.

o Student selects the occupation as one of the three to
be used in Strate

This variable is computed for each occupation explored in Planning.
The score re)ained is the -maximum among the computed scores.

Males

S

E

X

Females

S.D.

STD.

AGE /SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

2.56 2.38 2.46

.65 .87 .75

2.61 2.43 2.48

.66 .84 .73

2.50

.65

2.41

.86

2.47

.74

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES,

Males Females
Scale Score

3 107 60.8 166 64.3
2 48 27.3 63 24.4
1 16 9.1 24 9.3
0 5 2.8 1.9

-102-

2.46

.78

2.51

.74



Table B -40

DES1 -- Desirability Level of Occupation PreYerred Prior to Calculation

Desirability Sums

In Strategy, students identify three occuPations,that they would ike

to consider. Since all the occtpationi in SIGI have been rated acc rding to

their capacity to satisfy each of the ten SIGI values, "desirabil y sums "

are availabi.flr-these three occupatiOns. (The weight a studen assigns

to each value is multiplied by the occupation's rating on that alUel the

sum of these products is the index of desirability.) Concept ally, the

desirability sum represents the relationship between what th= stud\nt wants
and what the occupation offers.

The desirability sums of the three occupations used in each pass

through Strategy are ranked from high (3) to low (1). Prior to the,student's

donsideratigp of rewards and risks, the student select otle of the occupa-

tions as a preferred choice. DES1 is the rank order ofthis preferred occu-

pation. In other words, a score of 3 on this variablwans that a student
V

has selected the occupation that turned out to have the highest desirability

sum of the three under consideration at that time.

Males

E

X

S.D.

X Females
S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS'

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

1296 1.85 2.11

.86 .81 .80

2.04 2.03 2.01

.84 .79 .78

2.01

.85

1.95

.80

2.06

.79

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

F FScale Score

1.98
.83

2.03

3 59 33.5 87 33.9

2 55 31.3 90 35.0

1 62 35.2 80 31.1'

.81



DES2 -- Desirability Level of Occupation: Selected after ca/ulation of
1 Desirability Sums

In'Strategy, students identity three occupations that they would like

.to consider. Since all the occupations in SfGI have been rated according to

their capacity to satisfy each of the ten SIGI values, "desirability sums"

are available for these three occupations. (The weight a stndentassigns

to each value is multiplied by the occupation's rating On that value; the

sum of these products is the index of, desirability.). Conceptually, the de-

sirability sum represents the,:relati:onship between what the student wants

and what the occupation offers.

The desirability sums of the three pccupations used in Strategy are

ranked from high (3) to low (1). After a student considers the rewards and

risks, the student selects one of the occupations as a preferred choice.

DES2 is the rank order of this preferred occupation. In other words, a score

of 3 on this variable means that a student has selected the occupation with

the highest desirability sum.

AGE/SEX,,GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Males

S

E

X

Females

S.D.

S.D.

18 & ,under

AGE

19-24 25 & over

2.35 2.22 2.31

.76 .80 .77

2.23 2.22 2.15

.79 70.,- .76

2.27

.78

2.22

.81

2..22

.76

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTLONS .FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females
Scale Score P % F

), 86 48.9 111 43.2

( 55 31.3 87 33.9

11 ,33 19.9 59'. 23.0

-104-
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2.29

.78

2.20

.79



d

Table B-42 it

Phi' 'robability Level of OccAllk Preferred Before EstimateIP .

In Strategy students estimate the likelihood that they can complete the

requirements for.entering the three occupations they are considering.

PROB1 is the rank order (3 = highest estimate; 1 = lcilwest estimate) of

the probability estimate assigned to the occupation preferred by a student

prior to his considering the rewards and p.sks associated with the three oc-

cupati

S

Females

S.D.

X

S.D.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-2418 & under 25 & over

2.43 2.68 2.50

.80 .56 .67

2.54 2.61 2.64

.72
,

.65 .65

2.51

.75

2.64/

.61

2.58

.66

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Scale Score
a

Males Females

3 65.3
2 42 23.9
1 19 10.8

-105-

2.55

2.60

.68

181 70.4
48 18.7
28 10.9

v .



Table B-41

PROB2 -- Probability Level of Occupation Selected After Estimate

In Strategy students estimate the likelihood that they can complete the

requirements for entering the three occupations they are. considering.

PROB 2 is the rank order (3 = highest; 1 = lowest) of the probability

estimate assigned to the,occupatIon selected by a .
student after he has con-

sidered the rewards and risks associated with the three occupations.

S

E

X

Males
S.D.

Females
S.D.

27"

AGEJSV< GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

19-24 25 & over

2.46 2.63 2.60

.77 .58 .60

2.61' 2.64 2.71

.67 .62 .48

2-.56

.71

2.64

.60

2.66

.54

n4

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES E., FEMALE

Males Females

Scale Score

2.57

.64

2.65

.60

3 116 65.9 184 71.6

2 45 25.6 56 21.8

15 8.5 17 6.6
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Table B-44

UTIL1 Expected Utiliiyof-Preferred Occupation
1

In Strategy the desirability and probability of entry of three occu-

pations of interest to a student are obtained. These values can be multiplied

to give an expected utility.

UTIL1 is the rank order (3 = highest value; 1 = lowestvalue) of the
ti

expected utility assigned to the occupation preferred by a student Vrior to

his considering the rewards and risks associated with the three occupations.

Males
S.D.

S

E

X
Females

s.p.

AGE/SEX CROUP MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

AGE

r9-2418 6, under 25'& over

2.13 2.37 2.39

.82 .75 .72'

2.34 2.35 2.51

.75 .66

2.27

.81

2.36

-2.31

.77

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALT & FEMALES

Scale Score

3

2

Males Females

F % F

88 50.0
55 31.3
33' 18.8

143 55.6

74 28.8
40 15.6



rao I e 13-4)

UTIL2 -- Expected Utility of Selected Ocicupation

In Straragy the desirability and probability of entry of three occupa-,

tions of interest to a student are obtained. These values can be multiplied

to give an qxpected utility.

rat* order (3 = highest values; 1. = lowest value) of the

eXe4ted utility assigned to the oct:up.i,ILLI selected by a student after he

has considered the -':ewarcis associated with the three-occupations.

,AGE/ SEX GROJP ME/iNS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS

I AGE

18 & under 19-24 25 & over

1-- (

2.37 i 2.5 2.56 2.50

S

Males
.82

S.D.

E

X

Females
S.D.

2_44

.72

.76

2.56

.65 .74

2.71 2.56

72 .61 .6b.

2.41 2.55 .64

.70 .72 .61

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males Females

Scale Score

3 11,11 64.8 172 66.9

2 16 20.5 58 22.6

2") 1.8 27 10.5

.1



7

STR -- Number of SetS of Occupations Used in STRATEGY

In Strategy, stiratiats s4ect three occupltions at a time in order to

examine thpir choices in the, of the relative risks and rewards. The

(...

risks are based on the Student's own estimate of the probability of.his/her

-1,-

successfully entering the occupation, whereas_.the rewards are based on the

,,,,, i

desirability-of the occupation, in terms of the student's value weights.1'

, .

STR is the number.of sets of three occupations considtZd in Strategy.

S

E

X

Males

Females

S.D.

S.D.

.

AGE/SEX GROUP MEANS & STANDAR DEVIATIONS

18 & udder

AGE

19-24 25 & over

1.61. 1.28 1.64

1.11 0.55 1.60

1.20 . 1.29 4.17

0.54 .60 0.38

1.34

0.80

1.28

f

.58

1

1.38

1.13

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR M4LES AND FEMALES

Score Interval F

Males Females

F %

13.00+ 0 0.0 1 0.4
13.00 1 0.6 0 0.0

1..- 7.00 1 0.6 0 0.0
4.00 5 2.8 1 0.4
3.00 12 6.8 9 3:5
2.00 33 18.8 35 13.6
1.00 124 70.5 212 82;.2

1 1
..)
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1.51

1.22

1.22

.51
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-
...

kat High Sch6o1 Rank Ni- Class

f'
i

( ,In Prediction students artca:;ked to indicjite ,which fifth of j/r.,
-

r ' 1ha school class they belong' to . The e re,sfyotnse categoric.? Jare:.. ..

' - -

S
'E

Males

Females

6,r.c5up Higlaesle4,s;racle

Group, Next iii.ghes gradO
aA'Gfoup o Thi- rd highest. trade

Group Ligliest grade

"4

4

croup - ,uwe:; t: grade

AGE1SEX- GROUP MEANS & STANDARD. DEVIATIONS
F..

18P & tinder

X 2.28

S.D.
o

X

S.D.

1 . 0 1

2.17

2;21-

AGE

19-274 5 & over

2.. 53 2.73. 2.55

.94 1.03 1.0

2.47 2.36 x"

.e42 .86 .91

. 50 2.58

.413 .95

t

FREQUENCY 01$T2 I, lilt i 41;\!: Fol MALES & FEMALES

t
it

Ili*
M ! t, Females

,

Responi_ r F %

5 l . ',

1

3 6'i r, , u

2 H . 3

' 1 (-, . `,

3 1:2
19 7.4

94 36.6

92 35.8

49 19.1



.*

MATH --
J Table B-48

School Mathematics Grade's

/' In Prediction students are asked to des4kree

school Tathematics. The four response categories

a:

-., 'Males
.00

S

E\

X)

'Females

(1) mostly A's
(2)lostly B.,"s

(4), most grades were below C

V

their performdn in high

40,

are:

AGE /S{ GROUP' MEANS &4STANDARD DEVIATIONS

X

S.D.

IA.
19-241 25 & over

1.12. 2.55 2.40

.88 .86 .84

2.24 2. C 2.36

.86 .91. / .86

A.24

.87

2.37

.85

'FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FEMALES

Males' Females

Response F

1

A

V'

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

6

16 9.1
68 38.6

63 35.8

29 16.5

p

c_.

28 10.9
86 33.

101 39.1
43 16.7

V

2.40

:87

2.38

.89

7

(



ENG -- High SOhool English Grade

In Prediction students were asked to describe 'their performance in

high school English. The four resione categories a'e:

i) mostly
.(3) mostly C':-;

(4)1 most-grades
e'

9

AGE/SEX GMU.

18/5, under

MEANS & STANDARD' DEVIATIONS

\ AGE

1.9-;)..4 25 & over -

i 2.00 2.25 2.13 2.14 .

Males.

S.D. '.83 r .79 .89 .8-S.
E

X N i 1.72 1.7') 1.70 1.72
Fe V

S.D. 71. 0,, .67 1 .73 .70

1.81 1 O7 1.?9 441

.76 .76 .84

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MALES & FENALES

htil Females

Response

(4) Pi 2J, 0.8

(3) A 7 26. 7 3°,1 12 5

(2) /6 4 ; . 2 1.r6 45.1
24 107 41-.6

1



Table B-50

VAL3 Field of Interest

the Values system, students select the fiel f Work most interesting

to them. Since the response-Categories are not rdered, means and Standard'

deviations are not presented. Instead, age and sex frequehcy distributions

are used to describe ..the respOses. Theisixresponse 'CafegorieS are:

1. SCIENTIIC data, knowledge, observations, analysis, mathematics,
Examplephyslcist botadse," engineer,.economist.

2..',,1TECHNN,OGICAL things, machines, manipulativemand mechanical skins.
Examples: toolmaker, mechanicteahnitian.1:

) .

r, ..
. 3. ADMINISTRATIVE business., finance; yecords,

1
,

systems.
. Examples: :accountant, secretarY; bank -teller.

- . . .
, 4. PERSONAL CONTAGT -1.- people, selling,, super0.singr,persuading, teaching.

Examples: salesman, social worker, stewardess, teacher. --'

5. VERBAL - words, reading, writing, talking,',Iisteqng.
Examples: journalist, teacher, advertising copywriter.

6. AESTHETIC art, painting,, sculpture, design, music, dance.
Examples; artist, interior designer, musician, architect,

TV producer/director.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

AGE

Response

18..&

under

F %

19-24

%

25

F

& over

%

6 15 10.7 17 12.4 18 11.5'

5 23 1 16.4 22 16.1 26 16.7

4 32 22.
1.4

40 29.2 55 35.3

3 30 21. 19 13.0 - 25 16.0

2 9 6.4 14 10. 7 4.5

1 31 22.1 25 18.2 25 16.0

SEX

Males

Response

Females

F

6 17 9.7" 33 12.8
5 22 12.5 49 19.1
4 38 21.6 89 34.6
3 34 19.3^/ 40 15.6
2 19 10.8' 11 4.3
1 46 26.1 35 13.6
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# ''CBAPTER.V

FINDINGS--PART

1

. For convenience, the findings from this study wilkbe
divided into two parts. Part 1 concerns age and sex differences:
in Occupational values and other Variables-related to-the CDM
process. p4rt: 2 concerns the formulation and study of sex-typical
and sex - atypical groups,

I

Ase/Sex Group Dif rendes

.

As a first step in examining age, and sex differences on cm.-
variables, separate two-way analyses of covariance were run fOr-

.

.variables in each of the five categories previdusly described:
Values clarification, inforiatibn- seeking; prediction, planning,* -

and occupational choice. Each analysis included males and fepales
at three age levels: '18 and under; 19-24; 25.and over

In each case t covariate'was status on t appropriate
*assessment of prior knowledge variables (INTR7, 8, or
reeTokles B-1 thrIgh B-4; Chapter IV.)

Some of the, variables are hifply skewed or restricted at
both ends of theAliatribution, a situation which calls into 'ques-
tion:the results from the analysis of covariance. To. help al-
leviate the non-normality of these variables; we have re-expressed
the and resubmitted them to an analysis of covariance. Follow
inglthe suggestionsof Mdsteller and Tukey.(1977), we have, re-
expressed the variables that are amounts or 01111t8 aa "started
logs," i.e., log (constant+ count). Variables restricted at
both endshave first been re-expressed as counted fractions and
then log transformed.. . f

The resultsof the ANCOVAs are described below, TheANCOVA
tables for Variables with significant effects are in luded in
AppendixA.

Values clarification. The variables in this category in-
clude END5, RATIO, SDI, SDR, SKEWI, SKEWR, and CORRV. (See
TablesB-5 thrdugh B-11; Chapter IV.) In the ANCOVA for these
variables, the covariate was knowledge of values (INTR7).

Summarizing the'resulta from theseANCOVAs we find that:

(1) No significant main or interaction effects wete found
for END5, RATIO, SDI, or SDR.

(2) A main sex effect was found for SKEWI and SKEWR.

.



`Tor the unrestricted value weights, the skewness is negative
for both sexes with\males showing a greater preponderance of high
weights than femalee. In .he raistricted,case, the skewness is
lees. pronounced; maies evidence a slight negative. skew of their
value weights and feales. a slight positive skew.

....

.
. .

(3) rRV has no main effects but has .a significant sex X.
coveriate teraction.

. . %
I.

The significant se2t X covariate interaction indicates that
the within sex group 'slopes are different; 'a situation which
makes the ANCOVA an inappropriate test of the main,effect Of sex.
A rough plot of slopes, drawn below, shows, the nature of the. sex
effect in relation to4nitial value status (INTR7). For students
who have a general idea of their values (INTR7 -2), including over
half of the males and hree-fiiths of-the'females, there is no
difference between se*9 in the correlation between their 4nre-'
stricted and restricted,value.weights. For students who claim
to know very little about their values .(INTR7=4)4 .there,is a
large sex. difference, with females having a higher dORRW.than
males: The reverse is true for-students wh6 claim to kaOW a Iot '.

about their values (INTR7=1): males are higher than females,
'These sloOeb represent interesting phenomena. The slOpe formales
is 'just what would be logically expected. Explication of the re-
verse slope for females must be'only conjectural,'especially
since oily 7% of the females, compared to 16% of the males, said
they were ignorant of their values.

1 : 2

INTR7
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44I ormation-seekinK. The variables in this category include
#14C3, omn, #CAT,and #OCC2. (See Tables B-32 through B-35,
Chapter IV.) In the ANCOVA for these variables the covariate was.
knowledge of Occupations (INTR8).'

Summarizing these ANCOVAs we find that:
I

(1) There are no significant main or interactive effects
for #CAT. Since the distribution for #CAT is highly skewed:
(see Table B-34), a log transformation was done and the ANCOVA
run on the transformed data. No main or interactive effects
are found for the log transformed data.

\ .

COMP4 has .a significant sex effect. The total number
of questions asked in Compare is significantly greater for males
than for females.

(3) Since the variables #L0C3 and #0CC2 are hoth highly
skewed (see, Tables B-32 and B -35), ANCOVAs were run on the
variables and on the log of the variables. For both these.
variables the ANCOVAs on the untransformed data show a signifi-

'cant main effect for sex and the covariate (INTRO. Males, to
'a greater extent than females, make changes in their selection
of values and specifications for screening occupations and
select a greater number of occupations about which to ask ques-
tions. The covariate effect'is ad:exPected with greater activity
from the more poorly informed students. The ANCOVAs for the log,
transformed data sharpen up the main covariate' effect and dim-
inish the sex effect-tos.s= .06):

In general, then,: it seems justifiable to conclude that
males tend, to, seek Moreanformation about occupations than fe-,
males do. t.

Prediction. The variables in thiscategoinclude PREN
and PRED11. (See Tables B-30.and Chapter IV.) The cover-
iate for the ANCOVA was ,assessment of ability to predict graded-
(INTR9),

The results from these ANCOVAs'ar :

(1)' PRED2 has a significant mai sex effect and-SFsex X
covariate interaction. An ANCOVA on the log transforthed data
leaves the:s4x and sec X covariate interaction much the same
and increasei the significance level of the'age effect from .06
to .03. On the basis of the latter analysis, t appears that
older students request fewer. predictions than do younger Stu-
dents.

-;).
. The significant sex X covariate. interaction indicates that

she within sex group slopes are different, a situation, hich,
as noted before, stakes' the ANCOVA an inappropriate test of the
sex effect.

ti *
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A rough' plot of the slopes for males and females'(%lltrans-
formed data), shown below, indicates that for studen667ho feel
that they can predict their grades very well (low valt*s of
INTR9), there is little or no sex difference in the.nOriber of
iredictions requested. For students who have difficulty pte-
dicting their grades, there is a large sex difference with
males requesting more predictive information than females.

E-Nz
ain, the slope for the males is what one would logically ex-

pl t. It is difficult to explain why females who lacked confi-
detice in their predictions of grades sought relatively,few pre
dictions. .Perhaps it is merely another manifestatiOnOf a gen-
erally lower level or narrower range of information4seeking.

1 2. 3
INTR9

4

(2) PRED11 is also a highly skewed variable (Table.B-37).
The ANCOVA one Untransformed data shows a significant main
cpvariate effect with a greater number of prediction questions
requested by students with limited abilitY'to predict, their
.grades than by students who feel they can a'tcurately predict
their grades. Although a log transformation on the data in-
creases the,age and sex effects, it diminishes the covariate

effect. Consequently, for the log transformation data, no ef-

fect is significant.

-118- 19,--t
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Planning. The variables in this. fOlegOry include NPLN2 and
CONSIS. (See Tables B-38 and B-39,,Chapter IV.) The covariates
for these ANCOVAs was knowledge of'Plail (INTR10).

The results from these ANCOV ire:

(1) NPLN2 has a significan =la effect for the covariate
for both the raw and log transf d data. Thus, while neither
age nor, sex seems to affeCt they umber of occupations students
plan for, the status of their o cupational planning does. That'
is, more occupations are plann d for by students who are uncer-
tain of their preparatorypla and express a need for.help than
by students who have a clear knowledge of their plane for reach-
ing an occupational go 1.

(2), No significant in or interactive effects are found
for CONSIS. A log transf rmation produces a significant main
effect for the covariate. On the basis of the analyses on the
transformed data, it appe re that students who-know little about
which college program to ake have lower CONSIS scores than dd
students rho have a good dea of which program to enroll in.

Occupational cgoice,./ The variables in this category include
DES1, DES2, pROB1, PROB2,IUTIL1, UTIL2, and.STR. (See Tables
8-40 through -46, Chapter IV.) The covariate for P40B1 and
PROB2 was INTR9,knowledga of predicting grades; the'covariate
for the other variables was INTR7, knOWledie of values.

Summarizing the results from these ANCOVAs we find that:

(1) There are no significant mainor interactive effects
for DES1, DiS2, PROB1, PROB2, and UTIL1. A log tiansformationim
of the data produces a significant covariate main' effect for
UTIL1 and PROB2 in the eXpected direction: The more confident stu-
dents were of their ability to predict their grades (INTR9) the more
likely they were to Bele t as their informed choice the occupa-
tion with the most favor le chance& for entry (PROB2); also,
the more sure students w e-about their values (INTR7)-, the more
likely they were to select as their original choice the occupa-
tion that turned out to hive the best utility (U1FIL1). The
students high on /NTR9 were not necessarily the same as those
high on INTR7. The absence of a significant covariate effect
for UTIL2 (comparable to that for UTIL1) is not hard to, under-
stand. The utility index of an occupation is directly propor-
tional to its desirability sum and-the estimated probability.
As one might expect, UTIL1, based on the occupation chosen before
systematic consideration of desirability sums and probability,
is differentially affected by prior knowledge of values. UTIL2,
however, is based on the occupation chosen after all the students
have beeri systematically guided through desirabilities, probabil-
ities, and decision iules. This exercise has a leavening effect
on utility indices, as can be seen from a comparison between
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distributions lqyzu and UTIL2 scores: about half of the for!.
air but two ds of the latter are at the ceiling of the scale.
(This isin keeping with the similar increase in the frequency.
of ceiling scores froupTES1 to DES2.).

(2) UTIL2 has.a<Agnificant age main effect for both the
raw data and the log data. Older students select as thelein=
formed choice more occupations with high expected utilities than
do yoinger students, although all three groups approach.the

- 13) STR has a significant sex main effect and sex X age
interaction: Males examine more occupations in Strategy than do
females. Morepver, younger and older males exhibit this behavior,
but there is no difference between the sexes in'lhe middle age
group. /1

An ANCOVA on the log. transformed data also shows a highly
significant main sex effect (114;.001) with males showing greater
interaction with the SIGI Strategy system than females. The
ANCOVA on the log transformed data-shows an increase in the
coviriate main and interactive effects (but not significantly

Iso), and a decrease, in the dex X age interaction, so that it s

Summary. The findings from the ANCOVAs seem to suggeSt.
that age is not nearly-4s important a_factor as sex in seeking
to-explain career decision-making behavior. Age shows a-clear-
cutsignificanp main effect for'bnly one variable, UTIL2, a
mdasure which describes the expected utility.of the occupation
an individual selects after seeing rewards and risks associated

;With each of three occupations. An age effect is also seen with
( log transformed data with respect to PRED2, indicating that
older students tend to seek fewer predictions than do:younger
Ones. Sex, on the other hand, appearp as an important considera-
tion in all. but one of the categorieb of variables included
(Planning is the one exception). Furthermore, the amount of
information that students have prior to engaging in career ex-
ploration appears, as might be expected, to be an Important
fad*tor affectingvfurther information-seeking activities.

It is also 40teworthy that the impact of the system itself-7
that is; exposure to systematic carder decision-making, as in
Strategy--tends to have a leavening effect in some indices
(e.g., UTIL.and.DES), pushing scores towards the ceiling and
wiping out effects of 'apme differences in status prior to using
SIGI.

no longer significant.
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Value Profiles

What, if an are the differences in value profiles for
males and females? For younger and older students? As a first
step in answering this question, actwo-way multivariate analysis
of variance (MANOVA) was run on thetweights that students as-
signed to the ten values id SIGI. Sex, with two categories,
was one factor; age, with three levels (19 end under, 19-24, 25
aud.over) was the second factor.

JJ

The results of the MANOVA on ,the unrestricted value weights
(VAL5) are presented below (Table 1). qlncsiadlar results
were obtained for the restricted value vitigffts (VALE) these. re-
sults are not presented.

Table 1

AANOA for Age and Sex Differences in 10 Values

1.

ci

Probability
Source #Dep Var. JIYP D.F. Approx F Ratio of Larger F

Mead 10 1 1832.0146 0.0

Age 10 2. 2.0662 0.0041 -

Sex. 10 1 9.0089
(, 0.0

4e X Sex 10 2 1.0012 0;4581

As the MANOVA table shows, there are significant age and-aex
effects with no significant interaction.

Since there are significant age and sex main effects, the
°value profiles for the two sex groups and the three age groups
were examined more closely to determine the nature of the group

' differences.

Figure 11 presents plots ofmean values weights for males
and female; (ages combined). It gives a quick way to see which
values. are weighted high and which,ones are weighted low. To

proyide an indication of whether or not the differences in 'mean
values-weights for males and females are significant,-a t-test
was ,run for each value. The sig ificance levels associated
with the obtained t's are indicate by the number of asterisks
next to oach value. (The Abeenc asterisks indicates that
the probpbility level is greater than .05).
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Referring to Figur(' 11, ti4n, we see that:

(1) All values, with the ption of Early Entry fqsmales,
are considered-at least ofmodeLc

ry
t:ximportance (scale weighE.7"..

.

(2) "For males'the three top weighted values ire,Security,
Income and Work in Major Field of Interest(fOr females,,the,
Corresponding* ranked values are Work in Major Field bf
est, Security, and Helping Others.

.4(3) Large sex differences are 'noted for the values Helping
0 8, Early Entry, Leadership,'And Income. ..Females weight j
Help glthers and Earlt Entry higher than do .males,
reverse is true for Leadership and Income.

f

-

wt1

(4) Some smaller, but still significant, sex differ
enOes are noted f Work in Majoi Field of Interest and Inde-
pendence. Femal weight-Interest Field higher thin males
weight it; males weight. Independence'hPgher than do females:

. .

(5) No significant sex difference is noted fOr four of
the-ten values: .Prestige, Security, Variety', and Leisure.

.
. -

The picture that emerges.from difference,' in'values betwaen
males and females is consistent with the long-standing sex
stereotype of the' nurturing female and the striving male. Fe-
males.rank Helping Others third in importance out A ten occu--.

u pational values, whereas males rank it'eighth; the greater im-
portance to Early.Entry for females is likely associate0.not;
only with lower aspiration leyels attributed to women &leelso
with their primary concein.for current or prospective marriage
and family. Males, on the other.hand, rank Income second in
importance, whereas females rank it sixth. This difference
can also be seen as(a reflection of th males' traditional-
role as the major Provider for the fami .

.,

.'That both sexes regard Security,as highly important (ranhvi
'first for males and second for females) may be seen as a sign 0 ''

of the economic conditions of our times. As unemployment rises
al4jobs become harder ta(find, people generally become more
concerned with occupational security,

Although the findings regarding sex differences in values.
'are not surprising, it is interesting to note that while the
social revolution of the sixties may have had great impact on
some individuals' perceptions of sex rolos4 values reflecting
old sex stereotypes still exist among college students when
group means are compared.

....
, Plots are also made bf value media for the three age groups,

considered in this study (sexes combined): These appear in
Figure 12. Ap before, significance' tests were run on'the value
means (F tests).and the results indicated by asteriska.

V
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Referring to Figure1 12; eeee (1) only two of the values,
Early Entry and Independence, ve significant a differences,
and (2) there is apparently no clear trend in the relatiqiihip
between age and thatvalue means. Older. students valued-Inde-
pendence highest, and'itudents in the middle, group weighted it ...

lower than did the other twp groups. Eirly Entry was, however.,.
weighted highest by theOldest, next by the iniddle, and lowptt:.
by the)toungest-group. Age, then, though a significant factor,

.

seems to exert'aemaller influenceonoccUpational valuesithao; f
-does,sex. It should be'rectilled, however, that within the frame-
.work of this study, age is narrowly defined to'cover the range
generally encountered in the population -of-.college students.

-Furthermore,. the older students are a biased sample of their age'
group since they are at about the same educational stage as the
younger ones.

AS in approaqh to examining over-all similarity in group
profiles', distances between group were computed. To help
clarify the picture, the total distance matrix was.,diyided into
tWocomOonents--theAetween- and within-group distances. The/be-
tWeen-group distances, which-are squared differences between

'over-q111 group means (i.e., the mean of the ten value weights),
caddifferentiate between grotips in elevation level: Potentially,
. this is an important:considerationsince, unlike the restricted

seenTrom Table'2' (a)., howe r, the between-gtoupdistances are
case (VALE),' these/vklue is do not have fixed sum:- As

:

very small with a maximum distance of .0435 noted between group
1 (males, age 18 and finder) and group 2 (males, age I.9 -24).
This distance representea difference of only about two.points

4 Fite average total sum of fieights distributed .by the two
oups.

.

The within-group differences_ give a picture of group.
'similarities with the effect of er of points
that individuals distiibuted (elevatia effect) removed These
distances'are computed by /subtracting the overall value group
mean (1t ) from the means for each.of the 10 values within a
group g(Vid. - The discrepancies from the overall value group
mean are meed to compute within-group differences (Dw) as
follows

J
10

D
w

= Z ((V
i

-V ) - (V -Vg
2
))-

2

i =1 gl

-Vg

Referring to Table 2 (b), we see that there is a definite sex
cluster with smaller distances noted between age groups within
a sex than thoaeshetweeW'sex groups within an age division. It

may be worth nOt4ng here, however, that there is a slight ten-
, dency for group 4 (the yonngesrfemales) to be less distant
from the male groups than the older females are. Can this
represent an effect (of changing beliefs, customs, and oppor-
tunities) that may be just beginning to take hold?
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%
Group

Tablg 2

. 4

p

4 Between- & Within- Group DistanCes fdr Value Profiles

1 I
x.'000

2 0.0435
3 0.0184
4 -0.0005
5. 0.0110
6 0.0001

(a)

`' 2

A

0.0000
=0.0053
0.0344
0.0108
0.0391

Between-GrouPpstance Matrix

3 4 5

0

0.0000.
0.0126 0.0000
0.0009 0.0067 0,.0000

0.0156' 0.0002 0,0089 X0.0000

a
1

Group 0.0000.1

'2 0.1342
3 0:2587
4 0.4270
5 0.6388
6 0.6361

rc,

(b) Within - Group Distance Matrix

2

0.0000
47

3 4 5

0.0000
0.2453 0.00
0.4933 0.0641
0.3754 0.0985

6

V.0000
0.0674 Ot0000

a
Group 1 Male; 1 and under Group 4 = Female; 18 and under

Group 2 u. Male; 19-2 Group ;5 ='Female; 19-24

Group 3 Male, 25 and er "Group -6 = Female; 25 and Gx;ei

d.
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.Probilibility-leveflassOCiated s4th differences between groups

* = .05
** = .01
*** = .001

Figure 11. Value profiles for males and females (all ages)
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alti As Die tors OX Ase(Sex.Groups
.

.

. ,

Discriminaut'analysis bsintweights for'10 values. ,To exe-
aline morelulli how values diaCriminate-betweenge/sex groups,
a multiple discriminant anal:ibis-was carried out on-theAsre!-.
stricted-Values weights'061.5). .. '

2 Iv,. , . )

, 1
: .

: The first two diacriminant&JDiere,found to account for 87%*
of the trace (66% and 21%, respectively) and thus servedis a
good cut -off point fOr'interpreatioh. Standardized coefficients
for these two discriminants are reported'in Table 3. Also re-
,ported are the total correlation's', as well-as,the'betweefr-and
within-grOup portions of the correlations, between thoriginal

k, variablertand the discriminant scores. Boththe standardized
-- coefficients and the tOrre ations help:definethe nature of the

IL
discriMinant functiods._ e former, like' partial coefficients,
indicate the un,igile contr pution Of each variable to group

't-t- separation;, the latter aflbw elements that are cpmmon among the
.. variablea to BdcoMe apparent.

' I
To furtherlhelp. inte eet the discri4 ant functions, the

betweene-group correlation were plotted for the:first two dis-
criminants (see Figure 13). ''Since,,these.cor elation fan be.
treated much like factor loadings on the d? timiaant 'functions
the plot shows the extent io'whipcch o

. ce variables is
identified with-eich.of the func .,.-:-.,,, ow the location of

,the groups in thfii' space, gro4 centroi s are also plotted.

'Examination of Table 3 and of Figure 13,shows that the first'
discriminant is defined primari/y by four variables, Helping
Others and Early Entry versus Leadership and Income. Since the
centroids foe the three feznale;ege groups '(gE'oups , 5, and 6)
lie at the positive side and*tYiose for the'malesk roups 1, 2,
and 3) lie at the negative side (the signs of cou se :tri-arbi-
trary and are used merelyto ndicate opposite directiOni) the
first discriminant clearly!di ferentiates the sexes. ,

The variable contriksjn most to the second diecriminila
are Independence, On the one and, and'Security on the Other.
Since the group centroids for the two dldestage groups,(groups
-3 and 6) lie on the positive :ide of the function and .the re-
maining age group6 lie on the negative side, the second diecrimi,
nant priM.des some. different ation of" ages.

a,

t-,

4

It is clear, however, rom Figure L3, that there is much
better discrimination-betwe n the sex groups than between the
age groups. The greatest iscrimination onthe first or-sex
discrAinant is obtained between groups 1 ('males, age 18,and,
under) and 5 (females, age 19-25). The difference in -score of
about 1.4 indicates an ov= lap of, about 48%." There is;greater
overlap of all other grows. The\greatest discrimination on the
second or age discriminan -is obtained betweengroups I (males,'
age if and under) and S'(.:les, 2S and over). The difference in
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'r_
I. ' t. .

scSiii-a.dhout .9 indicates'an overlAp off about 66L Again,we .

may note,sonesiihat tentattmely,'tha grOkf'4 (the youngest f e- P
."solesi is the closest of female. groups to the male ,groups
,along alb horizontal axis. (It also appears to be 'but, .of

....

.sequence" along the vertical axis.) - Y

S'.. . .-

The findings frvi the discriminant lysis Ira, quite' , .

naturally, very close to those reporte eirlier in the discus-
'lion of the values, profiles. In the preiient :analysis, b ever,
Security stands out ite Prominently.As #'variable contr outing
to an age cdnttast t might have been ipcpectiB from t e pre-

!.viousiunivariate tests on values following the MANOVA.

Ail ordering of the group means on the,discrimidants does,
howeveilkreflect that already noted for the single variable
"Security" (see Tab* B16, Chapter:IV). For females, the ypung- .

eat age group falls Midway:betweed*the two older groups; for
males the agngroups fall-in a ChronologicS1 ordering. This
sitStion detracts from slice cleaninterpretatiOn of the

' second lunation as an age'contrast.
. .

: .

,.

.

z. -L
, It Shouldlalso be noted thAttthe importance attaChed to

,---

Sectity for younger'students probably reflects the relatiVely
high unemployment .rates for young,peciae An recent years and is

- .not necessarily:associated with youth per se.

so
3
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Table 3

Discriminant Analysis of Ten Values by Age/Sex Groupsa

(a) First Discriminant

VARIABLES' STANDARDIZED. lNITHIN. IR) BETWEEN (R) 'TCTAL (R)

1. Income C'.664 :25 - 0.41.3429 -0.96327,9 -0.448247
2. Presxige -C.13C,P21 -(107,733 -t0.786105 -0.,19C060
3. Independence 4* -(',.227598 -0.203447 -0.542769 -0.2215124: kelping:Othera. 1.16C573 0.579332 0.983185 0.617402
5. Security 0.087729 0.243231 0.09,5560
6. Variety C.:!8C615 0.CC3C25 C.C18C78 0.003371,
7. !leadership -C.919398 -0.388860 -0.918700 -0.421.804

Interest Field L.3C9C77 0.230041 0.693936 0.251261
Lelsure -C.041926 -0.100192 -0.388065 -0.110079

0.: Early:Enqy C.854383 0.4C1702 C.875623 f0.434337

<2-
ARIABLES'

(b)

STM.DARDIZFO

Second Discriminant

TOTAL (R)WITFIN (P) BETWEEN (R)

1. Income 0.113239 -C.C44941 -0.C659C0 -04045937
Z. Prestige C.023C23 0.C69494 0.174858/ 0.071445
3. ,Independence C.9C7360 0. 522CCC 0.794440' 0.532142
i.,,Helping Others 0.394110 0.151476 0.152831 C.151564
5. Security -C.'-939549 - 0.531971 '-'0.842469 - 0.543044

Variety C.C28716 0.142752 0.457980' 04147313
T. Leadership 0.127876 0.136734 f 0.178Z00 0:118548
3. IntereW-Field -0.677904 -0.1,57737 -0.600942' '-0.365671
). Leisure -C.5"31440 -0.225745 -C.499007 -0.232142
). Early Entry C.61-6P2H 0.2C3937 C.258938 0.206727

a Groups

1 = Mal,ps; 18 and under 4 = Females; 18 and under
2 = Males; 19-24 5,= FemAles; 19-24
3 = Males; 25 and over 6 = Females; 25 and over



1.

Horizontal axis is the lskdiscriminant function

Figure 13: Discriminant analysis of 10 values: plot of between-groups
correlations (from Table 3)
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Discriminant analysis using 27 variables. To broaden, the
descriptiOn opcpm variables that "discriminate Age/seXogrouis
more-effectively than -do valpes alde, a discriminant analysis
was carried out on a tUbset of 27:Variables from the entire
variable pools (seeTable4). This variable set inclwied the ten
unrestricted value weights ornpi used preViously in the dis-
criminant analysis, as well as Ione or more variables from each
of 'the subegatems of SIG',

i

. , .
, _ ,

'Asin the ,previous analysts, the coefficients and:correla-
tions afe presented ,Ip a table (Table 4) and between -group cor-
relations are plotted (Figure 14), Sincl-.the first two dis-

_criminants are found to account for a high percentage of, the
trace ,(56% & 162's,resectivelyY, -discussion of results'ia limited

/ -

p

to.these,two functions.
/

.
.,:

In examining`thawstandardizedcoerf ents, we find that
t' fifst function is defined prim4rily by'four variables, namely.
English and Leadership on the one hand,:and Helping Others and 4.

Early Entry on the other. It should be recalled that the vari-
Ale'"English" was codedwith:high grades receiving low numerical
valUes (A = 1, B 2,, and so on), and must he interpreted ac -.
cordingly, Thus, law grades in high school English go witWhigh
weights for Leadership in defining the first discriminant. The
second discriminant is defined'primarily by the values Security
and' Interest, versus Early Entry, Independende, and UTIL2VC The
location of the group centroids,in Figure 14, -as before, clearly
designates the first -and Second functions as sex and'age con-

'$',;

trasts, respectively. In this case, howeVer, high positive
scores on the two functiolp are arbitrarily associatedwitli alea
and young ages and negative scores with-females and older ages. :.

,'

Looking next at .Figure l4, which tS a plot of thel between -
group correIationsy we find that°many of the original variables-
are Identified witS,,the firet discrimin 'The variables that /

,,,

have between,-group.- correlations of r .>,.8 w th'the first dis-
criminant are English, IncOme, #OCCI, lels.derabip, #LOC3,'and
STR. Those with r < -8` e. Helping:Others,.SKEWI, Early Entry,
and Interest Field. (If yu allow LOC3 6787)' and STR (.751) an
the positive side, you have to allow Interest (-.779)' on the
negative side.)

The only variable that correlates as highly with the second
discriminant, as those mentioned above; with the first, is
Security. Dropping the level :somewhat we. find that those for
whioh r>' .6_ are Security, PRED2, Interest, NPLN2, and PRED11.
Those that correlate r < -.6 are UTIL2 and. Independence.

, t

Once again, the first function better separates gxoups than T
the second. Though the minimum percent overt 4p is not much in-
creased from'that obtained -from values. alone MT6% and 50%, re-
spectively),,the logical-ordering of the'age groups in the dis-
criminant space does, help 4fy the Interpretation of the

r
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second discriminant as an age contrast.

Comparing the .previous analysis based on ten values alone
with the present one, whichjncorporates'variables*from several
domains, we see that in the main, the values domain accounts for
age/sex group separation. It seems that, with the exception of
English grades for the sex contrast, aed'UTIL2 Obr the age con-
trast, the addition of -a wide;range of-process-Variables provides'
little increment to values alone in discriminating'age/sex groups.

While not substantially changing the nature of the functions,
the addition of variables does help broaden Our understanding of
them.. According to the discriminant analysis, it appears that
maleness in this population is characterized by Leadership and
High; Income in the values domain, by low grades in high school
English in the ac:.-mic achievement domain, and by high informa-
tion-seeking i iviti (#Loo, itoccz, SIR)_ in the CDM domainf

Femalene s.is chars, erized by the values Helping Others and
( Early Entry,. :nd by a nornAdistribution of values weights

than that.evi enced fot es.
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1.,

2.

3.

4.4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

21.

24.

25.

26.

27.

4

Table 4

VARIA13,
.

INTR7
'NM
INTR9,
INTE10
Income
Prestige
Independence
Helping Others
Security
Variety
Leadership
fneerest Field
Leisure
Early Entry
Math
Engl sh
110002

#CAT
'#LOC3

COMP4
PRED2
NPLN2
STR
PRED11

Discriminant Analyses-Using 27 Variables

I
, (a)

STANDARDIZED

0.230331

First Discriminant

(R). BETWEEN fR)

.0.201592 0.736074

TOTAL (R)

0.23654-f
-0.132092 -0.102120 70.688237 -0.1210-89
-0:014179 -0.089904 -0.476269 -0.106263'
-C.042787 -0.068503 -0.486296 -0.081278
0.210746 0.278324c< 0.886096 0324832
0.021537 0.106958 0.665628 0.126702
0.125299 0.153006 0.560954 0.1.7s4560

-C.382348 -0.417083 -0.967105 -0.478463
-C.142222 -0.098919 -0.379553 -0.116321
-C.158771
0.2611069

-0 C03882
- 0.260537

-0.029500
C.841791

-0.004587,
0.304268

-0.133328 -0.191048 -0.779264 -0.224835
0.009427 0.072816 0.383790 0.086051

-C.325255 -0.293596 '-C.873996 -0.341675
-0.021410 -0.011133 -0.046C86 -0.013051
0.479186 0.404158 0.941898 0.463901
C.029778 0.155894 0.855430 0.184396

-C.056344 -0.094745 -0.405C48 -0.111487
-0.100622 -0.254042 -0.889C06 -0.297575
-C,09CC21 -0.057588 --0.414896 -0.068354
0.13c819 0.1066C3 0.577172, 0.126071
C.OS9420 0.150208 0.78689/ 0.1/7575
C.097818 0.167213 0.65703 0.496504
C.08(.784 0.170978 0.639014 0.200556

-0.119173 0.12327c 0e625582 0.145567
0.169110 0.751825 0.285832

-C.163627 -0.0200 -0.133437 -0.03841



.4)

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9;
10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

20.

21.
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I
INTR9
INTR10
Intow
Prestige,
Independence
Helping Others
Security"
Variety
Leadership
Interest Tleld
Leisure
Early'Entry
Math
English
#0002
UTIL20
SKEW1.
CORRV
#CAT
#LOC3
COMP4
PRED2
NPLN2
STR
PRED11

a

Table 4 (continued)

Discriminant Analyses Using 27 Variables

Second Disciiminant

r

STANDARDIZEO WITHIN (R) BETWEEN (R) TOTAL (R)

C.157688 0.256150 C.489C18 0.266250
-0.134312 -0.013208 -0sC43369 -C.013782
-0.039510 -0.056005 -0.152898 -0.058595
C.C42416 0.055166 0.208020 0.058098
0.026397 0.105658 0.170600 0.108964
0.031382 -0.000475 -0.007568 -0.000699
-0.3445 -0.307546 -0.597002 '-0.340192
-0.105424 -0.186292 -0.221310 -0.119031
0.455323 0.192302 0.791258 0.408744
C,060264 - 0.038406 -0.155764 -0.040425
C.054116 -0.027274 -C.C53C85 -0.028676
C.3828oE 0.288698 0.04358 0.301484
0.,241021 0.131671 C.363P85 0.137983

-0;377176 -0.255891 -0.39637t -0.263835
- 0.049819 -0.073316 -0.159613 -0.076429
-0.133217 -0.112415 -0.143099 -0.114879
0.075859 0.010623 C.C25195 0.010937

-0:332887 -0.330405 -0.743726 -0.345038
0.24585'6 0:124253 0.235427 0.129462
0.055923 0.104354 0.398260 0.109892

-0402504 0.008994 0.022734 0.009323
0.027091 -0.047201 -0.135012 -0.049681

-0.133524 -0.056383 -0.122136 -0.059060
0.153104 0.356558 0.698938 0.370956
0.162871 0.232845 0.618597 0.243822

-0.265554 -0.109007 -C.181C38 -0,113018
0.202783 0.167192 0.580113 0.175791
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Figure 14. Discriminant analysis of 27 variables: plot. of the between-group
correlations (from Table 4)



Field of Interest, Occupation Planned for, and Occupation Pre-,
(erred

In the Values system, students indicate in which one of six
4 interest fields they prefer to work. .Later, as they explore and

consider a variety,of occupations in the course vf going through
SIGI, they select an occupation (in the Planning section) to
study the roads to entry, and eventually (in the section, called
.Strategy), they designate an occupation that they prefer. It

is useful to examine.the'persistence or consistency with which:
students pursue' an early-stated'chOice of interest field as
they go on to make plans_gnd express preferences.

Figures 15 and 16 shoW the percentages of male and female:
students, respectively, 'who chose.occupations which were con-
sistent or inconsistent with the interest field they had selected
previously. The figures, are preiented in the form of a "tree,"
with branches that trace consistencies and inconsistencies across
the three columns (labeled "Field of Interest," "Occupation
Planned for," and "Occupation Chosen in Strategy"). Each branch
of the tree gives the percentage of students entering from the
prior branch. Thus, it is the conditional probability of a
choice, given the previoud choice made, that is presented at
each branch.

The,variable in the first,column, Field'of Interest (VAL3),
refers to the response in the Values section, where a student
selects a field of work most interesting to him/her. ,lhe number
of studentachoosing the field is shown in parentheses;the cor-
respondingipercentage is given,as a decimal. In Figure 15, for
example, of all males in the sample, 26% (46)' chose the' Scienti-
fic field'of interest.

The second variable, Occupation Planned for, represents,the
first occupation chosen by students in the Planning section when
they investigate educational and training requirements for entry.
The figures show the numbers and percentages of male (Figure 15)
and female (Figure 16),students, who selected an occupation
classified either in the

1
same field of interest chosen,in VALUES,

or in a erent field.
I
An occupat n may b
fields terest.
coded as 'Same,' the
the fields in which
occupation must rate
to 4) on the degree
that field.

e classified in as many as thre,
In order for the student's r,
preferred interest field must MC U
the chosen occupation is classii_ 1 and t
high (3 or 4 on a scale extendini, from 1
to which its activities are appropriate to

,
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The last variable, Occupation Chosen in Strategy, represents
the occupation for which the student indicates a preference (in
STRATEGY), after having received informrtion about the desirabi-
lity (in terms of the student's values) of three different oc-
cupations and having estimated the probability of entering them.
In the third column, each branch shows the number and the corres-

.

ponding percentage of students from the previous branch who
'chose an . occupation in STRATEGY that was either in the same or
different field of interest as that originally chosen in VALUES.
In Figure 15; for example, we find thatof the total number of
males (175), 26% (46) chose the Scientific field of interest in
VALUES. Of this grout), 80% (37) planned for 4-Scientific occu-
pation in PLANNING. Of these 37 males, 95%(35) again chose-a".
Scientific occupation in STRATEGY, while 5% -(2) chose anon-
Scientific occupation. Sithilarly, of the, 9 males from the Scien-k
tific field of interest -group who planned for a non-Scientific
occupation in PLANNING,'11% (1) chose a Scientific occupation in
STRATEGY, while 89% (8) again chose a non-Scientific occupation.

To determine the probability of a series of choices made,
the conditional probabilities along each branch of the path
followed' must be multiplied. Using the above example for the

'topmolt branch of the tree in Figure 15, the probability of a
male choosing the Scientific field of interest in VALUES (.26),
and planning for a'Scientific (.80), and then choos-
ing a Scientific occupation in STRATEGY (.95) is .26 x .80 x .95=
.20 or 20%. In other words, of the total number Of males (175),
20% (35) were interested in the Scientific field and twice made
occupational choices consistent with their interests.

An examination of the percentages of students preferring
each of thsix interest fields (the first column in Figures 15
and 16) indicates that (1) ,there is a significant relationship
between sex and choice#of field of interest (chi-square signi-
ficant at4.001 level); (2) more male students ehose the Scienti-
fic field (26%) than any other field; (3) females chose the field
of Personal Contact (35%) more frequently than any- other field;
(4),preference for Scientific, Technological, and Administrative
fields was greater among males than females (differences in per-
centages are 13, 7, /and 3, respectively ).; (5) preference for
Personal Contact, V4rbal, and Aesthetic fields was greater)
among females than males (differences in percentages are 0, 6,
and 4, respectWely). Thus, the greateSt differences in prefer--
ence are found in the Scientific and Personal Contact fields,
with males preferring the former And females the' latter.

1
The terms 'desirability' and 'probability' 4re discuSSq
on pages 103 (Table B-40) and 105 (Table'B-42). See alAo
p. 143.
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In examining the percentages of the second column in each
figure, it is seen that large percentages of'students plafined
for occupations that are consistent ( "same ") with a field of

interest indicated earlier in VALUES. Only small differences,
however, are'noted between males and females in the frequency
with which-they made consistent or'inconsistent choices. For

four of the six interest fields (the exceptions being the Ver-.

bal and Aesthetic fields), at least 72% of the choices are con-

sistent with previously indicated interest field selections. A

factor contributing to the smaller percentages of consistent
choices for the Verbal and Aesthetic fields may be the small
.number of occupations in SIGI for these fields. At the time of

this study, 21% of the occupations in SIGI were, classified in
the Verbal field (i.e., given a rating of either 3 or 4 for
taks interest, field) and only 12% were classified in the Aesthe-
tic field. The percentages for the other fields were Scientific
(36%), Technological (37%), AdminiStrative (27%), and Personal
Contact (45%). kir addition to base rate considerations, 1t: is-

quite likely that factors other than major field o interest were
affecting students with a prefetence for the Verbal and Aesthe
tic fields. For example, they may have perceived the market for
jobs in these fieldd-las particularly unfavorable.

A quick scan of the percentages in colimin 3 indicates that
there is a strong relationship between the consistency of the
interest field of occupations chosen in PLANNING and those chosen

4 in STRATEGY--even foethe Verbal and:Aedthetic fields. Students
who selected occupations in PLANNING that are consistent with
their original interest field choices also tended to select oc*
cupations in STRATEGY that are consistent with the same field

interest; students who planned for occupations in different i

terest fields tended also to select,,in STRATEGY, occupations

that are in interest fields different from their early stated
interest preference. Thigtendency in persistence of interest
field choice does not appear to be related to sex. That is, a

chi-square computed on a decomposition into male and female=eom-
ponents of the contingency table of the frequency o "same" and

"different!" choices made in PLANNING and STRATEGY is, found not
to reach significance. (1> .05).

A chi-square test of interest field and sex differe76es in

(,
the choice of-occupations selected in STRATEGY (column) of
FigureS 15 and 16) shows that (1) the*e is no relationship be-
tween sex and the selection of "same"'and "different" occupations

in STRATEGY (independent of the choice made in PLANNING); and

/ (2) fdi both males and females, separately, there is no relation-
ship between Interest field' and the selectionof "same" and
"different" occupations in STRATEGY.

A closer look atke percentages in column 3 does, however,

reveal an interesting point. If the interest fields most pre-
ferred by both sexes--Scientific for the males and Personal Con-

tact for the females--are viewed separately, we find that, for.

:138-
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females but not males, there is a significant, relationship be-
tween preference for one of these two interest fields and the
selection of ocAlations in STRATEGY. (Strictly speaking, a chi-

square test on art of the "tree," particularly a part seleCted

data,,after viewing datais not Appropriate.) Thus, females idiot\

prefer the Per onal Contact field of interest are more likely to
choose, in S TEGY, an occupation which is consistent with their
interest field choice than are females who prefer the Scientific
,interest field. .

One explanation to account for this behavi-ir on the part of
females, and4bnly females, is related to the degree of commit-
ment involved at the three stages of choice. In Values, Students
expressed a preference for a given field of interest. In. Plan-
ning, thef investigated in considerable detail the educational
rehuirementa and other steps for entry'into d specified'Ocupa

.motion. Since the occupations in the Scientific interest field
Seem likely to requir a heaVier concentration of courses in
the technical, scie ific, and mathematical fields than do'oc-/

cupations in the' P sonal Contact interest field, females may ,

. have, tended to be deterred by the prospect pf actually enrolling
in such courses. The preference in Strategy may also have re-"
flected the impact of other values besides interest. An ad-
ditional pL.,t is that many of the occupations in the Scientific
field (30%) require a Ph.D fr,r entry, That this may have been
a greater drnwback is is consistent with

what we len ex. ,ce in val es. A higher

weight wa iLtached to the value Early Entry by fe s than

males,



Column 1

Yield of Interest
(VAL3)

.75

(Hales)

Column 2

Occupation Planned
for (PLN2)

Occupation Chosen in
Strategy (STR)

miler

fferenr * (1)
8).0Q9.0? 611.4.2sy

.50

2

I

14,

o

* 'Same' and 'Different,' in Columns 2 and 3, are used to identify students
whose choice of occupation 1.0.2conSistent,er-Inconsistent with their. preferred

. They should be undetstood, following

Field of Interest. To avoid'crowdinvAhese labels are filled in only for
rthe branches in the Scientific field
tho same order braoch by branch, for each of the other fields.

lire 15: Probability tree for field of interest, occupation planned for in Planning,
and occupation preferred in Strategy
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Column 1 AColumn 2% ColuJ

Field of Interest OCcupatfhn Pltinued
for (PLN2)

t

(VAL3)

(7)
Different

Occupation Chosen in
Strategy (STR)

ap Differenbi.

1
Szal.g44'

4.966...11114utel,

(7).54'

'Same' and 'Different,' in Columns 2 and 3, are used to identify students whose ,,
choice of occupation is consistent or inconsistent with the prefesxed Field A

of Interest. To avoid crowding, these labels are filled in my for the branches'
in the Scientific field. They should be understood, follow ng the same ordei
branch by branch, for each. of the other fields.

/ (

figure 16: Probability tree for field of interest, yceupation planned for in Planning,
. /and occupation preferred in Strategy
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- It might be hypothesized that students who choose occupa-
tions consistent with their preferred interest field would give
I-higher weight to the Agslue Interest than students who are not
cbnaistent in their choice0.: As can be seen from the pattern
Ofjnterest means below,,by,and large this hypothesis appears
to;be confirmed. As canbe'Seen in-Table 5, students who .

choose sn'occupationin STRATEGY thatis consistent with their
preferred interest field do indeed tencto assign a higher weight_
to ,Interest han do students whose choice in STRATEGY.iwincqn*
siatent with their preferred interest field (.<.0.5).'.

This I ding is true for both males and females considered
seParately.

Able 5

Inter,st Field Group Means,

for Students with Consistent and Inconsistent Choices in
lk

PLANNING STRATEGY
c-1

Consistent, Inconsistent . ., Consistent Inconsistent

Males 5.84' 5.44 5.92 4 5.20

Females 6.30 6.00 6036 5.86

Though the pattern of means is the same for PLANNING as'it
is for STRATEGY, the differences between group means are smallei.
and not Statistically significant (11> .05). This is not sur-
prising, since the occupation chosen in STRATEGY represents a
more'consiclered and analytical preference than the occupation
selected in PLANNING.

-142-
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Desirability SWIM

As another way:oCcomparing "Male" vs.-"Female" occupations,
Desirability Sums for:ill SIGI bccupations,were computed for an
average male-values profile and a female values profile. '(See

Tables S-12, through B-31 far: a.descriptiOn of these values.)

A "Desirability Sum" is arrived at in the following way:
The occupations in SIGI hive been rated in'accordence with their
capacity to satisfy each of the ten values. this rating is ex.-
pressed as a number ranging from 1 (1dOoto 4 (high)- =except for

'` Income0.which ranges from 1 tcr5. For example, at the time Of the
study, X-ray Technologist:carried a. rating of 2 on Income (median
income of $8000-$10,999 peraeAr) and a rating of 3r(More than
average) on Prestige. Mathaatician had ratings of y5 (more than
$20,000 per year) and 4 al great amount) on these two values.
When a student's restricted value'weight is multiplied by the oc-
cupation's rating on that valuelend-thA resulting products for
all ten values are aummed, the.result is.a."Desirability-Sum"
that expresses numerically_ the relationship,between4'what the
student wants and what the- occupation offers.-

For present purpOpes, for all.the SIGI occupations, Desir-
ability Sums were computed-Using averagCmale andaVerage female
value weights. In computing Desirability Sums, only nine ofJthe
ten valueS were used. Interest Field was excluded because, its
_rating in:SIGIis asimeiated witha particular field. Table
shows the tin highest and the ten lowerst.sume when the 'value
weights were restricted to a total of 40 points (VAL6),i Corre'.

sponding sums 'using ehe]unres*icted value iihghis (V45) are
not presented silibe they closely-resembled those in Table 6.

4*:* With the above mentionerexclUsion of diffekences in weights
'

assigned to Work in Major Field of Interest,-the. ten occupations
with the hi:ghest Desirability Sums are found to be the Same7tor
both the average male and the average female and their rank orders-
axe the same. The ten least. desirable occupationd are also the

'"same .for the average male and the average female, although their
rank order is slightly different. Keypunch Operator And Model
were the least, desirable for both the sexes, followed for the
average male by, Stenographer, Typist, Avionics Technician,,Library
Technician, Computer Operator, Medical Lab Technician, Reception-
ist, and Accounting Clerk, in that order. For the average feMale
Library Technician was third least desirable, Stenographer fourth,
Typist fifth, Avionics Technician sixth. The rest were ranked
the same a for the average male.

It is interesting that for the most desirable Occupations,
Desirability Sums are consistently higher for ,the average mge
than for the average female,-with differences' that range-from
3.4 to 5.1 points. For the 'east desitrable occupations,'however,
differences in Desirability tutus fop males and females tend to
be much smaller (.'1 to 1.1 points) and for four occupations the
sums are slightly higher for the average female than for the

-143 -
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average. male (Keypunch Operator, Computer Operator, Htenographer,
an4lAccounting Clerk). The differences in Desirability Hume
for" the average male, and female .can, in large, be explained by.,
the'faCt that,occupations with high sums tend to have high rat-
ings tor the characteristically malt value of High. Income and
law ratings for the characteristically female value of Eirly'
Entry. The reversesituatiOn *is true for occupations at the
lower end of the desirability scale.

. .

In short, when interests are excluded, the ten differences
between average values weights assigned by msles and those AA-
signed by few-ilea have relatively little effect On the designs=
tion of occupations at the extremes of the Desirability scale:
Those occupations that would be rated, as most4desirable or the
"average",male configuration of values would also be rated as
most desirable for the "average" female'canfiguratiOn of values.

44t
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Comparigan o

Tabie4 6

the Desirability Sums for the Average. Male and Average Female .

Occu)ation

Occupations with the 10 Highest Desirability Sums

Lawyer
Physician
Psychologist
Dentist
Teacher, Doc/Tech
Teacher, Ele/Sec
Political Scientist
Teacher, Spec. Ed.
Veterinarian
-Speech Pathologist

Occuyaffon

'Average Male .Average Female

111.6
131.6
110.2
128.0
126.1
125.5
123.6
123.4
120.3
117.5

126.5
126.5
125.1
123.5
122.8
121.2
119.9
118.7
115.3
113.2

Occupationq with the 10 Lowest Desirability Sums

Keypunch Operator
Model
Stehogr4pher
,Typilst .

Axefonics Techni'cian
4ibrary Technician
CoMputer Operator
Medical,Lab Technician
Receptionist
Accounting Clerk

Averate Male Average Female

5Q.2 51.'2

60.1 59.1
62.5 62.8
63.5 63.3
63. 63.4

63.5 62.6
63.8 64.1
65./ 65.0
67.1 66.7
67.4 67.5 .

qua

.1
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FINDINGS- -PART 2

XermatiMMA4 Sex--Typical and Sex-- Atypical` Groupe

Ttie fillet part Lo the study examined age
.

and sex differ 7,

.

-

elicee in occupational values and in a Wide variety oT variable's
're-fated:76' the CDM process. In that pareof the study we found
that the values profiles fOr males Aid females show considerable
differences And that there afe sex differences for sevefil'
variables other than valdea, namely high:school English, grades
and counts of the 'number of.timms.students interacOeith'yarious
tomponents of SIGH. These differences make it posaible to formu-
late sex-typical and sex - atypical groups. - 4,0,

The general approach followed in the.development'of sex-
typicaltypical and sex-atypical groups was to run,01 regreisiOn analysis
in which sex, scoredAichotomodslyk was the dependent Variable,
and variables previously und'to show sex differendes were the.,

;Ir.predictors. A separate an lye's was run for values and for the
count variaNes. from the regression analysis, predicted sex
"scores" were computed. The distribution of predicted sex
scores was then cut to match the actual sex distribution (41Z
,males, 59Vfemales). Scores above the cutoff point were desig-
mated "predicted male" and those below "predicted femele." Stu-
dents for whom the predicted and actual sex agreed were classi- .

fied as sex-typical; those for-whom there was disagreeMeni were
'classified as sex- pical. FOur groups were formed as shown
below.

4

Male

Female,

Actual Sex

Male Female

Male
--7.
Sex-Typical

*

(MT)

.

Female Sex-Atypical
_

,

(FA)

.

L

,

Vale Sex-Atypical,

(MA)

d

Female Sex Typical

(FT)

1



Separate classifications .into groups were made on the

haggis Of each analysis, i.e., using values and counts of inter- -

actions with SIGI. A mord detailed discussion:of each of these
clabsification procedures follows.

Classification into, Groups by Values

The results
restricted value.
as the dependent

from a stepwise regression us
weights (VAL5) as the pool of
variable are reported below.

ing the ten un-
predictors and sex

Two variables

Sex = .067 (Helping) -.053 (Lead.) +,1.483

Multiple R = .32

Three variables

Sex = .065 (Helping) -.052
Entry) + 1.347

Multiple Rte' .36

Four veriables't

(Lead) + 037 (Early

.Sex = .068 (Helping) -.046 (Lead) + .040 (Early
Entry) -:040 (Income)

Multiple R = .38

The four variable volution was found to be the highesi
.order solution for which all beta weights are significant? This

eqdation was used to compUte preaicted sex scores.' .The variables
included' in this equation are, as expected, thobe showing great-
est sex:differences in the first part of the ieudyk'

162

The number of students classified into each of the sex-,
typical and atypical groups is shown below.

Sex- .

Typical

Sex-
Atypical'

Male Female

(MT)

104 i

.

(FT)

184

.
.

(MA)

72 0
(FA)

73
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There is a slight bias inAkis procedure as evidenced by the
higher percentage of females classified as sex-typical than males
ao-claaaified (72% & 60%, resPecttvely.).\ /This bias is, at least
in part, due to the disproportionate number of femalis in the
sample and therefore thetir over - representation in the regression,

ysis.

aseificatiOn by Activity Levd1 Variables .

:A stepwise regressibn was run using twelve variables, which
are counts of interaction with different compOnenta of SIGI, as
the predictor pool.. These auillia0 level variables are: #1.0C3,

#OCC2, COMP4, #CAT, NPLN2, STR,-er, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. The
last six variables, Cl through C6, are counts of the.nuMber of
questions asked in each of the six categorieh used in the Com-
paresystem (see Figure '2). Results from this analysis are
shown below.

Two variables

Sex = .024 (C3) - .066 (STR) + 1.755

R = .22

Three variables

Sex = .047 (C3) - .076 (STR) + .006 (dOMP4) + 1.731

R= .24

Four variables

Sex * .052 (C3) - .0
(C5) + 1.726

4.11- A = .25

7 (STR) + 7010 (COMP4)
r

.022

Five variables

Sex = .067 (C3) - .081 (STR)'+ .022 (C0MP4) - .040'
(C5) - .032 (C2) + 1.729

R =" .27

,The five variable,solutio was used to compute. predicted
/sex scores since it was the hi est Order solution for which all
variables have significant beta weights. The number of students
classified into each of the sex-typical and sex-atypical groups
is shofar below.
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Sex -Typieal

Sex-Atypical

Males Females

(MT)

92,

(FT)

173

. (MA)

84
. ..

v
(FA)

64

.
,..

This procedure, like the Previous. one, is so' biased
with 67% of the females deiignated sex-typical and,\on 52% of
the males so classified. Th9 two method6 of classilfication over-
lap considerably, as would be expected. Analyses-using the two

-methods are often quite similar. SinCe, in general:, the values-.
based classifica-lot has A higher multiple R ba ed on fewer
'variables, produces sharper results, and; is in my ways more
interesting, we have usually reported only the alyses based
of the value classification in the-pages that follow.

.

.

Interest Field Choices for Sex - Typical Groups

- .

In an earlier discussion of sex differences in ,preferred .

intarest field* (seep. 137),it was noted that. there is a signI-,
ficant relationship between a atUdent's"actual sew and the
interest field that-he/she' prefedis to work in.' Largest'sex dif-
ferences, in the expected directiOn, were noted for the.Scien-
tific and PersonalApontact fields. Now the question arises as
to whether interest fidld,differences can be further explained
in terms ofsex-related cZteer deQlsion7making variables', such
as values and activity levels. .

Table 7 gives distributions of interest field prefeiences:
for males and females clasalfied as sex-typical or -atypical
using the values classification procedure described above.

Partitioned chi squares were computed on the frequencies
in these tables and the results set 'out below in Table 8 The
,findingfrom Tables 7 and 8 are summarized below.

a

(1) As discussed previously, there Is a relationship be-
tween students' sex and their interest field preferences. What
Table 7. shows, however,_ is that this relationship is largely
due to the sex-typica1 groups (MT 6,\FT). A lationship gener-
al1ly noted between th interest fie4 prefe nces and sex for

\
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sex-tYpidal "students!Ofien does not hold fin sex-atypical stu-
dents.. Thus, the over-all difference in interestprefetences
IA significant at the .00r level betWeen typical males and typical.
females. The differences-between MA and PA and between MA and
FT, however, are not significant..

.
'(2) Typicality is related to the over-all distribution of

interest field preferences for males but not for females.

,(3) Distinctions in typitality are most useful when Locus
is on selected interest Lield preferenCes on Which the sexes
tendto be most sharply Wifferentiated. Foi the two groups of
male students, i.e., MT & MA, we find differences that parallel
those noted between males and females. That is the largest dif-
ferences between typical and atypical males in Table 7 are evi-
denced in their preferences for the Scientific, Personal Contact,
and Aesthetic fields, with typical males preferring the Scien-
tific field (33% vs. 17%) and atypical males preferring the Per-
sonal Contact field (31% vs. 1570' and the Aesthetic Field_(15%
vs. 6%). Similar differences are found between typical-and atypi-
cal feMales, with a larger proportion of atypical females fteferring
the ScientifiC field (197 vs. 11%) and a larger proportion ofA typi-
cal females preferring the Personal Contact field (38% vs. 4;%).

4

Table-7

Preferred Iftte est Fields for Sex-Typical and -Atypical Groups
Formed'Using Values

(Numbers in Parentheses are Percents of Columns)

4

.

MT " MA VT ' FA

Scientific 34(32.7) 12(16.7) 21(11.4) 14(19.2)

Technological 10(9.6) 9(12.5) 9(4.9' 2(2.7)

Administrative 24(23.1) 10(13.9) 27(14:7) 13(17.8)

Personal Contact 16(15.4) 22(30.6) 69(37.5) 20(27.4)

Verbal 14(13.5) 8(11.1) .;,34(18.5) 15(20.6)

Ae8thetit 6(5.7) 11(15.2) 24(13.0) 9(12.3)

--Th
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Table 8

Partitioned Chi-Squares From Table-7

Partitidn Chi-Square (df..5) Sigdifance Level

Male / male 25.7
Typical/Atypical 1.4 -

MT /MA 15.0
. FT/FA 6.3
t MA/Fr 8.0
I MT/FA 13.0

MT/FT 36.0
MA/FA° -7.4
mr

I

InformatiOnSeeting

.01

n.s.
n.s.

..05

.001
n.s.

In the SIGI subsystem called COMPARE, students may select
questions from among a list of 28 and seek answers to 'these ques- .

tions about Occupationg, of interest to them. These'questidns,
as shown in Figure 2, are grouped into six categories.

'Table 9 shows the mean number of questions in each of the
six categories asked by males and females classified as sex-
typical or -atypical an the basis of values. (Corresponding
figures for sex-typical or -atypical groups formed on the basis
of activities were not computed since one component of this
classification procedure is the number of questions asked in
COMPARE). As the means in the table show, the most popular cate-
gOrfes of questions asked, by all groups, are Definition and
Description; Education, Training and Other Requirements; and Op-
portunities and Outlook. The least popular category is Personal
Satisfactions. It should not be inferred that the relatively few
questions asked by students about'personal satisfactions reflects
a lack of concern with these kin& of data. Rather, this be-
havior is probably a result of having already covered much of
this category in a preceding subsystem of SIGI called LOCATE.
In LOCATE, students select values for retrieving occupations and
specify a minimum return they would like on each value. Thus,
as they inspect the occupations retrieved for them in LOCATE,
they learp much about the personal satisfadtions the occupations
offer. It is likely that they carry this information into
COM E and therefore ask few additioffal questions of this

natre.

Although'the ra ordering of the within7group means in
Table 9 are quite si 'liar, there are significant differences
between the roups. Two-way ANOVAs $ex by typicality), run

'1
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separately for each category of queationsAhowed significant
sex differences for three of.the six categories--Income Con-

ditions of Work, and Opportunities and Outlook. Having learned
previously that males asked more questions about occupations,
we cat now expand that finding to include areas of information-

seeking: (1) Males, more than.ifemales, ask questions about.
Income, Conditions of Work, and Opportunities and Outlook; (2) .*

no sex difference is nqted in the number of questions asked

about Definitions and Descriptions; Education, Training and
Other Requirements; and Personal Satisfactions.

'.

Table

Mean Number of Questions Asked'in 6,CategOties Used in COMPARE

(Sex-Typical Groups Formed Usit:slues)

Category of Questions in
. COMPARE MT

Group Means'

FAMA FT .

Definition and Description 4.1 4.4 3.8 4.2

Education, Training, & Other
Requirements 4.0 4.6 3.7 ,'4.3

Income 3.0. 3.6 2.5 2.5

. )

Persons' Satisfactions', 16 1.2 1.4 1.5

Conditions of Work 2.8. '3.2 2.5 3.1

OpportUriit1ed9t14 4.1 3.7 3.2 3.1

(1

Value Profiles for Occupations Selected in PLANNING

A question of spore importan s wnether the occupations

students plan for are consistent ir occupational values

an Cher degree of consistency, vari s with sex and/or

typ/ca ity. To provide data necessary to-examine this is-
use, men slue ratings of occupations sel cted by students in

PLANN ere computed. Comparisons were then made between these

means the value profiles of students.

The atings of occupations come di ectly from SIGI. Every

occapatio in SIGI is rated on ten values dimenpions ;, High In-

come, Prestige, Independence, Helping Oth s, Secur/ty, Variety,

-152-
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"Leadership, InterestFieId, Leisure, and Early Entry. A, Sating

rep e

indicates the an occupation provides for the kind of
satisfaction r sented by each value. Ratings were bade on a
scale from 1 to,5'for "Income" and 1 to 4 for, all other values.
(Method of rating is described, and precise scale demarcations
are defined and illustrated in Pears & Weber, 1976,)

_ Table 10 shows the mean rating on each value of occupations
selected in'PLANNING by male and female students classified as,
sex-typical and sex-atypical on the basis of values. (The value
"Interest" is omitted since its categories are not ordered. It
is discussed in the section headed, "Interest Field Choices for
Selo-Typical Groups.") Results of an F test run on the group means
are Indicated by Asterisks or by the absence ofasterisks near
each value. In comparing'the nine value ratings within each
group, the Income mean should be considered as four-fifths its
size to put it on the same scale as the other ratings. .

It is useful here to introduceeothe statistics which des-
cribe the pool of occupations from which these selections were
drawn: Tables lla and llb give the means, standard deviations,
and *htercorrelations among the value ratings-for the entire

d.pool 'of 155 occupations that were currently in SIGI. While these
statistics, are interesting in themselves, they are not the sub--
ject of the present study and are presented here mainly as a
background against which the group profiles cap be interpreted.
Obviously, it would be difficult to draw conCluaionA from the
rank orders of mean values down'the columns of Table lOwithout
taking some account of the effects orthe meaipresented in
Table 11. Thus, we may note -in Table 10 that the males and the
atypical females plan for occupations thlt have highest ratings
on Variety, Income, Prestige, and Independence and lowest rat-
ings on Early Entry, Leisure, and Helping Otpers. With the ex-
ception of Early Entry, this rank order seer* consistent with
the "base rate" in Table lla. Typical

1
females, however, plan

for occupations with highest ratings o Variety, Helping Others, ,-

and Early Entry; Leisure and Income (resealed) have the lowest
ratings. Occupations ctiosen in Planning by all four groups have
highest'ratings on Variety, which is the only one of the above*
mentioned value dimensions that does not show significant group,
differences. For each of the value dimensions wh±th do exhibjt'
significant group differences, it is the two typical groups
(MT & FT) that have the extreme mean ratings. The progression
tends to run consistently in the order MT, FA, MA, FT. Thus,
in this manifestation of CDM behavior, atypical females tend to,. ..1-

be "closer" to typical males than to typical females. The two
atypical groups match each other rather closely, and thetwo
typical groups are the farthest apart.

How well do these ratings of occupations match with self
expressed value needs? As previously discussed, one of the
'procedures for classifying students into sex-typical and sex-
atypical groups uses value weights assigned to four values,
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nsiely'Helping Others, Early Entry, Leadership, and Income. The.

;first two.vaiues are associated with_females an the last two
with males. The value weight profiles for these groups, pre-
sented in Table 12, show the results of the clasgification pro-
cedure.

If, as we expect, students' values are reflected in their
occupational choices, the mean value ratings of,occupations chosen
by each of the four groups should show a pattern similar to the
pattern of mean value weights of the respective groups. From
Tables 10and 12, we can see that on three of the four values di-,
Mensi0118 used, lin classifying students there i'-trtlose corres-

, pondience between the patterns of value ratings and weights.

Specifically, we find that:

' (1) occupations planned for by typical males and
atypical females offer very significantly 01;.001) greater-op-:

. portunities for high incSme.than do the occupations 6-elected by
typical females and atypical males.

t2) Typical 4pales, to. a greater extent than other groups
of students, plan for occupationa.that offer an opportunity for
helping others; atypical males, when compared to typical males,
can also be seen to pursue occupations that are oriented toward
helping others. In view of the relatively high value weights
assignee to this dimension by atypical males (it is the top
ranked along with Interest), one might'expect the occupa-
tions they select in Planning to have an even higher ranked
group mean rating for Helping Others. The statistics for the
entire pool of occupations' show that this apparent anomaly is
probably an artifact of the "base rate." Note in Table 4cthat
the occupations inSIGI have their lowestmean ratings for Help-
ing Others.

(3) Typical females comprise the only group who plan for
occupations with a high mean rating for Early Entry.

(4).)The_mean value'ratings for Leadership ShiiW little
difference across. groups. Why typical males and atypical females
fail to plan for occupations that have high opportunities for
leadership, as their values weights would suggests is not known.
Itmay be noted that the-mean rating for Leadership in Table 11
is next lowest in rank to that for Helping Others. A fuAher
clue from interviews is that, in assessing the imp rtance of
this occupational value, many students consider a moderates
amount rathe than a great amount-of opportunity or leadership'
as highlydesirable. (The definition of Leadership intiudes
"responsibility.")

(5) The value dimension, Prestige, shows significant group
differences in mean ratings even though the group differences
in mean values weights are not significant. This,phenomenon may

lbw



be a 'result of the intercorrelationof. Prestige with Early Entry,
Independence, and Income (Table 11b)%' 'Prestige has a high nega-
tive correlation with Early Entry (-..79) and also quite high
posi ive correlations with Independence and Income:

L

-1, rj (6) In addition to Leadership, the mean laralue ratings for
Sattety and Security also fail to show differences in group means.
In part,' these mean value ratings are consistent with the value
,weights. From Table 12 we see that the mean value weights for
all four groups do not show significani differences on eitherof
these dimensions. What issurprising,.however, is tAS consistent
difference noted for all the groups .between the rank order of the
mean, weights and ratings for Security. All groups assign Secur-
ity a high weight, while the occupations that they plan for have
ratings for this dimension that have a rank order of 5 or 6.
This situation does not ap ear to, be an outgrowth of the inter-

N...

dependence of the ratings, emselves,,but_again"may reflect the )

"base rate "' (security rank 5th in Table 11). In general,the ,

ratings for SecuAry are independent of the ratings for the =

other dimensions. The one notable exception is for Helping
Others, which has a moderate correlation with Security (.45).
LeisUte, on the other hand, which does not show a significant
sex difference for value weights, does have a somewhat higher'

mean rating for the occupationsplanned for by typical females
than it does for the other groups:

ll

Jr. I")
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;

Mean Value Ratings of Occuwitions Planned for
,

by Sex7Typical Groups a

MT FA

*** Income 4.2 ? 4.0

*** _Prestige 3.2 3.0

*** Independence 3.0 3.0

*** Helping 2.1 2.5

Security 2.6 2.6

Variety 3.2 3.3

Leadership 2.6 2.7

*** Leisure 2.0 2.2

*** Early Entry 2.2

Sex - Typical', groups formed using valtibs.

*** p< .001

MA

3.6 3.1

<

2.9 ' 2.6

2.9 2.6

, 2:5 2.9

-2.6 2.6

3.2 , 3.1

47
.2.6

2.5

2.3 2.7



Table 11

Summary Statistics for Ratings oflIGI Occupations

(a) Means andStandard Deylations

R Nhlue Mean S.D.

Income '1.11

Prestige 2.53 .97

Independence 2.63 .90

HelpipsOthers 2.19 1.19
SecuriW 2.53 1.02

Varityy 2.95 ..89

Leadership .29 1.02
Leisure 1.29 .94

Early Entry 2.80 1.10

.(1) IncoMe
(2) Pres'tige' .

(3) Independence
(4) 'Helping Others

,(5) Security
(6) ,Variety
(7) Leadership II

(8) Leisure
(9) Early Entry

)
..--

1.00

(b) Intercorrelations

.56 1.0Q

.68 .61 1.00
-.22 .10 .10 1.00

-.09 4 .14 .08 .45 1.00
.34 .43 .63 .42 .09 1.00

.30 .47 .94 .62 .28 .65 1.00
-.26 -.06 -.19 .24 ,.12 .06 .06 1.00.

-.58 -.79 -.67 -.27 -.28 -.4?..i -.53 -.02 -1.00



Table 12

Value Weight Profiles for Sex-Typical Groups'

'MT

***Income 6.2
Prestige 5.0

* *Independence 5.7
***Helping 3.8

Secuxity 6.1
Variety '5.6

***Leadership .5

*interest 9.6
leisUre 4.6

2.6

p 7(.05

p=
p =<.001

Value Weighp

FA MA. FT
a

60 5.4 5.1
5.0 4.7 4.6,
5.8 5.6 5.2,

4.3 5.9 6.3
6.0 5.7 6.2

5.5 5.5
5.2 4.3 4.0,-

6.1 5.9 6.3

4.6 4.2 4.2
2.8 4.1 4.5

o.
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Predomint Sex Membership of Occup tions Chosen by Sex-4;;icai
and A ical Grou s

I is of interest to note the kinds of,pc ations chosen
by the four groups that have been defined and classified as
.sex- typical or -atypical. For purposes of this section, "chosen"

. is defined as the first occupation seleCted in PAnning. "Kiwis
of occupations" ate represented by a three-way'Classification ac-
'cording to predominant sex membership in each SIGroccepation.
(D#ta in SIGI include percentage of women in ch occupation.) .

More specifically,occupations with 66% or women were dello' ,
1

,nated Predominantly Female; 33% or fewer wom , re

1

ominantly A
Male; between 33% and 66% women, Neutral.

According to these demarcation points, 60% of,the 155 occu-
pations in SIGI at the time of the study were found to be Pre-
dominantic-Male (M), 22% Predominantly Female (F), and 18% Neu-
tral (N) . '-\ .

t
i

Table 13 shows these percentages as the "base" for each of

$
the ree occupational classifications. As a rough indicator of
an e ected distribution, this'"base" provides a context for
reading the frequency of choice of each kind of occupation (14, F,

or N) by each of the four groups, when the group are formed on
the basis of values, as described previously in the first section
of Findings, Part 2:

.

. ,

It is clear from Table 13 that there are notable differences pl.

in the kinds of occupations (classified by.sex membership) chosen
by the four groups "(classified by valtuesprOfiles). These dif-
ferences are in the di:Action that woult be anticipated. For ex-

le, typical males_pverwhelmingly\plan for occupations that are.
Pfedominantly Mal..,=73% of them making this choice, compared with
a "base" of 60%. They tend to ignore'occupipbs"that are Pre:-
dominantly Female (6%). Typical Females, on. the other;handtend
to choose Predominantly Female occupations -* compared With a
base of 22%. The choices of the other two groups, atypical males
and females ten4Cpward more closely matching the base.

IFSummarizing over major )p tween-group,differences, we find
that: (1) typical males plan or more M and fewer N ,occupations
than atypical males do; (2) typical females plan for more Occupa-
tions that are F and fewer occupations that are M than do'atypical

`T-emales; (3) the distributions for atypical'males and atypical
females are quite similar, with distributions for each group show-
ing movement

i
cway,,,from the.extreme position of other "typical"

j
counterpart C ardsthe "base'" distribution; (4) the difference
between the two female groups in choosing F occupations (417.-18%=
23%) is greaten -than the difference between the two male groUps

\in choosing M occupations (81% 65h =.18%). (Bear in mind that
'the base. is 227. for the F occupations 60% for M occupatiOns.);
and (5) females with atypical values o iles exceed typical fe-
males in tendency to choose M occupa ons by a rather wide margin



4

(54% vs. 3b7 The two male groups do not, ffer. so noticeably
In choosing occupations (10% vs. 6%),,bilt atypical males are
Aruite a bit than typical mail to choose N occupa-
tions (25% vs. 11%),.

Ta
to the

e 14 giveS a listing of the occupations cdiresponding
mbers presented in Table 13.

.

Table 13,

Kinds of Occupations Selected in PLANNING
by Four Groups Classified by Values

(Nglibers in parentheses are percents of column total)

1
4, Predominantly

, Male .

(Base=607)
0'0

0 Yrelominantly,
c. Female

(Base=22Z)

I
Neutral
'.(Basq=18'4)

A

MT

Group

FT

86 (83) 39 (`,4) wfi7 (65) 54 (30) 227 (52)

6 (6) 13 (18) 7 (10) 76 (41) 102 (24)

12 (11) 20 (28) 18 (25) 54 (29). 103 (24)

104 72 72
40k 432
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,quot,--mT
PRITOMINANTLY MALE

ACCOUNTANT(B)
ACTUARY

ERTISING COPY.WRT.
ARCH144tA4.31
AVIONICS q-C-R.(_ ?)
BANK OFFICER131
BOTANIST iz,7!

CHEMICAL EcNGINEEN(4)::
CIVIL ENGINEER(?)
CLERGY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
DENTIST(i.)
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS(
ELECTRONICS TECH.i?)

sfliiEFIGHTLR
FLIGHT ENGINEER
FURESTER(2)
GEOGRAPHER
GEOLOGIST
HOSPITAL ADMIN.
INDU&TRIAL ENGINEER
LABOR RELATIONS SPEC.
LAWYER(8)
MECHANICAL ENGINTER(3)
MUSICIAN/MUSIC TLACHFR
OCEANOGRAPHER
PHYSICIAN (4)
PHYSICIAN ASST.
PILOT
PCLICE OF
POLITICAL SCIENTIST
PRODUCTION MANAG,--14
PHYSICIST (2)
RADIO/IV ANNOLJICHR
RLAL ESTATE AGLNT
RLTA1L STuREMAN6FR

PpROKlr(2,1

SOIL CON6LPVA1IONIST
SYSTEMS ANALYSE(?)
TELEVISIU4 PRUNiCtP/DIR
URBAN PLANNER
WELDER
/00LOLOGIST

PREOOMINANTLY VEMALF
LEGAL ASST.(?)
PHYSICAL IHE3APIT
SECRETARY
1EACHEP,EsW,Its

FALI4t P 0-1! t,';',(.40
N12 (114.Al

ACTUk/ACIt(r
LOMPOP.R.i/ORAI(w
0(4LL/mOTA mANA(,1()
lNODSFRIAt
IN1tRIHR OtS461/(-.
NEWSPAPER REPORTrR
PSYCHOLOGIST(3)
FEACHER,INDUSTRIL ARTS
TEACHER,PHYS.LO.(21

Table 14

GROUP,;=-FA

PREDOMINANTLY MALE
ACCOUNTANT(?)
ACTUARY(3) iN
ADVERTISING..COPYWRT.
BANK OFFICER
BOTANIST
CIVIL ENGINEER
DRAFTER
ECONOMIST
ELECfRICAL/ELECTRONLeS

''''rucIlcursitcs TECH.
FORES.t(_4:

INDUSTRIAL 0 S GNER
3) INDUS, RIAL E ,INEtR

LAWYER(5)
LABOR RELAT IONS SPEC. (2).
OCEANOGRAPHER(?)
OPTOMETRIST
PERSONNEL INTERVIEWER
PHOTOGRAPHER
PHYSICIAN (2) .°

POLICE OFFICER
POLITICAL SCIENTIST
PRODUCTION MANAGER
PUBLIC HEALTH SPEC.
PUBLIC RELATIONS WORKER
PURCHASING AGENT'
RETAIL STORE MANAGFR (2)
VETERINARIAN
LOOLOLOGIST(2)

PREDOMINANTLY FEMALE
DENTAL HYGIENIST(2)
FLIGHT ATTENDANT(2)
LEGAL ASST.'
MEDICAL RECORCS ADMIN.
MODEL
NURSE, REGISTERE0(?)
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
-TEACHER,SP'EC.ED.
TEACHER,BUSINESS

NEUTRAL
ACTOR/ACIOESS
,COMMERCIAL ARTIST
HOTEL/MOTEL MANAGER
INTERIOR DESIGNER C.
INTERPRETER/TRANSILATOR(2)
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
NEWSPAPER REPORTER--
PSYCHOLOGIST(5)
REHAB. COUNSELOR(2)
SCHOOL COUNSELOR (N)

l ?)
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GROUP, = Kikk
PREDOMINANTMALE

ACTUARY(?)
ACCOUNTANT(4)
ARCHITECT(?)
ARCH. DRAFTER/TECH.
CIVIL ENGINEER (4)
CLERGY(5)
COMPUTER PROGRAMME ),2)
CORRECTION OFFICER(?)
ELECTRONICS
FIREFIGHTER
FLIGHT ENGINEER
FOOD SCIENTISTrr-CHNDL.
/FORESTER(1)
FUNERAL DIREcTuR
LAWYER
OCEANOGRAPHER
OPTOMETRIST
PERSONNEL INTERVIEWER( ?)
PHOTOGRAPHER(3)
PHYSICIAN(?)
PHYS=ICIST
PILOT
RETAIL STORE MANAGER
TEACHER,HIST/SOC.STUD.
TELEVISION PRODUCER /DIR
VETERINARIAN

PREDOMINANTLY FEMALE
HOME ECONOMIST(?)
LEGAL! ASST.
MODEL-(2)
NURSING ASSISTANT
TEACHER,PRFSCHOOL

NEUTRAL
ACTOR/ACTRESS

. CHEF/COOK
COMPUTER UPRATOR
INTERPRETER/TRANSLATOR
PSYCHOLOGIST(b)
REHAB: COUNSELOR
SCHOOL COUNSELOR(4)
SOCIAL WORKER
TEACHER,INDUSTRIAT ARTS
TEACHER,vtiC./TECH.
SOCIAL WORKER

Table I
4 ((o it.)'

GROUP=FE
PREOOMOANTLY MAL

ACCOUNTANT( )

, ACTuARY(2)
ADVERTISING COPYWRT.
AUTO MECHANIC'

(BANi< OFFICER
CHEMICAL'ENGI.NEER-
CLERGY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
CORRECTION OFFICER(3)
DENTIST(?)
FOOD SCIENTIST/TECHNOL.
FORESTER(2)
INSURANCE AGLNI
LANOSCAirlE ARCHITECT
LAWYER(4)
MACHINIST
MARKET RSEARCHER
NURSERYMAN/LANDSCAPER
OPTICIAN
PERSONNEL INTERVIEWER(?)
PHOTOGRAPHER(5)
PHYSICIAN(?)
PHYSIC IAN ASST.(4)
POLICE OFFICER
POLITICAL SCIENTIST
PUBIAL RELATIONS WORKER
PURCHASING AGENTi2)
RETAIL STORE MANAGER(?)
SOIL CONSERVATIONIST
TELcVISIUN PRODUCER/IR(2)
VETERINARIAN(?)

PREDOMINANTLY FEMALL
ACCOUNTING CLERK
DANK TELLER

. DANCER/DANCING TEACHER
DENTAL ASSISTANT(2)
DENTAL HYGIENIST(4)
DIETITIAN
EEG TECHNOLOGIST(2)
FLIGHT ATTENDANT(5)
HOME ECONOMIST
LEGAL ASST.(7)
MEDICAL LAH. TECH.(2)
MEDICAL RE-Cl-MS ADMIN.
NURSE,LICENSFU PkAC.
NURSE, REGISTERED (9)
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST(5)
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
PECEPTIONIST(3)
SECIAL gERVICF AIDE(3)
SECRIARY(6)
SPEECH PAIH./AUDIOI .12)
FLACHER,LLEM.',CHUMW))
IFACHLF4ENGLI'JHRANG.
TEACHER,FORS
TEACHEk,PRESCHUOL('>)
TEACHFR,SPEC.FC'.(6)

7.
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Table 14 (cont.)

GROUP = FT

NEUTRAL
CLOTHING DESIGNER
COMPUTER OPERATOR
FINE,ARTIST/PVTART TEACH(?)
FLORIST/FLOR4L DEJ6.
HOTEL/MOTEL MANAGER(2)
INTERIOR DESIGNER/PEC.(6)
INTERPRETER/IRANSLATOR(2).
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST(?),
OPERATING ROOM TLCH.(7)
PSYCHOLOGIST(7)
RECREATIGIM WORKER
REHAB. COUNSFLOR(5)
SCHOOL COUNSEIOR(7)
SOCIAL WORKER(3)
TEACHER,ART(?)
TEACHER,MATH.
TEACHER,PHYS.ED.
XRAY TECtINOLOGIST,(2)/.5
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CHAPTER VI.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In this chaliter, at the r s o some sacrifice in under-
standingstanding of context, each discrete nding has been classified,
numbered consecutively, and stated as concisely as possible. -N.

These numbers will serve as short hand references in the con= %
eluding dis,cussion,' Chapter 'VII.

indins,s from Two-Way ANCOVAs 1

Values. 1.K. No significant main or inte ction effects,
were found for Uhe number of Values Games pla ed (ENDS), the
ratio of i consistent to consistent value ratings as manifest
in th,e game (RATIO), or in the standard deviation of the initial
value weights and the restricted value weights (SDI and SDR),

2. , A main ef ect was found in the degree to which both
the unrestricted and r stricted distribution of value weights
were skewed (SKEWI and EWR). In the unrest -icted case, skew-
ness is negative for both sxes, but males sho a greater pre-
ppnderance of high weights than do females; in the restricted 9
ase, males evidence a slight negative skew and females a

CtJlight positive skew.
it

3. There is a significant sex X ovariate interaction in
the correlation between the unreltricte and restricted value
weights (CORRV). (The covariate is the student's assessment
of this qty her initial value status--4NTR7.) There are no dif-
ferences in the correlations for stud Its who indicate that
they have a general knowledge of their values. But there are
lage ex differences in the correlations of students who Claim
to have very Little knowledge of their values witht-the corre-
lation females higher than that for males; the reverse is
true if the students claim to have a good knowledge of their
values.

./

\ Information-seeking. 4. There -were no significant main
or nteractive effects with respect to thd number of different

NE. cateOries Of questions asked by the two- sexes in COMA
(//CAT)

I'N i - (
.5. The total number of questions asked ii COMPARE is

significantly greater for males than for femal s (COMF4).

6. Males make more changes than do females in their
selection of va s and specifications for screeping occupa-

Eliirtions in L( AT t LOC3).

-165-
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7. Males select a greater number of occupations for
ekamination in COMPARE (#0CC2). The covariate effect (INTR8,
,assessment of knowledge of occupaelons) is as expected for
findings 6 & 7 with greater activity on .tie part of poorly
informed students.

Prediction. 8. ,There is a significant main sex effect in r
the number of predictions asked for (PRED2). Males ask for more

predictions than do females.

9. There is also a sex X covariate interaction for PRED2,
where the covariate is assessment of ability to predict grades
(INTR9): There is little difference betweell the sexes among
students who think they can predict their.grades well. For
students who cannot predict well,. however, there Is a large
set( difference, with males requesting more predictive informa-
tion than either females or males who can predict well; females
who cannot Predict well ask for fewer predations than females
who can predict well.

10. There is also a significant age effect for PRED2:,
Older students request fewer predictions_ than do younger stu-
dents.

11. There were no significant effeEts with respect to
the number of questiong asked about the prediction process
(PRED11). A significant main covariate effect was foupd with
untransformed data, which is highly skewed and inappropriate -

for ANCOVA. Students with limited ability to predict ask
more questions than students who can predict better. This

however, drops below the level of-significance for
the log transformed data.

Plannin . 12. Neither age nor'sex has a.significant
main effect with respect t0 the number of oc patidns fOr
which plans are sought (NPLN2). e is, ho ever, a main
covariate effect, the covariaterbeing students' assessment
of their knowledge of plans (INTR10). Students who area un-
certain of their preparation pl'As and need help select more
occupations in Planning thho do students who have clear know-
ledge of their'plans for preparing to enter an occupation.

'13. -'Students who are une(Ire about their'plans are
4.- significantly less consistent (i.e., they have lower CONSIS

scores) in exploring,occdpations 1n the SIGI subsystems than
students who are more sure of their plans.

Occupational choice. 1.4. The more confident students
were of their ability to predict their grades (INTR9, \he

covariate), the more likely they were to select as their
informed claoice in STRATEGY the occupation with the most
favorable chances fot entry (PROB2).

ti
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15. The more confident students were about their values
(INTR7, the covariate), the more likely they were to select as

\ their original choice in STRATEGY the occupation that turned out
to have the best utility (UTIL1)-L-fhat is,' the laIgest protluct
when the desirability of a selected occupation is multiplied by
its probability for successful entry.

(Findings 14 and 15 are for log-transformed data.)

16: There were no significant main or interactive effects
for DES} and DES2 (the. desirability sums of the original choice
and informed choice occupations in STRATEGY), or PROB1 (the

,--

probability associated with the original-choice occupation).

17. The utility of the informed choice occupation (UTIL2)
had a significant age main effect: Older students select as
their informed choice more occupations with high expected utili-
ties than do younger students.

18. There are consistent increases in frequency of high
scores (at ceiling of scale) from DES1 to DES2 and from UTIL1
to UTIL2. . 9

19. The number of sets ofVccupations used in STRATEGY (STR
has a significant sex main effect and a sex X age interaction.
Males examine more occupations in STRATEGY than females do;
younger and older males exhibit this behavior, but there is no
difference between the sexes in the middle age group.

Finings on Values Profiles from MANOVA

20. A two-way multivariate analysis of variance indicated
that there are signifiCant age and sex effects in both the un-
restricted and restricted value profiles (VAL5 and VAL6), but
no significant interaction.

21. All value0" (except .
sidered to be of at least ',Ino erase imp rtance, hiving been as-

/ signed a mean weight of 4 o more in t eunreptricted case
(VAL5). k

z
22. For males, the three top- weighted values were Security;

Income, and Work in a Major Field Of Interest; for females,
they were Work in a Major Field of Interest*Security, and
Helping Others. .,e

23. Large sex differences were found fc&Belping Others,
Early Entry, Leadership, and Income. Females weighted ,Helping
Others and Early Entry higher than males weighted them; the re-
verse was true for Leadership and Inco*me.

24. tiomewhAt smaller but still significant differences were
found for Work in a MA tor Filld of Interest and Independence.
Females weighted inte-rest Field higher and Independenceilowpr t

than males weighted them.

arly Entry for males) were con-

yM



25. No significant sex differences were found for Prestige,
curity, Variety, and Leisure.

26. Only Early Entryland Independence have sialificant age
dif ences. Older student's weighted Independence highest, and
the m ddle grOup weighted it lower than did either of the other
two gr ps. Mean weights by age'group for Early Entry, on4the
other hand, were'linear; it was.weighted highest by the oldest
students, next brthe'middle group, and f8west by the youngest
group..

...,

27. Except for Independence and Early Entry, there is no
clear trend between age and value means. Age, though a.sigtificant
factor, seems to exert a smal)er influence on occupational values

. .

than _does sex. ,
'.L .

28. ,Between -group distances (i.e., the squared differences
between over-all group means of the 10 value weights in the unre-
stricted case (v )) were very small for six age-sex groupings. '

The sex groups ar (1) Male 18 and under, (2) male-19-24, (3) male
2 and over, (4) female 18 and under, (5) female 19-24, and (6) -NW,

female 25 and,over.
.

.

. .

29. -When within -group distance's are computed bytremyving the ,,
, "--

effect of the total number of points that individuals distributed, N

a definite sex cluster emerges. Smaller istances appeared between
16age groups wiekin a sex than between e groups within an age cate7

gory, The youngest females (Group 4), however,'were less distan
from the male groups than the older feMales were. 4

j Disdriminant Analysis of Values
e-Ir

. I .
,.

7
.

30. A discriminvt analysis using the 10 value weights, reveals
t o di criminants thatccount for mos :oi the trace -66% for the
f rst and 21% for the second.- The r. st consist' chiefly of Helpieg.
Others and rlY Entry versus Leadership and Inc me. This discrimii-
.nant clearl differentiates the sexes. '.

4,

. 31. T main contributors to the second discriminan re In
.%."dependene versus Security,, which differentiates the 2 nd-overt

ate grou s from.the younger age groups. There is, how w , much)
Abefter itscrimation betkeen the sexes than between tl group.

- , 32. The gratest discrimination on the 4-sex discriminant is
'between Group 1 (males 18 and under) and Group 5 (females 19-25),
with an overlap of about 48 %. The greatest discrimination on the
age descriminant is_between Group 1 ( mal's 18 and under) and Group.3 '

(males 25 and ov r), With an ovIrilap of about 66%. T youngest
female oup is closest of the female groups to the male groups.

*5-3, In the discriminant analyts, Security appears more pr
Cent as contributor to'age contrast than might have been expected
from the uniVariate tests on values f011owing the MAN04./7 ,

.34. Security s not as clear-cut a ,diswiranator of age for i

females as for male . Iflthe age grotp§ for a'sex 'are ranked by the
weight they assigne to Security, the order for Males would be

,

youngest, middle, ldest, with the youngest giving the'highe§t / s

weight. For females, however, the'order Would be middle, youngest,
oldest.
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35. When the discriminant analysis is extended to 27 variables
(including the 10 value weights), again two discriminants emerge
thAt account for a latge portiontof the trace (56% for the first
discriminant, 16% for t second). The first, which' -differentiates
sex, Consists of low es in high school, English and high weights
on Leadership,, on the ode hand, 4pd Helping Others and Early. Entry
on the other. second discriminant, which tends tondifferentiate
algo"., consists oTf*Ithe values Security and. Interest Field versus
EakLy Entry, Independence, and UTIL2 (the utility or combined de,
sirability-probabiiiity of the informed-choice occupation designated
in STRATEGY). :

36. 'C. parison of the two discriminantyanalyses reveals that
in general the values domain accounts for age/sex group separat on.
The addition of English grades helps discriminate sexiand thp d-

o dition of UTIL2 helps discrilLnate age, but the otherivari les do
noticontributemuch.

37. aleness seems to.be characterized by
Income in the values domain, low grades in,hig0 s
the academic domain, and, high information-seeking
#0G02, And STR) in tie CDM domain.

38. Femaleness seems So be characterizedaby the va4u Helping
Others and Early Entry and by a more normal distribution value
weights than that evidenced by the males.

Interests and Consistency of Occupational, Plans

dership and High
of English in

ctivit es (#1.0C3,

c "-, , ,

. , r ; ......

i39. There is a significant relationship between sex and.choie
.

of interest field (VAL3). MOre males chose the Scientific field
(26%) than any other field; femalecho'sethe Personal Contact field-
(35%) more frequently thaft-anyother fiel . Preference for the ..."°

.

Sibientific, Tech logical, and AdMinistr ive fields
_

IS stronger
anieng males than females. Preference or Personal COntact, Verbal., 0,

and esthetic fi lds is strongerjamong females than ales. The

gre test sex di ferences are in the Scientific and P rsonal Contact
:.. r. 141-thrm es-prefeTrAni:t44,446Tmer and female he latter.

k
/

_ _:_ -,' ,'sexes; large percentages of stud nts selected in

'4 -TRGY occupations that were in, the field of interest

0. fig nally, ated in VALUES. The deg ;of consistency fell off
the-Veibatvand Aesthetic fields, perhaps in part because,SIGI-

.
cc tains esmallimpro0Ortipn,Alf occupations.in those fields than
in the others andirrhaps in part beCause of the relatively poor job
market in those fields.

41r For all field',, there is'a strong consistency, in,the sel c
tion of -t, field"for PLANNING and for 'STRATEGY. If students
bandoned ANNING the field originally Chosen in VALUES, they

a t ictld. depart from it in STRATEGY; if they were consistent
in.P flciG j y e.,antinued the consistency into STRATEGY. This
Lef6ncy iS'anfrarently unrelated to sex. ,

7 r
. di*
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. .

421 There is no significant elationship betWeen sex and the
selection of-"same" or "different" cdupations.:in STRATEGY (inde-
pendent,of the choice made in PLANN NG).

*
-k

, .
43. For both males and feMales; separately, there is rib re-.

lationsbip between interest field and the selectionrof "same" ori.
"different" occupations & STRATEGY. A

If the interest fields most.preferred by thetw6 sexes
(Scien ifi fo males and Personal Go tact for females) are \flowed,

. that ,

separately, 13 apparent that for feales, but not males,,there.- .

isKa Signif canfrelationship betWeen preference for one.of theSe
two inter t 'fields and the selection bf occupation in STRATEGY.'
Females w o"prefer the Personal Contact field are more likelygto
choose an cupatfon in STRATEGY that is consistent with their"

.111 int est fie d 'ghoice thA are females who prefer the Scienteic
inte est field. a

.

45. Students. ho hoos:. ccupa-tion in STRATEGY that lies'
hin their designat d. est' field had tended to weig t the

lue Interest Field igher than did studentswho(choose a incon-
sistent occupation STRATEGY. This finding applies to b th sexes.

. .

abilit of46cc6 a14...amar------
( '"""9

46. If desirabilitlyeams ;r:. c. a uted l'r all th occupations
in SIGI using,-first, the'Mean vai:? weight for males and, second,

highest sums are the same for b. , sexes an rank in th same order.
the bean value weights the 10 cupatioRs ithlthe 0

(The value Interest Field is exc .:'ed from he 'computa,ti.n because
/ .its' rating y associated with a 'articular ielit.) TheT1 -least

desirable occupations are' alSO tie same fo. the average lm. le and
.. the average female, although their rank o ger Is slightly different.

The most desirable occupations, .tartan: ith tt-; highes , arf
likaw

lawyer, physician, psycholOgiSt-, dent ,-teacher_ ocatio al technical,
teacher elementary/secondary, pol al.scientist,;teacber special
educationiseterindrian, and sp p tholoki,s6f The_ east desirable,
in order male, ranking with e lo est fir6t,-are ke punch operatot01
model; stenog pher;'typist, .vionics,,technician, lAbe ry technician,
computer oper tor, medical labOratory'technidlan, receptionist, 'and .
accounting clerk. ..

feffialej3.4 tt 5.1 points).. For the le'ast deeJ:eccupatI.Ons the

.

, -,

47. For .the most desirable occupctons, desirability sums for
theaVerage male were consistently higher than those flpr. the average

diffetehces tended to be much smaller (0.1 to 1.1-points4, and for
fonroccupatiOns the sums for the average female were slightlylligh r

Othan,,those for the average mak. Thes-edifferences are due & the/
...,

'fact that the most desirable occupations rate htgh on Income, .ind
o

low on Earl Ent wher'eas the Least-desirable occupations rate loci'
'males tend to weight In

higher and Eat 'y Entry lower than o fe ales, these differrices are'
on Income and high on Ear,Xy Entry Sine b6me

4voected. It 1 apparent that when int_rests are excluded, the dif-

/

terences between *age value 'ideiglIts for the two s'exes have,rela-
vely little eff ct On which occupations fall at;, the" extremts of
*e desirabi sale. ,

l
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Sex-Typical, and Sex-Atypical Groups , .

'Is i?
48.. Since the sexes di fered in their responses to many pf.

. the variablesin the study,,rt was possible to use the;e yariables. .7

)1

as predictors o sex typicality and to divide the sample' into` four

)grou0s, male-typ cal (MT), male atypical (MA); female-typical FT ,

and female-atypic I (FA),. When t division _is based uponwalues '

Het 1i Others, Leadership,',Ear Entry, and IncOme as4the predictors,
72% of', the females and0% of t e'maesjall into their sex -t i

category. -When the,di lsion is based upon 5out ol. activ
.

variables. as predictors, 67% Of the teMales and 52% the male
fall into- their sex-TicaNkategnry. : ,r ,,.._

,
l

. Interests. 49, Differences betWeen the sexes with- espect
to Ooide of interest fiel
sonal-Contact) are largel
FT). RelationShips betwee

`for
the sex-typical groups

groups.,,Yor example, while
in interest preferences its
differencAllreen MA and FA and between 4A and.FT.

50. Typ40,plity is related to the overrall,distAutIon of in-
terest field preferences for males.but not for females.

51. Distributi6hs iff-typical ty. are most useful whenfOcused'
on the interest field preferences t t most skarplyAlfferentiate
the sexes. The difference betwee th MT and"MAlgroupstends to-
parallel theHdifferences)between the sexes. The-larger differences

--6-re in preferences for Scientiffc,',Personal Contact, and Aesthetic
fields, with MT-preferring the Scientific, and MA the,Perso al Con-.
tact and AeSthetic. Similar difterences-are found. between he

FT'arif FA groUps, wjt .a larger prOportion of _atypical fema es; bre=
feWng the S.cierhefft;c_field and a larger proportion of typical.

-females tht Personal(COtact. -

TnfOrmati seekin . 52, The-cateilories.of questions asked
in COMPARE had., milar ranks in popularity across all four(,)groups'..m.,

53: Signifi ant differencegmare found, nevertheless, between
the se)fs.,withregard to the categories of-questions shecced'for
occupational information in COWRE. Males, nfore than femOles,,":

ask questions bout Income, Conditians of Work, and OpportunUiel
Rand Outlpa. here were no significant sex differences in the num-
ber of question asked about,Definitidftiand Description; Education,
Tratiling, and 0 her Requirements; or -Person 1 Smatisfections.

- 7

(males prefer Scientific, females Per-;
du to the sex- typical groupsa(MT and or

A
and interest fiel that hold true. .----1'--

ed do not hold for (he sex- atypical

the over -all diffe&ence between MT and FT .,
erysighificant, tfiere are no significant

Values, for occdphtiona selected. ..e.When the mean value .

f mtatings '(exClusiye of Interest Field) are computed for the'occ Pa-
tions that students choose in P ING, highly signific ht diff -

ences between the foUr'groups(M, MA, IFA, and FT) are f Und\bn In
Come, 'Prestige, .Independene, Helping Others,:-Leisure, yhdEarly

.,Entry. No Significant differences are'foundn the men ratings of
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Security; Variety,. and Leadership. Males and atypical feMales-plan-".
for oceupationsWith highest ratings on Variety, Income, Pt stige,
and Independence' and lowes ratings on Eaily Entry, Leisure, and
Helping Others.r Typical f ales. plan for occupations with' highest
ratings on Variety, Hel0i. Others,:and Early Entry; Leisure and
InCome have the lowest ratings, For each of the. six value dimen-
sions that exhibit significant group .differences.,, the two .typical
groups (MT and FT) have the extreme man ratings.. The progression
tends to rue MT, FA, MA, Pt, with the wd atypical groupp tending
to be Noser" to typ-.fr.al males than 0 typical females, and with
the two typical groups farthest apart-:.{

55., For three of the four values dimensions useP in classifying
fOr typicality (Helping Others-and Early'Entiy,,associated with
females; Leadership-and High,IncoMe, associatedwith males), there;
is a Close correspondence betWeen the patterns of value ratings. of-
occupations .chosen in PLANNING. and valt4weigh0a-ssigned!bY. the
fOurgroops. Occupationg plapnedfor by tyPicaimales and
atypICal females 'offer very significantly ,greater opportUnity.fOr
income thandolocupatiOns planned far bx typical. females and. ,

atypical males.' '(b) typical-females,\to a greater.eAtenf than
students in the other grotps,.plan for' occupations that offer op-
portunity forh0ffilineor4eeS;atypical'males, as compared. with,-
typicalmaleS, hno tend"to pursue Occupatidns rated highOn Help-
ing Others. Typical females are the:onlygrodp w plan for
.occupations With-a:thigh-mean rating on.Early Entry. ( The mean !
Vgjue ratings for the fourth value, Leader'shiphowelee
tie differente`hcrosS groupsA The-reasons for`this anomaly are not

.

entirely .ctear.

56.. The mean value Tatirrgs or -Prestige show signi.ficant group,
differences even though the grodps did not differ ip the weight they
assigned to that yalue in the Values system. This phenomenon may
be.,the result of the intercOrrelation of PreStige with Early Entry
(wher.t14cyrrelation is high'negative),,and with Income and Inde-
perdenLe7tihere the correlations are high positive).

./57. :pie mean value ratings of the planned-for occupations
Variety and Security also fail to'show'differenceS In the foUr
group means, a phenomenon that is consistent with the mean value
weights of the gtoups. Even though all groups assigned Security a
high weight; however, they did not ect' planning
with high ratings.on that value. Lefirre, on the, other band, which

does not show a significant sex dii.Teredce on value doer
haVe a significantty higher mean rating tor the occupations planned
for by-typical fema10; than it does' for tlk other g u}5,

Se' membership of occupations selected

,

58. Typical males overwhelmingbychOose as their first seiv-
elf.on in PL¢NNING occupations, that are:C.lassified as_predoMlnantli

,.male on the basts of,,the proportion of workers in tOe aCcu.Pjtion

,of

who are males. Although .60Z,of the occupations in SIGI are classi-
fied. p,redominaptly,male, 8E', ,of tic MT grOnp chase such occupations.

Nit$1111

-
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Only 6% of the MT group chose a predominantly female'occupation,
although 22% of. the,SIGI occupations are so classified. Typical
femeles:,tend to,choose predoMinantly female occupations, 41 X
of thpl making that choice ,'whereas only 20% chose predominantly

"male occupations. A

.59. Typical males plan for more predominantly male and fewer
,sexually neutral occupations than atypical males do.

60. Typical females plan, for more predominantly female and
fewer predominantly male occupations thin atypical femdies do.

61. The,distributions for the two atypical groups are quite
similar, with - distributions for each group showing movement away
from the extreme positions-of the 'typical" groups and toward the
"base Tate" distributionrof occupations in SIGI with respect to,sex membership.

62. The difference (in perCentage points) between the two
female groups in choosing predomhnpntly female occupations
61% 7 18% = 23%) isgreater th4n.* difference between the two
male groups in choosing predominantlyvAp.occupations (83%
65% = 18%). This finding must be vieWeiPin ghe context that only
22% of the occupations in SIGI (the pool4from which selection Is
made) are classed as predominantly female,whereas60% are classed
as predominantly ile

63. Females with atypical values profiles exceed typical
females 0 cende.DFy to choose predominantly male occupations by a
rather wide margin (54% vs. 30%). The two male group's do not dif-
fer.so noticeably in'clioosing predominantly female _occupations
(10% vs. 6%), but atypical males are considerably more likely than
typical.males to choose sexually neutral occupations .(25% vs. 11%).
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GHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION

An important point to'bear in.mind is that the findings in
this spud .are based on college' students observed in the act of
making calteer decisions. These observations are 'not to be con-
fused with responAeS derived from surveys of people who may or
may not be actively engaged in career decision-making (GDM) at
the time they are questioned. The to were collected unob-
rusively--indeed, automatically', b the computer in the:course

of stUdents' interaction with SrGI. Thus, our observations have
been made through a window in the CD process The variables are
elements in that.process, not made-up answers o questions that
may or may not. have been salient to the respondent.

Among the variables are values profiles,. interest preferences
and behaviors MI/dived in information-seeking, predicting, planning,
and using decision rules to evaluate occupations for choice.
The study is descriptive rattier than an-7everimental testing of hypo-

theses. It controls for initial sEatus of individuals as they
.hark on a formal, systematic CIM proceSN. It compares age and s
groups on a large number of variables,., describing similarities an
differences. In addition,sex- typical and sex-atypical groups are
defined for each sex These 'derived-group comparisons help to il-
luminate a number of the sex differences and similarities found.
Before dealing, with ,sex differences,, however, it may-be useful to
comment brfly on inter-group similarities, effects of initial
status, and'age differences. NoL every finding will be discussed
here. Since.fiddings have been described and enumerated in the
two previous'chapters, it would be redundkfit merely to reiterate.
them and Ledious ,to_expatiate on those that are no ortant
enough-to warrant further discussion.

Inter-Group -Similarities and Overlap
1

A,major conclusion which might be overlooked just because it
issp obvious watrants,mention first: Since this study focuses'
on age and 'sex differences, it would be easy to loS'esight of theA:,
-many'similaWies between groupsAn CDM, reflected In a large nun
ber of the findings (1, 4,-11, 12, 13,_14i 15,.16, 18, 21, 25, :27,

'-*28, 36, 40, 41, 42, 45, 52, 55, 571°. Themain point of ,

these findings isk to jus-f; "sex blind" guidance. gOtwithsbanding-
signifitant sex differences that were'found, students'from elfery
age -sex group found the structure and process of CDM embodiedsin
SIGI quite relevant and congenial. Their interact-ions with. various
subsystems were not strikingly di inctive. Both sexes showed #.

similax consistencieA between intMests nd occupations Chosen;' vIt

'tended to select occupations of eqUal 4KSirability% probability,
and utility; and the profile of mean values weights ..for each sex

`d41

Numbers refer td correspondingly numbered "Findings" in Chapter
VI.
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(excluding the weights for Wbrk in Major Field of Interest) would
identify the saw lists of ten "most desirable" and ten "least
desirable" ocsupat$ons. Thus, there(is no apparent justification
for routing males and females to distinctive guidance "treatments"

the basis of self.

k

4' / CDM is a highly individealistfc enterprise, and inditillual
:differences are ubiquitous. But these variations ate oft &I inde-
pendent of group memberhip.. -Even wh4n significant differences
are found between groups-, there is always coAiderableoveriap.
Thus, college students of differeni ages and sex are not making
career decisions in grossly:different-ways.'.Some-members Of each
age-sex group resemble some members of other groups'in.the CDM pro-

* cess.

) i In some instances, similarities -may be attributed to dev'ulop-
ment of understandings and competencies that ,enerallrresult from
use of SIGI. For example, the consistent in rease in frequency of-
high scores from DES1 to DES2"land from UTIL1 to UTIL2 (finding 18) ,

.' . is clearly\ function of systematic consideration of desirabilf-
_ties, probabilities,' and decision rules associated with a set of
occtepations. 'The exercise that intervenes betweetrthe first and -'
second scare in each inAan0 has had a leavening effect. All
students-have been helped o discover the extent to which each oc-
cupation proVides the configuration of rewards and satisfactions"
that best fit their individual profile of values and4have learned
to balance rewards and risks. Consequently, there is 4 notable-

. gain in the number of "ceiling" scores for all students regardless
of age or sex. (Obviously, lave numbers of scolks at the "ceiling"
of a scale tend to constrain findings of differences betweehgroups.)

Effects of Initial Status

As would be expected, covariate effects were sometimes found
inithe absence of age or sex'effects. This simply means that in
certain respects' initial Status vis-a-vis CDM may affect CDM be-
haviors regardless of age or sex. For example, students who,re-

,

garded themselves as poorly informed about occupations,when they
entered the interaction with SIGI engaged in more informaticiTg s

seeking-activity than students.who felt well informed (7). Those

who did not initially knoW how to predict grades asked more ques.--_,
tions about prediction than those who did (11),-and those who were
at the outset uncertain of plans explored a greater number and
,variety of,oscupations in Planning (12, 13). By the same tok4n;
the students who were relatively confident of their al-'41if-Y to p1-07
dict.grades were more likely to choose in STRATEGY ,the o'ccupa ion .

with the most favorable chances-for entry (14)i Thole who f.
' that they:knew tilikr values well were more likely toselect a
their initial choioihin STRATEGY the occupation with th\e.-bighe4- . v
utility (15). Th -s effect did not care), over t9 the final chdice
(thirds

of all students scored lcored at the "ceiling" on UTIL2),., ThisI
41TIL2) because of the "ceiling" effectf mentioned abOVe,,( out two

ceiling phenomenon, as Tointed out above, is attributable to the k
treatment, and tends to wash out effects of initial statils:

i
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Age -Differences'

In general, interpretations of findings on age differences
and similar/ies must be handled in such gingerly fashion that
theylare,prob"ably not worth the space and trouble to discuss.

One lithitation may be the classification,system used. Stu-

dent§ Classified themselves in one of three, categories byage:
18 and undex, 19 to 24; and 25 and over. Perhaps a larger sathple

and further breakdOwns of the thin' category would have-provided
additional findings of. age differences. Furthermore, it must not
be forgotten that-the- 'sample consisted of students at community-

colleges. Thus,4,he older students dO not represent people of
their age generally-,-only those at, about the"bame educational
stage'a§ the younger, ones.

-,..

Given thee reservations, it c9mes as o surprise that age

.difference§ in 'cDM are relatively fluimoot f. great magnitude,

and'sometimes quite difficult to ihiliptet. For examp14-, it does
. ,

not seem particularly fruitful to .S0e: on-whyolder stud is

request fewer predictions and select, more occupations'with hi
utilities than do younger students .(10, 17).

An occasional age effect is, straightforward enough to inter-
. pret, The fact that Early Entry was weighted highest by the old-'

est group, next by the,middle group,:and lowest by the youngest
C-Iwgroup.is what we would expect (26).-'01der students tend to feel

they have less time.to.dego4a to prolonged schooling; they want
into'occupatione,a6. soon' as possible. Sometimes, however,

age eff is are notkinear-A-that.ls, the 19-25 group is "out of.

sequence' With the younger and Older's gnts. For example, the

oldest roup weightedIndependegite highe than the youngest did,

but the middle group weighted it lower thi did either of the
It other two grOups (26). Sometimes inters ions with sex muddy age

distinctions. 'For example, Security discriminates age, -for males,

but not for females 1'33, 34). So age, though a statistically '

significant factor in values (20), does not always seem particu-
larly important or readily interpretable. Smal er,distances in

values profiles appear between age groups fOr eac ex than be-
tween sex groups for each age category (29, 31, 32)

0,
It may, however, be of interest to note that there is a

-....

slight tendency for the youngest females to be let' dl§tant from
the maie.groups tyn the older females are (29,

h3,2#5.7::

erhaps

4.00changing beliefs, Customs, and opportunities ave, b " to exert

eater effect on the youngest gout in breaang down stereotypes
and in liberating females from tradaional.perceptions of sex
roles. We will want to see whether this tendency:becomes more

,,.

ma ed with successive cohorts of'young college.students.
L

,

Sex Differences I

Having previouSly emphasized. inter-group simi1arities,.we
can now, turn, without fear of ling misunderstbod,to.the sex-
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differences that didappear. Straightforward comparisons between
the-sexes seem to confirm many prevalentstereotypes of sex roles

.and.behayiors.

In general,.thles were more active nd positive than females
n. their CDM behaviors.. They tkided td ve higher weights to
values (2), engaged in more:occuPational information-seeking (5,
6, 7, 37), asked forimore predictions (8), evalgated'inore occupa-
tions in STRAITEGY (19, 37), and sometimes appeared to act more
logically in respect to their initial status (1, .9).

The main-differences between sexes In the values domain--em-
phas4ing higher weights on Leadership and Income for males and
on Helping Otheis and Early Entry for females (20,' 21, 23., 24, 10,
37, 38)--are consistent with the stereotype of the striving male
and the nurt4i-ant female.

Interest Rreferences were algoan accord with longstanding
'-cultural expettetAofts:' `the Scientific field was the one most fre-

quently choeen by males, -aact:'tha'Personal Contact: field by females.
Technological and.Adtiniatr.467ive-fielaS4were also.tore popular
among males than among females, and the Verbal and Aesthetic fields
were preferred mare-often'by females ,thvOlt males (39). Adherence

,
to the stereotypeAtended_beyoode expiessio $ of preference and
into behavior; Although a high proportion:A all students' tended
to Chooae occupations in PLANNING and filSTRATEGY that were con-
sistent.with their interest field preferences (40), females who
preferred the Personal Contatt field were more likely 'than females
who preferred theSctentific\field to choose an occupation in
STRATEGY that was consistent with their interest field.preferenA,
(44).

' se'

. It is,not surpria4.4 t see these.corroborations and supple7
.,mentations 'ptevious Findings of sex differenceS1.(as summarized
' in Chapter Again, clowever, we must not fail to call atten-

tion to the preponderance/ of similarities found.between the sexes
in CDM variables. 'Given. the considerable degree 49f overlap, we
sought to clarify the. similarities andthe differenxiations by
further clAssification of each sex into two groups.

Sfax -T}¢ heal, aitid S,eYkAtypical Group's

.e. ALWf,-teas necf,thet if Iv glipreotyNs..are in the process of
brkicfng d , lay y the change wouIenot afkect all members of 17-
each: sea. 4-...slmureaneously. swite males and some females

.

woutkliFegpond rath r quickly to?the new-Influences, others more
,s104417;.'-and.still others not at all. The question then was one of
choosing variales for classification of sub-groups to be compared
sqcgtsively on other variables. Having often emphasized the pri-
macy of the values domain!an CDM, our preference was to try sorting
firstl values.' Siirte an impirical test' proved this tq,be more .'

efficient andOmore valid thon.use wp:nactivIty" variables, we,fol-
lowed the 'prdcedure of ilegresing sex'on)yaIues., as described on

Vie =4*
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pp. 146-147,to'identify those members of each sex whose values
we called, for lack of better words,""typical" or "atypical" of
their sex. These sub-groups based on a composite of four values
dimensions provide a key to sex differences and similarities on
a substantial array of other variables.

The two "typical" groups turn out to account for manSt.of the
sex differens.. found, and differences between the "typical" and
"atypical" sub-groups within each sex oflten parallel those between
the sexes. For example, sex differences in choice of interest
field are largely attributable to differences between "typical"
males (MT) and "typical° females (FT). There are nu significant
differences in interest preferences Wittweenthe "atypical" groups
(MA and FA) or between MA and-FT1449Y: .Focus01.4 the interest
fields that most sharply differentiate the sexes (39) =-Scientific,
Personal Contact, and Aesthetic-r-shows parallel'differehces.between
-the "typical" and "atypical" male groups, with MT preferring the
Sciitific field and MA the. Personal Contact and Aesthetic fields
(51). There is an analogous differentiation betweeh "typical" and
"atypical" females, with more FA preferring the Scientific field
and more FT preferring the Personal Contact field (51).

Classification of sex-typical and -atypical groups on th basis
of values is enlightening not only in respect to preferences for-
interests but also in respect to further actions in CDM, such as
the characteristics of occupations 'chosen in PLANNING. When mean
ratings (exclusive of Interest Field) are computed for those occu-
pations selected in PLANNING by members of each of the four groups,
highly significant differences are found on Income, Prestige, In-
dependence, Helping Others, Leisure, and Early Entry (54). The two
"typical" groups' (MT and FT) Moose occupations with the extreme
mean ratings on these six values dimensions, andithe progression
tends CO run MT,. FA, MA, FT, with the two "atypical" groups closer'
to MT than lo AIL. Thus, we see ,an interlocking or alternation
of sex groups, with typical" females positioned between "typical"
and "atypical" males, and "atypical" males between "typical" and ,

"atypical" females.°

In short, Ne,g, Lassiflication of each sex by "typicality"
is'not merely acad All four groups act consistently with
their values in an rtant aspect of CDM--the choice of occupa-
tions to plan for, der se does not appear to be a major barrier
to selecting occupations that will be instrumental in providing tie
satisfactions and rewards that are deemed important by each group,
'tills, "atypical" females, like "typical" males, engage in pla9ing
for occupations that.offer good oppOrtunities for high income, pres-
tige, and independence. While "typica " females lead all other
'groups In planning f9r occulpations cha.,,,ffer good opportunities
to help others, such occupations are as'Popular with MA as with FA

tlk
. 46, .

' Having established that groupings bjit4T onvalAftp, rather thafi
sex alone, provide finer differen iations on inOerest_preferences
and on selectiA of occupationsfapaording to instrumentality, we
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'next looked at Occupationa,1 choices classified on a highly objec.
tive, external criterion of predominant sex membership (gee p..159
for the method used). Again, the kinds of occupations chosen by
"the four groups are consistent with the characterization of each
group., "Typical" males overwhelmingly chose, occupations with pre-
dominantly male membership and rarely chose either of the other

1
two categories. The occupations with predominantly male Member-
S'hip were also most popular with "atypical" females. The sistri-
butions for.the two "atypical" groups are quite similar, each show-
ing movement away from the "typical" group of the same sex and toward
the "base rate" distribdtion of occupations i SIGI -with respect to
sex membership. All but the MT group tended Mchoose'occupations
in the middle category (with a roughly balanced proportion of males
and females) more frequently than the "base rate" might suggest.
The occupations with predominantly female memberghip wve most
popular only with the "typical" females (58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63).
So here akin we see the widest gap between the MT and FT groups,
with the F and MA groups'occupying the middle ground.

s, T.
.,.

r.-.

A Concluding Word

eit
.

All these findings of similarities AddiATerences among groups.
are essentially liberating. They show there is a precedent ftir':''
people of either sex who want to eseakgfrom sex -role stereotype,
and seek.career-satisfactionS in teems of their own' values. The

. is ample demonstration that people')are not loc into sox roles:
but are capable of entertaining And acting on serf concepts that.I

oreLlect various gradations of sexual identification.'. ilh.

.The rAmaining question is, granted the crucial importance.of
values that is confirmed in this,study, are people equally free to
develop value systems that are not sex-bound? Certainly, we ctn not
ignore the statistically differeri es between means of
value weights assigned by males and females o six of the ten values
dimensions. But-we have also noted the gre degree of overlap be-
tween distributions for the sexes and the high standard deviations
on every dimension. We know very little about the ways in which
values are introcepted except in general terms. Clearly, an 410
dividual'sv11ges come from family, From the culture at largo5,8 and

-,

Im-
portance

specific- environments. But these sources may ,diminish i,n Im-
CPuportance with maturation. Their impact in f mative years can be
acknowledged, but we can also recogrlize that ere is consIderafiic
ace for conscious, intentional development an even cane in

va es:' one can,"take thought" about where one va nes hhve come
from and where they are. taking one (Katz, 1963, p. )1. This is -

f1 J consistent with the maturational trend in the ottainment-tof attonomy.
As people progress through various:stages-toward maturity, their
behavior . V

4,
'.C-!'l

"seems capable of-variation up to the ilmitg-establas4ed
by preceding stages. Thwik-within whateveriidnstraints
are ailowed.by being a' member of the human species,,hav-,.

t 4--
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\,(
ing inhertted,a given set of genes, being brought up in
a certain culture, and being subjected to selected arrays
of reinforcements, most young'men and women seen(to want
to become as independent as possible. They seem to want
to use as much space as is left them for making their
own decisions, for determining their own behavior--even
those who decide to become behaviorists. We have not
.yet progressed, if that is-the word, entirely:beyond free-
dom and dignity.'

...tilt is to this striving for freedom in de-
cision- making that our computer' - 'based System of Interactive
Gdidance and Ififormation (SIGI) addresses itself, specifically
in the area of carer decision-making. But freedom with-7
out competence may bejrustrating. We have set out to en-
hvace the freedom-of the decision-maker[s] by helping
thein] to incrgase [their] competence in the process of

making informed and rational decisions. "' (Katz, 1973,
pp. 44-45).

The evidence iri this study of age-mid sex differences in the
career decision-making process speaks strongly tcr7thegffect that
'neither age nor sex is a necessary deterrent to realization of
the ideals of freedom and.competence in CDM that we have attempted
to implement in SIGI.

tc,
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